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PREFACE

The Department of Sanrkrit of Sri Venkateswara Univer-

sity has great pleasure in placing before the scholars the volume

of GITASAMlKSA, a collection of fifteen papers presented to

the Seminar on the Gita which took place on 7th, 8th and 9th 5

March, 1970. This was the fifth Seminar conducted by the

Department since 1961. The purpose of the Seminar was to

review and evaluate the interpretations of the Gi/ff, the perennial

source of wisdom, encouragement and solace to millions of

people all over the world, offered by religious Acaryas, thinkers

and social reformers through the ages. To what extent the

Seminar could achieve this purpose is to be judged by the

competent scholars in whose hands this volume is now being

placed.

It is a matter of regret for us that we could not obtain

papers on the interpretation of the Glta according to Caitanya
;;;

and B.G. Tilak the inclusion of which would have made this

volume more complete. We could not also, again with regret,

include in this volume the very illuminating and interesting

addresses and general lectures delivered by eminent scholars

during the Seminar.

Till 1965, conducting
7 6F.a--Sennnar had been an annual

feature in the Department. Then .there was a gap of nearly

five years before we could resume it. In this connection we are

indeed grateful to our Vice-Chancellor, Dr. D, Jaganatha Reddy

for his encouragement and keen interest in our endeavour. We

are also thankful to- the learned scholars who made the Seminar

meaningful by contributing papers and participating in the

discussions. Our thanks are also due to the University Press for

cooperating with us in bringing out this volume.

EDITOR.





INAUGURAL ADDRESS

*y

Dr. D. JAGANATHA REDDY, MD.,

Vice-chancellor,
Sri Venkateswara University^ Tirupati.

Professor Sri Krishna Sarma, Ladies & Gentlemen,

I am happy to associate myself with this Seminar on the
Lord's song (Bhagavad Gita) to-day and express my thanks to-

Professor Sarma for affording me this opportunity. I am confi-
dent that this dialogue or discourse on the Gita by eminent
scholars gathered here will be unrestrictive and fearless in ex-

pressing opinions. May the youth seated in the last benches
gather courage to participate and contribute to the richness of
the seminar. It is up to the participants to leave an impress
on the audience of the greatness and significance and the enno-
bling influence of the Gita on mankind as a whole and in parti-
cular to the Hindu thought and action.

To me the essence of the Bhagavad Gita appears to be fear-
less and desireless action* In the light of the Lord's song
review and analyse your actions in the past and remodel for
future action on the guide lines of the sayings in the Gita. May
the stalwarts assembled herein, this morning, through Socratic
catechismal method arrive at the conclusion that action is to be
encouraged and inaction to be discouraged and that in short
was the message of Lord Krishna to us through Arjuna. May
Lord Venkateswara, the Lord of the Seven Hills, give you all

inspiration and courage to place your unbiased views at this
seminar and avail of an opportunity to visit the Hill temple
during your short stay here.

How am I competent to initiate your discussion on the
Gita, by way of a thought-provoking inaugural address. I feel

diiSdent to do so, specially not to have learnt the alphabets of
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Sanskrit which is necessary for the correct understanding and

interpretation of the .Gits. When I glance through the commen-
taries by Aurobindo Ghosh, Arnold, Emerson, Radhakrishnan,
Giriswamy and by a host of others in different languages, I am
convinced that it has a great influence on man and his actions.

Gandhiji rightly said that people must learn Sanskrit at least

to read and understand the Bhagavad Gita. Sanskrit had its

origin, roots and growth in our country, the epics and Puranas

were sung and written in Sanskrit and knowledge was dissemina-

ted to the distant frontiers of the world from Bharat through

Sanskrit, but to-day it is sad to observe that Sanskrit is not

patronised and our youth are denied the benefits that accrue

through reading and writing of this great language. Language
by no means is to be viewed as a religion. Sanskrit can be

learnt by Shudras as well by the high caste. Valmiki and

Vyasa wrote the great epics in Sanskrit. We have owing to

jealousy extinguished Sanskrit.

Recitations of the Gita by school children will go a long

way to develop character. There is no harm in the child lear-

ning Sanskrit.

The Gita contains the eternal truths of human life and

has given the insight into the dignity of man. Spiritual hunger
of modern age as typified by the Hippies and Yippies who visit

Badrinath and Kedarnath seek refuge in the songs of Lord

Krishna, It is a treatise on the art of life. The author of

the Gita is interested in man and his destiny - for man is the

centre of creation. Our existence is brief, death is certain.

Our human dignity requires us to accept pain and suffering for

the sake of right.

Dharma can only be administered through the practice of

the Gim. The Gita belongs to the people of the world and is

above the narrow limits of a religion. Human conduct and

behaviour towards a variety of situations are well narrated in the

700 verses covering eighteen chapters of the Gita and it is up to

the Iearne4 to disseminate the knowledge to the people of the

country who have no access to the treasures of the Gita. To
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the Scholars and Pandits who are assembled here I would like to

say that they should impart the message of the Glta to the stu-

dents who come to them for learning Sanskrit.

One begins to wonder regarding the Gim if at all the

dialogue between Lord Krishna and Arjuna is the creative in-

.genuity of the author Vyasa 2,500 years ago or is it a historical

fact? Vyasa deserves all our praise in having chosen grim battle

situation to convey the wisdom of the Lord to a mortal like

Arjuna. We think of God only in adversity and at no time

in history is the need for the practice of the Glta greater than

to-day and this be done by every citizen immaterial of his faith

in a particular religion. Let us keep in mind that the end does

not justify the means and the means should not be mean. How
many of us (whatever be our profession and position) think of

the right thing at the right moment and act accoidingly. It is

in the interest of our children that they are made to recite a few

^verses from the Glta daily. Stability, domestic or at State

level, could be achieved by the application of the Glta to the

problems of the day.

I wish to place two of my thoughts for your consideration.

It is not sole object of an University to produce graduates and

parade them at an annual Convocation but the University has a

higher function to perform. Its main function is to educate.

Education is not merely absorption of knowledge but enligh-

tenment. Enlightenment and promotion of culture at the Uni-

versity can only be done through a dialogue between the students

and teachers on topics of this nature. Secondly, yesterday we
witnessed Astavadhanam and Mushaira of Urdu poets at the

University. The Urdu poets did not appear to have had

University education, but their performance did reflect vast

learning and creative talents. The audience was spell-bound

and there was thunderous applause and the University audito-

rium was transformed into an intellectual assembly and spiritual

atmosphere prevailed which left a moralising influence over

those present. May this seminar on the Glta confirm the

belief that intellectual power is superior to brutal force and that

ultimately man acquires power through tranquility of mind.
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Let us keep in mind the words of Giriswamy "Whenever I have

troubles I recourse to the Glta where I never fail to find a line to*

make me beam with a smile in the midst of all sorrow",

May I be permitted to appeal to the faculty members to

keep in mind the following : Publish or Perish, extend or confine,

enlighten and illuminate, promote knowledge and dispel dark-

ness through your hard work and take your pupils to nobler

tasks.

I wish to recite the following verse before I conclude :

'IW^R^^^I^^

I have great pleasure in inaugurating this Seminar and

may your deliberations shed light on some of the yet mystical

portions of the Gita.
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A.G. KRISHNA WARMER

SRI SA&KARA ON THE BHAGAVAD-GITA

A critical appreciation of Sri Sankara's views on
BG., may appropriately begin with reference to the doc-
trine that BG. sets forth the quintessence

1 of the Upanisads
and that its main conclusions harmonise with the teachings of
the Brahmasutras*. This however need not blind us to the fact

that the emphasis in the Glta does not necessarily fall on the

doctrinal points stressed in the two other components of the

prasthanatraya, viz., the classical Upanisads and the Brahma-
sutras.

That the teachings of the classical Upanisads point to the

non-dual Brahman as experienced at two different spiritual

levels, the empirical and the metaphysical, or the vyavatiarika

and the pftramarthika, is no longer seriously disputed by impar-
tial students of these venerable texts; their two-fold revelation

on saguna Brahman and nirguna Brahman constitutes the heart

and soul of the perennial philosophy held in common by the

most daring mystics among all the nations of the world.

BG., too, recognizes that this empirically experienced world

with its countless divisions into good, bad, and indifferent
11 de-

mands a source, sustainer, and final haven. Verses such as
6aham sarvasya prabhavah, mattah sarvani prav-antale**, 'pftaham

asyajagato^y point to the abhinnanimittopadanam, .the material-

cum-efficient cause of the world, which, in the BS. has been defi-

ned &$ janmady asya yata1f\ and, in the TU. set forth in the text

yato vd imam bhutani jayante
1

, etc. Sri Krsna, the divine

1. sarvopanisado gavo dogdha gopalanandanah. partho vatsah sudhlr

bhokta dugdham gitamrtam mahat.

2. cf. BG. 13.4.

3. BG. 7. 13.

4. BG. 10. 8.

5. BG. 9. 17.

6. BS. 1.1.2,

7. ibid. 3.1.
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.

teacher, of course, represents the sagima Brahman with all its

plenitude of creative, sustaining, and retractive powers
8

. On
the other hand, Saiikara points out that the nirguna Brahman,
the transcendental Absolute of the Upanisads, is not only im-

plicit in BGM but also explicitly set forth in several con-

texts. Verses 11-30 in Chapter II, verses 3 and 4 in Chapter XII,

and verses 13-17 in Chapter XIII, among others, may be cited

in this connection.

t

A point central to Sankara's interpretation of BG,,
with a tremendous probative force of its own, deserves more
than passing notice. What is the exact status of the jlva> the

practitioner of religious life? 'mamalvam'so jlvaloke jivabhutah
sanatanati** is the answer vouchsafed by the Gita. Reality,

which is non-dual Spirit.,
10 and lifted altogether above the

threefold difference,
11 cannot conceivably have arasoy or parts of

any kind. Alone among the commentators Sankara explicitly

raises this decisive issue: nanu 1 *

niravayavasya paramatmanah
kuto'vayava ekadeso'msaJ??' Admittedly, spirit transcends time

and space, the sine qua non of plurality,
13

and, therefore, it

cannot conceivably admit, of distinctions like parts and whole.

Such is the insight behind-Sankara's contention that the relation

in question has to be conceived, not as one obtaining between
two eternally separate relata but as one that is purely empirical,
more apparent than real, and that resembles the"relation between
a pot-space and the infinite space outside. Dr. Radhakrishnan
seems to grant the substance of Sankara's contention, but, later,

qualifies it thus : 'When he (jiva) rises above his limitations

he is not dissolved in the super-personal Absolute, but
'

lives in

Supreme &nd enters into a copartnership with God in the cos-

mic activity/
14

It may be noted that the question of dissolution

8. cf. BG. Cb. 11.

9. BG. 15.7.

10. BS. 3.2.16 - aha ca tanmatram;

1 1 . sajatiyavljatlyasvagatabhedarahitam.

12. cf. BSB. 2.3.43: na hi niravayavasya mukhyo'msah sambhavati,

13. cf. Russel, It is time and space that are the source of plurality; HWP.,
p. 783.

14. Radhakrishnan, The Bhagavad Gita, pp. 328, 329.
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into the Absolute does not rise in 'Sankara's Advaita, if only be-

cause there is nothing real beside the Absolute which may dis-

solve
5

, etc. If the phrase 'though the individual is a movement

of the supreme*
15

is seriously meant, one may ask for further light

on the significance of the alleged "movement* in the non-

spatial and non-temporal Absolute. 16

Having placed the metaphysical status of the ultimate

Reality in BG. beyond doubt, Safikara proceeds to deter-

mine that of Isvara in the strife-torn life of satnsara with its

divided purposes, faltering steps, and irresistible spiritual urges.

While, no doubt, BG., may be made to yield almost any

meaning a sufficiently ingenious interpreter may set his heart on,

as a document of perennial philosophy, it teaches its many ways
to the peace that passeth understanding in response to the varying

needs and capacities of the seeker after Truth. Safikara ex-

presses it thus : tasyasya gltasastrasya samksepatah prayojanatn

param nihsreysam sahetukasya samsarasyatyantoparamalaksa-
nani." The inscrutable passage from time to eternity as

well as its correlative passage from eternity to time is totally

controlled by "Isvara
1
*. Passages like mayadhyaksena prakritih

suyate sacaracaram l&

> mameva ye prapadyante mayam etam tatanil

te*\ sarvapapebhyo moksayisyami
2 l

, may be adverted to in this

connection. Obviously, the world and human life in it are

serious enough, according to Sankara, to warrant Isvara"s direct

intervention therein as avatara. His statement of the doctrine

of avat~dra with which the Gltabhasya opens should render wary
the critics who accuse him of dismissing the world, man, and God
as merely illusory. The metaphysical problem faced by him must

be appreciated aright. The immutable spiritual Reality, without

15. op. cit. p. 328.

16. cf. Bradley, Nothing perfect can move; A.R. p. 500.

17. BGB. Introduction.

18. BSB. 2.3.41.

19. BG. 9.10.

20. BG. 7.14.

21. BG. 18.66.
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composition of any kind,, lias to be reconciled with the "pheno-
menal manifold given in sense experience, A real change of

parmama is incompatible with Brahmn's non-dual and transcen-

dental status. This situation entailes the recognition of a principle

of apparent change or becoming and this is Maya. BG. actually

reports to it in its stament" of the phenomenon of avatara-ajo'pi

sann avyayatma bhutanamisvaro'pi san. prakrtun svam adhlsthaya

sambhavamy atmamayaya; dehavaniva bhavami, jata ivatmamayaya>
atmano mayaya, na paraniarthato lokavat The meaning, know-

ledge or sQnkalpa, ascribed to the word maya** would not

explain how the immutable Spirit actually changes into the

many. If, however, the spiritual part of Brahman alone is immu-

table, beside the changeable material and the changeable jiva

components subsisting in inseparable relation to It - the so-

called apar& and para prakrtfs
2* the ultimate Reality in BG.

will cease to be tanniatram Sankara employs the idea of Maya.,
not so much to condemn and write off the world as an illusion or

figment of human imagination, as to underscore its provisional
and variable character. Sankara's intention in this regard has

been brilliantly embodied by Vidyaranya in the verse,
*

tuccha-

nirvacanlya ca vastavl cetyasau iridha. maya jneya tribhir bodhalh

srautayauktikalaukikaiW. Maya is just a hare's horn for the

consciousness merged in the non-daulistic spirit; it is a riddle,

neither real nor false, for the logical intellect; it alone is real

for the mind that knows nothing of God. This threefold divi-

sion, of course
5

is capable of endless refinements depending
solely upon the critic's sense of values or spiritual insight.

In BG. however, which is at once the science of

Reality, Brahmavidya, and a manual of active religious life, Yoga-
sastra, the stress rightly falls upon the practice of the presence
of God, on the processes by which the ego-centric life is syste-

22. BG. 4,6.

23. BGB;on4.6.
24. Ramanuja's bhasya on this verse.

25. BG.7.5.

26. BS. 3.2,16.

27. PD. 6.1.30.
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matically converted into the theocentric life. In the light of his
non-dual metaphysics, Saiikara's insistence that knowledge alone
can liberate human consciousness from the travails of sanisaric
life is easily seen to be logical, nay, inevitable. Marvellous
confirmation of this doctrine of Sankara may be gathered from
many a passage in BG. None, perhaps, is more eloquent
than the utterance 'riasayamytmabhavastlio jnanadlpena bhasva-
m* 28

Only the light of knowledge may dispel the darkness of

ignorance, ajnanjam tamahr} BG.'s diagnosis of man's

malady
f
as spiritual blindness or ajnana is the same as that

which Sankara's system offers; and, so also, is the remedy viz./

jnanadipah. The' point to note is the incompatibility of this

prescription with any diagnosis other than the Advaitic one. If

evil in life has a metaphysical status of its own, no knowledge
will exorcize it. It will persist, like the prakrtl in the classi-

cal Samkhya, a lasting threat to human wholeness and freedom.
Sankara's interpretation makes the essence of human bondage
moha and soka, essentially forms of ignorance. Therefore

jnana may very well annihilate it. In the light of the decisive

importance of this saving knowledge, verses like tad viddhi

pranipatena , etc,, may seem to possess the immense impor-
tance traditionally associated with them. If, on the contrary,

jnana in this context relates only to the atomic cit or jiva-tman,

an immense sphere of reality will remain outside its purview,
and emancipation evade the aspirant.

Relevant also is the question of the means leading to the

saving knowledge. In this context a hierarchy of such means,

direct and indirect, may be thought of. Sankara's interpreta-

tion of the Gita does not unfairly inflate jnana at the expense
of karma and bhakti or vice versa. He takes an objective

view of the relevance of the threefold means to the practical

achievement of emancipation. One has to go on digging the

well, fervently, till the water is found, but when the country

28. BG. 10.11.

29. ibid.

30. BG. 4.34.
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around is flooded there is no virtue in keeping on digging.
81 This

image suggests the heart of Sankara*s view of the mutual rela-

tions among karma, bhakti and jnana.

Inherent in the Vedantic theory and practice is the sane

concept of adhikdra. It is frankly recognised that in^view of the

different aptitudes and capacities of the aspirants after the

fruits of religious life, various routes leading to them are all

valid". All must, however^ begin with the discipline of acti-

vities
33

,
which according to" Sankara are a necessary means to

secure cittakuddhi or mental purity. Before spiritual orientation

is effected
,
the law of instincts alone prevails. Thus was Arjuna

momentarily overpowered and h@ shrank from the stern voice of

duty which bade him shed the blood of his kith and kin. The
first step out of his impasse is denoted by the command to act

without craving for the fruits of such action.
1

^Were activity in-

herent in the soul of man as non-advaitic teachers^" declare [on the

basis ofthe sutra, karta sastrarthavattvat^ the deeper insight embo-
died in the verse, prakrteh kriyamanani gunaih karmani sarvasah

ahanikaravlmudhatma kartaham iti maraj>a/e
s5
/would prove uninte-

lligible. Indeed, as Sankaia time and again insists, action

cannot be predicated of the timeless, non-dual Reality, that is

kutastha or immutable. Here again Sankara is proved right by
the Gltffs utterances like 'natva kindtkaromltiyukto manyeta tatt-

vavif**. The perfected sage or taffvav/rjpreceives that acts do not

pertain to the Self. Hence aphorisms like karta sfistrarthavattvat

and inductions like yudhyasvavigatajvarah^9 are relevant only to

the unenlightened, atattvavfdah. This is confirmed by two celebr-

ated affirmations in the Glia : yastvatmaratir eva syat tasya

kftryam na vidyate** and sarvakarmftn! manasa naiva kurvan na

31. cf. BG. 2.46.

32. BG. 4.11.

33. cf. 3.5 8; 4.15; 18.45; 46. and 56, etc.

34. BS. 2.3.33.

35. BG. 3.27.

36. BG. 5.8.

37. 3.30; 11,34, etc.

38. 3.17.
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k&rayari. It is obvious that affirmations like these, strewn

widely over the Gita, harmonize most naturally with the Ad-
vaitic metaphysics of Sankara; with other systems they are in

clear contradiction. If the self of man is an agent, as a matter

of course, to hold 'naiva kfficit karomi"*, is to nurse a falsehood.

The heart, then, of Sankara's insistance that jnana and

karma would not combine is the metaphysical nature of each

individual. It will, therefore, be appropriate to advert to a

striking confirmation of the doctrine of the non-duality of Self,

offered by Schrodinger, the late physicist and Noble laureate in

his Oxford lectures published under the title, What is Life? He

highlights the metaphysically significant fact that the content of

the term CP is never experienced as a plurality, unlike material

objects scattered in space or events determined by time. The

content of the term T is uniquely experienced by the thin-

ker as his deepest Self. The term 'we 1 does not, of course, mean
T and T but T and 'you' or T and lie'. If, thus, the. me-

taphysical subject, the conscious spirit in man, is non-dual, it

stands to reason that all the consequences Sankara draws from

his doctrine of spirit's non-duality and immutability should logi-

cally follow. Relevant among these are the eternal prefection of

the Spirit and its boundless freedom from the obligation to act.

Further there follows also the imperative need to renounce the

empirical activities ignorantly ascribed to the Self enmeshed in

the web of Maya. This need, of course, is not felt equally

keenly by all aspirants due to their varying degrees of spiritual

eligibility*
1

. But as a result of the increasing awarness of the

sole reality of the Spirit the aspirant's aversion to the realm of

objects will wax till, at long last, he gives up all dharmas and

adharmaS) inductions and prohibitions, being solely pre-occupied
with the quest after perfection or Self-realization. Seen against

such a back ground Sankara's interpretation of the carama-

slokct* as a clarion call to renounce the world and fearlessly fol-

39. 5.13.

40. B.G. 5.8.

41. BSB. 1.1.1 which discusses sadhanacatitstayam.

42. BG. 18.66.
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low the Spirit is clearly in tune with the Upanisadic injunction:

brahmana putrahanayas ca vlttahanayas ca lokaisanayasca vyut-

thUyatha bhiksdcaryam caranti etc,

Mukti or arrival at the goal of spiritual perfection is not

necessarily a post mortem event. In the light of his own ex-

perience and the teachings of the triple texts,. Sahkara upholds

the doctorine of jlvanmuUL He explains that the sthitaprjana

is the fully awakened Self who perceives 'ahamasmi parani

bralnna^. In his comment on BG. 5.24 Saiikara repeats, "bra-

hmamrvnnam brahmani nirvrtim moksam iha jlvanneva

prapnoti. "It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of the

concept of jlvanmukti in the Gita. It is the indubitable proof of

the validity and fruitfulness of religious life, the most eloquent

and convincing argument to silence the strident voices of scep-

ticism and nihilism, That the non-advaitic commentators of the

Gita cannot take the relevant verses" at their face value but are

obliged either to ignore or water down the idea is, perhaps, the

most solid proof in favour of the Advaitic interpretation of the

Gita.

The Advaitic interpretation makes it possible to subject

the claim of the jlvanmukta to the test of practical life. On the

one hand the jlvanmukta must conform to the eternal pattern

set forth in Chapter II, Chapter XII, and Chapter XIV under

the designations sthitaprajna* aksaropasaka, and gunatlta. This

constitutes a sort of public test. On the other hand, an infalli-

ble private test also is available for the jlvanmukta to ensure

that he does not fall a prey to self-deception. Complete annihi-

lation of kawa, krodha, and lobfia, lust, anger, and greed, the

three gate-ways to hell,
40

is the sure test of liberation in life. The

jlvanmukta is nistraigunya'^ he has transcended the realm of

gunas, and, as such, is no longer subject to imperatives of any

43. BU. 3.5.1; 4.4.22. MNU. 24.1; 10.5; JU.4.

44. BOB. 2.54; cf. BSB. 4.1.15.

45. BG. 5.24, 26.

46. BG. 16.21.

47. BG. 2,45. ,",-;- -.
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kind. Nistraigunye pathi vicaratam ko vidhih ko nhedhaW
Through him, who has no trace of an ego or private will left in
himself/

9 the cosmic will of Isvara and his avatara in the world
fulfils itself without impediment, he is the infallible instru-
ment in the hands of God50

. Like the Lord, the jlvanmukla
spontaneously spends himself in the service of all living beings,
sarvabhutahite ratah* 1

; as a krtakrtya, who has reached his sup-
reme goal, he is now the most efficient instrument of God to
promote lokasahgraha, the true well-being of the world. As a
srestha he sets up the life pattern for others to follow.52

At this stage it is necessary to point out that Sankara's

theory of jnanakarmasamuccaya-nisedha, the incompatibility of

knowledge and action, has to be understood in a technical sense,
a point seldom noted by his critics. The action he rules out as

incompatible with enlightenment is that which is performed with
a sense of egoistic

55

agency and the craving for the results there-

of. In contradistinction the action of the muktas and the

incarnations like Krsna are never egoistic.
54

Another matter of critical importance also calls for clari-

fication. If the BG. is understood in the light of Sankara's

interpretation it is necessary to specify the status of the seeker

after perfection or mumuksu. There is, after all, no ontologically
real entity cit or aclt beside the non-dual Spirit. It is obvious,

however, that this problem cannot be raised from the point of

view of the non-dual Absolute, precisely because it is non-dual.

It may, however, legitimately be raised in the sphere of vyava-

hara, the sphere of empirical life, which includes the praiibha-

sika or the illusory sector of life but not the realm of para-

48. JMV. P. 382.

49. cf. jnanagnih sarvakarmani bhasmasat kurute tatha, BG. 4.37.

50. BG. 11.33.

51. BG. 5.25; 12.4.

52. BG. 3.21.

53. yasya tu jnanamutpannam tasya lokasarngarhartham karmani pra-

vrttasya yat pravrttirupam drsyate na tat karma yatha bhagavato vasu-

devasya... BGB, 2.11.

54. BG. 3.22.

c
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martha or the metaphysically real. Here, *s a fact, ignorance,

finitude, sorrow, and bondage are felt
55 and whosoever

faiths
weight of the yoke feel also impelled to shake it off by treadtog

one of the paths of religious life taught by the Gits
adding

to their adhikara. The guarantee that such whole hearted effort

will be crowned with success is furnished by Sankara's Advaita

system alone66
, According to the non-advaitic interpretations

finitude of spirit, may atomicity, is a metaphysical truth and

therefore proves an insurmountable barrier on the way to abhaya

and perfection : dvitiyad vai bhayani bhavaii, natu tad dvitlyam

asti".

The questioa of the ultimate status of the mukta whose

body falls off, of the videhamukta, vis-a-vais Sankara's interpre.

tationofthe Gits, may also be briefly noiiced. Dr. Radha-

krishnan
58 seems to uphold the idea of the eternal, distinctive,

subsistence of the liberated individual in the super-personal Ab-

solute and in support, he quotes the half-verse, nivasisyasi

mayyeva ata urdhvmn na samsayak. Verse 14.2 may also, per-

haps be quoted in support of such a view. But the relevant

question is what we are to make of the words in question. The

plea for a continuation, however transmuted, of the liberated

Self by the side of or within Brahman is based on the notion of

jlva's independent metaphysical status, which Sankara has repu-

diated with excellent reason. Vide his comment on mfimaivSm-

iah, etc; cited earlier, Or, such a plea may stem from the

fear of loosing something valuable, which as a distinctive indi-

vidual, jiva possesses at present. Whatever of value the indivi-

dual jiva may claim at present is wholly derivative from Brahman,

the source of all values, as the sun is the source of all light and

warmth. Far from the liberated individual losing any thing in

Brahman, all that is valuable in him will be infinitized. It is

a case of the drop becoming the sea and not getting lost in it,

55. BSB- 4-1-3; cf. kasya punar ayam aprabodhah? iti cetyas tvam prcchasi

tasyataiti vadamah.

56. BO. 4.10; 24 & com.

57. BU. 1.4.2; 4.3.30;

58. The Bhagavad G'tta, pp.328, 329.

59. BG. 12.8;
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for Brahman is the sea of immortality
60

. Inspired by such a

vision Sankara affirms the brahmabk&va* 1 of the mukta.

< Before closing this account of Sankara's interpretation

of the Gita, I may be permitted to offer a mathematical analogy

to render the Advaitic position outlined above more intelligible

and plausible. That a non-dual Reality, while apparently

suffering fragmentation may, neverthless, retain its integrity

intact is suggested by the infinite series 1 = | + i 4- J

iV + B\ I*1 e&ch of these terms, on the right hand side

is the integral unity wholly presnt. More significantly still, each

of these infinite number of terms may be brought over to the left

and apparently split up into a further series of infinite terms.

This equation puts in a mathematical nutshell the intellectual

substance of Sankara's advaitic metaphysics, the solid basis of

his commentary on the Bhagavad-Gita*

60. cf. The Gospel of Ramatoishna* p. 420; Myiapofe, 1947.

6K cf. BG. 5-.24 5 6.27> T19$ 14,26, 18.3*54*





S.S. RAGHAVACHAR

THE GITA ACCORDING TO RAMANUJA

While admitting that the Gim was promulgated to rescue

Arjuna from his agonizing mood of retreat from battle and to

inspire him to heroism, Ramanuja says that the occasion was
used by Sri Krsna to present afresh the teachings of the Ve-
danta. On his analysis Arjuna possesses all the qualifications

required for the grace of the preceptor and God. He is

3T^fH^ and SFT5T. It is to be noted that,

unlike Suyodhana, Arjuna does not get into this anxiety out
of fear or uncertainty about the issue of the war. His is a crisis

of affection and his uncertainty^ concerns the righteousness of iris

cause. Hence he implores Sri Krsna to enlighten him and
resolve the moral conflict oppressing him. Making him the

*vjo/a% occasion, Sri Krtia brings down, as it were, to

humanity at largs this supreme scripture.

Ramanuja sharply defines the theme of the teaching. Jt i*

la other words it is bhaktt directed to the

supreme Being, incarnated as Sri Krsna. It is also enunciated

that this bhakti is fRwIyi^lcT. The substance of the teaching,

therefore, is two-fold: It affirms the supreme Reality aiid in-

, clucates devotion towards it.

In our attempt, to present Ramanuja's interpretation,
which has to be necessarily brief, these twp constituents <?f the

teaching are to receive justice. The first concerns the metaphy-
sical thesis of the text and the second constitutes the formula-
tion of the ideal pathway of life.

Anticipating the exposition, one might say, with Vedanta
Desika that all the commentators concur on this two-fold theme.
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Differences might arise in the specific articulation of the grand

subject-matter, but the central direction of thought is univer-

sally admitted.

ffaraii^^

With the recognition of the commonly admitted core of
the teaching of the GltH as a. fitting preamble, we may proceed
to consider the metaphysical teachings of the Gitcf according to

Ramanuja's interpretation.

Nature or Prakrti is pictured more or less as it came to

be described by the Sarnkhya system at a later philosophic

epoch with some fundamental differences. The conception of
the manifest physical universe as evolving out of a single primor-
dial unmanifes'ted. material principle is there. This is adum-
brated several times. The main stages of the formation of the

physical universe such as mahat and ahahkara, are mentioned
even as they come to be elaborated later in Samkhya. There is

no hint of an atomic cosmology such as that of Buddhism,
Jainism or Vaisesika. The three ginas, sattva, rajas, and
tamas are clearly stated as characterizing Prakrti. Their fun-
ctions are specifically noted. A magnificent and many sided use
is made of the gunas in the ethical and spiritual prescriptions.

Nothing in creation is bereft of these gunas, and wisdom lies in

developing the sattva to the utmost dominance. The culmi-
nation of that development of sattva lies in the ultimate leap
from the realm of the gvnas to the order of being transcendent of
the gunas. All this is common material and Ramanuja's account
conforms to the common pattern of thought.
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The Gt ta describes Prakrit in its aspect of enveloping the

Jlva with ignorance concerning the supreme reality as *M&yf.

m *pfi w^ ' (VIL

The problem at once arises whether the Glta does not re-

gard the external world of matter as ultimately unreal. Rami-

nuja rejects emphatically such an interpretation. For him

Mayci means 'flf%^<^Rt' an existent entity with wondrous

fecundity, producing a bewildering variety of
effects^

An illu-

sion is called Mays, because, in it a thought comes into being

without the causal operation of the objective sittution and there-

by the normal rule of the object producing the related thought

is circumvented. This too is an instance of wondrous producti-

vity.

The result of this interpretation is that nature is real and

non-illusory. Ramanuja does not see anywhere in the GltU the

doctrine of the unreality of the external world. Nature is not

an illusion but in the abundance of nature's wondrous powers,

there is also the power productive of illusions. Illusion is not

constitutive of nature but is one of nature's possible operations.

If Prakrtl is an ontological verity and not a mere pheno-

menal presentation, its exact status requires to be determined.

Is it a selef-existent reality, explicable by itself? The Gim* for

Ramanuja, contains explicit repudiation of such a Naturalism.

The verse

n CVIL 4.)

does not mean for him <My Prakrit is divided eight-fold', rather

it means 'this Prakrtl divided eight-fold is mine':
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The fact of Prakrit belonging to God is the focal point of the

assertion. Often Prakrtl is spoken of as one with God, ia order

to bring out the reality of divine immanence. The specific powers
of the different aspects of nature are the results of the presence
of the divine in them. This immanence necessitates the adop-
tion of the language of pantheism. But it is not the usual

shallow pantheism, for to God belongs the higher Prakrit also

called the Jiva, and the two together also do not exhaust God's

glory. In the cosmic form they in their entirety are *J3[33JP

interpreted by Ramanuja as
fi ^^3M y

. They constitute

a part of the realm of being belonging to God, The appropriate

word descriptive of nature's ontological status is 'Vibhuti*. The

tenth chapter is devoted to the portrayal of some select Vibhutts

of God. Nature is not self-supporting, it is not un-

divine; on the contrary it proclaims the grandeur of the

deity. According to Ramanuja contemplation of the crea-

tive immanence of God in nature brings about the

intensification and enhancement of the devotion to God.

(x.4.) is

his characterization of the vibhuti-yoga. The concept of

Vibhuti as applied to Nature negates the illusionist hypothesis and

also the naturalistic denial of the Supracosmic ground of nature.

It also corrects the pantheistic error of regarding it as exhaustive

of the divine abundance. The philosophy of nature presented

jn the Giffi, according to Ramanuja, eliminates these three

errors of illusionism, naturalism and uncritical pantheism, all

the three of which are at bottom forms of atheism. The final

truth is summed up in the verse :

ferat SPT^ 11 (X. 42.)

Ill

The finite self, the individual soul, is commonly named
the Jiva. We will now turn to the teaching of the Gits concern-

ing it in the light of Ramanuja's elucidation. This is the higher

Prakfti of God according to the 7th chapter.
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The essential nature of the self is indicated by the term

Ksetrajna even as the Brahma-sutra indicates it by the word

jna. The fundamental truth about the self is that It is the

subject of knowledge, the knower. It is described ^R^| y and

for Ramanuja it means that it is the

11 (v. ie.)

This verse proves for Ramanuja that jnana is the essential

character of the self. From this single fact of the self being the

knower in its fundamental nature, all its other basic characteris-

tics are deduced by Ramanuja. The second chapter sets forth

the immortality of the Jlva. The crucial verse is:

n (ii. is.)

For Ramanuja ^PPfcl means Weft and the fact of

being the knower implies integral self-identity and hence the

non-composite character and the consequent impossibility of

disintegration. Here we have the basic epistemological argu-
ment for immortality. It is this argument that the Brahma-

sutra also advances against the Buddhist theory of the serial

self. Kant recognizes this principle in his doctorine of the 'unity

of apperception' but refuses to take metaphysical cognizance of

the principle. It is just unity of function and not unity of being
for him. But the whole being of the self lies in the function of

knowing and it is waste of ingenuity not to see in the unity of

function, the disclosure of the unity of being. His further sug-

gestion that the self may perish by attenuation of consciousness

though its substantive nature may remain non-composite, over-

looks the possibility that the substance in th Soul-substance is

also of the nature of consciousness. For Ramanuja jnana is the

dharmi-svarupa of the Atman in so far as it is self-aware and it

is dharma-bhiita in so far as it exercises itself in the cognizing of

other existents. Ramanuja counters the theory that there is one

universal self and the plurality of selves is just a phenomenal
encrustation. For him the verse
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(II. 12.)

is decisive on the question. The verse does not embody the

vestige of popular pluralism as alleged but actually takes up a

pluralistic attitude. The plurality of individual selves is as

much a fact as their immortality. Further, the process of Lord

Krsna instructing Arjuna or for that matter, of any enligh-

tened preceptor imparting Vedanta to his disciple, implies that

the plurality of individual selves is a metaphysical fact. This

plurality is not just an illusion forming part of bondage. The

"emancipated souls are described as if their many-nes remains

unimpaired.

3 TOR
(V. 16.)

Commenting on this verse Rimanuja says:

Even as being the subject of knowledge is fundamental to

the self, the self is also a free agent in relation to action. ^^T
is a real feature of the self.

Freedom of will, ethical initiative or conative spontaneity

is characteristic of the self. Will is not to be ascribed to the

psychophysical frame of personality; nor is the individual self a

mechanical instrument of divine action. It is true that in the

stage of samsaric degradation the Jlva works as if under the

compulsions of nature. But even that is due to its own free self-

abrogation. In the exalted phase of godliness it surrenders it-

self to God, its being, will and destiny being finally offered

without reservation to Him; but this Self-surrender is a free act
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of choice and voluntary dedication and marks the beginning of

enhanced activity for the glory of God, a willing adoration. In

neither extreme is freedom annihilated, in the former it is ab-

rogated by misguided choice and in the latter it is sublimated in

self-effacing devotion. In the intermediate levels of mundane

life free exercise of choice and responsibility is present more un-

mistakably, Ramanuja discusses this question under the 3rd,

5th, 13th and 18th chapters. His essential position stands ex-

pressed, in the following passage :

(XVIII. 14, 15.)

That ^^ does imply some change in the agent goes with-

out saying and the eternal nature of the self as conceived by

Ramanuja does not exclude the possibility of all types of change.

The notion of the self as a moral agent denies materialistic

determinism, the view of God's omnipotence as excluding human

freedom and the theory of a totally immutable self. Connected

with cfi^ is the further characteristic of the self, *Tt^5^

The Gita itself enunciates:

3^p^5:^Fff *?Tf^ ^-^d I (XIII, 20)

The self is that in which experiences of the nature of enjoyment

and sorrow take place. The mundane emotive dualities as well

as the higher values have the Jivmman as the enjoyer, in reality

the fact that he is the knower carries the implication that he is

the enjoyer. Enjoyment is nothing but a maturation of con-

templation when the object of contemplation is such that it

conduces to the fulfilment of the self contemplating. When the

self is properly discerned and the objects sought by it are properly
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evaluated the self is impelled to seek God by way of knowing

and in Him it finds its fullest enjoyment. In this final stage

jnana is the same as bhoga. Ramanuja does not countenance

the hypothesis of a phenomenal self as the subject of enjoyment.

Enjoyment implies some mutation, no doubt, but a self that ex-

cludes all the dynamism involved in knowing, willing and feeling

is almost a non-self. In criticism of the Samkhya position Rama-

nuja says :

! (Sri-bhasya, (II
- 3. 37.)

In the final analysis jnana is the same as ananda and as such the

knowing self has to be a bhoktr.

The Glta has the following pronouncements on another

aspect of the self.

1 (V. 19.)

%rt w3rM m\ \ M4 f| m m (v. 19,)

wt wifl ^rstf i . . .^r %ft q^r TO: n (v. 32.)

The main principle enunciated herein is affirmed by Ramanuja
to mean the equality of all indidual selves in their basic nature.

He says

While Ramanuja asserts the irreducible plurality of the finite

selves as part of the teaching of the Glta, he upholds with equal

force that the selves are mutually equal in nature and status on

the basis of these clear statements of the text.

After these considerations it is necessary to discuss the

central problem in the doctrine of the individual self. Accord-
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ing to Ramanuja the fifteenth chapter sharply differentiates

Purusottama, the supreme Being, from the individual self. The
individual self in its bound condition is named ksara and in its

liberated and perfected state it becomes describable as aksara.

Ramanuja explains the reasons for the two designations. Now
God named Purmottama in the chapter is declared as being

different from, ^F^ as surpassing ^^f and as going beyond

SRffcf the individual self whether the latter be bound

or liberated. That the aksara is to be interpreted as the liberated

self is insisted upon on the following ground : it is a Purusa and

hence cannot be Prakrti either in the causal state or in the mani-

fested and developed state, and it is said to be transcended by

Purusottama and hence cannot be the same as the supreme spirit.

This distinction is present even in the seventh chapter where the

Jlva is named the higher Prakrti of Tsvara and not identical with

him. While this distinction between Isvara and Jiva by virtue

of Isvara 's transcendence is an undeniable part of the doctrine

of the Glta according to Ramanuja s there is another comple-

mentary thesis. Sri Krsna says that He is the Ksetrajna* in-

dividual self also. Here some kind of identity is surely

meant and it cannot be the literal kind of identity that would

cancel divine transcendence. Ramanuja understands by this

identity, Jsvartfs immanent control of the Jiva an4 .His, eternal

appropriation of it as His own Vibhuti. God sustains tlje

Jiva, actuates it and uses it and hence He may be said to in-

clude it, even as the finite soul includes the body within he

totality of its life. The fruitful and illuminating conception that

would bring together and explain God's transcendence of the

Jiva and His identity with it, is given according to Ramanuja
in the fifteenth chapter.

| (XV. 7.)

__

This doctrine of the Jlvatman as an ^^T or part of the

Paramatrnan does justice to all the varied pronouncements of

the text on the relation of the two. Transcendence and iden-

tity are to be taken as aspects of the comprehensive fact of

God's possesssion of the ,Jlva as a part of His totality of being.
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r 5Jfa3Tt% ^^f: ^FfRFf: puts together and ex-

plains the two partial statements S^FT: ^t^M; and %^
qf f^fgj. While interpreting *T?lt ia the controversial phrase

Ramanuja says

The three-fold implication of divine immanence in the Jlva

as furnishing its 3TT5TR, f^R^F and Mt makes the Jlva des-

cribable as the body of Isvara. All this wealth of import is

conveyed by the expression

IV

It remains now to attempt an intergrated statement of the

nature of God according to the Gita as expounded by Ramanuja.

Undoubtedly this constitutes the crowning phase of the meta-

physics of the Glta*

It is interesting to raise a question at this initial stage as

to what proof the Glt& offers for the existence of God. From

the stand point of Ramanuja the question would indeed be ridi-

culous. The Brahma-sutra may discuss the proofs for the reality

of Brahman. But the Gltn for Ramanuja is a revelation by

God Himself to Arjuna and while the highest Deity presents it-

self to vision and speaks forth the saving knowledge the de-

mand for a proof of its being cannot arise in the mind of

Arjuna. When God reveals Himself to man, He has not got to

propound proofs for His existence. A human teacher or a

human theistic treatise may engage in the task of advan-

cing the required proof. The self-revealing God imparting spiri-

tual wisdom has furnished all the proof, nay, the best proof, by

the very fact of that self-revelation. Further proof and that an

infinitely expanded proof is offered in the presentation of the
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Visvarupa. That brings about the actual perception of

the Infinite. All that is required for the attainment of the vision

is symbolized by f3[5q[ ^g : which Sri Krsna graciously

confers on Arjuna. That gift really means the fitness for the

experience of God and the fitness is brought about by bhakiL

There is a significant epithet of bhakti : M^^|HlH^. RImanuja

explains it in the following words: *Tfrfr&4Ji| *4 1 *1nWN I t#*i I I s*

I (IX. 2.)

That an experience of God such as the one vouchsafed to Arjuna
is veridical is to be established by two considerations :

(a) It must not be a mere reiteration of mundane knowle-

dge. It should not be just an intensified recollection of what has

been learnt in the course of antecedent experience by way of scri-

ptural study or reasoning. Often such a wishful recollection may
take on delusive vividness and the image may pose as a perceptual

object, (b) The reality supposed to be apprehended should not be

something wholly out of relation to the established facts of non-

mystical experience. It must not be an alternative realm stand-

ing in contradiction to the world of mundane actuality. In that

case instead of resolving contradictions, it would be generating

a new contradiction. To be a genuine perception of reality an

experience must be integrated in itself and must introduce integra-

tion into the otherwise incoherent empirical world. Its authen-

city is to be measured by its coherent reconstruction of the un-

coordinated multiplicities of every day experience.

Now Arjuna's vision of God satisfies this two-fold cri-

terion of novelty and coherence. Sri Krsna asks him to behold

in His cosmic form wonders not seen before.

I (XL 6.)

Ramanuja explains the significant injuction :
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Such is the meaning of ^TgSJf and thus the tremendous

novelty of the experience is recorded. Similarly Arjuna is

further enjoined to behold all the bewildering multiplicity
of the world as located in that single all-encompassing form and
as gathered at a single point in it.

1 (XL 7.)

Arjuna is said to have had a vision of that integrating reality.

II (XL 13.)

The infinite plurality of existents is unified into a coherent pat-
tern and is shown as a factor in the immense vista of the divine

Reality. There is novelty because the divine object transcends

the customary world and there is coherence because that world

is translated into being a factor in the infinite harMony of divine

existence.

That God is the supreme Reality and that nothing higher
is there or is conceivable is forcefully brought out in the

statement: *TrF; *W& *TFR^ !%f^fe ^*F3f3r. There is nothing

other than God, which surpasses Him.

i

The statement denies the philosophical position that posits a

Reality transcending God and of which God Himself is suppo-
sed an appearance or phenomenal manifestation or even a limi-

ted and conditioned presentation. On Ramanuja's interpretation,

views such as those of Sankara and Yadavaprakasa stand rejec-

ted by this metaphysical exaltation of God. God is the Highest
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reality and not a phenomenal or conditioned version of a higher
Absolute. The aksara spoken of in the twelfth chapter is the
same as the ksetrajna of the thirteenth and, the fifteenth chapter
definitively places Purusotiama above the aksara. Not merely
is the aksara surpassed, it itself constitutes a power of God,
the para Prakfti wielded by Him.

| (XV. 17.)

Purusonama is the inexhaustible Isvara permeating and sustain-

ing, the three worlds. The three worlds for Ramtnuja are the

realm of matter, the realm of selves in samsara and the realm of

emancipated selves called the aksara : 3fapRT |f^f <tff3E;
f

An impersonal Absolute above Purusottania in the scale of meta-

physical eminence is not, according to Ramanuja, propounded
or even implied in the Gits. He is Brahman that is param. The

metaphysical nature of Brahman is not conceived as excluding

determination by attributes. Arjuna puts together what he has

learnt about Krsna and acknowledges its ultimate truth:

<T STFf T Wf

n

(X. 12-14.)

The Gltn frequently names Krsna as Yogesvara and Ramanuja

understands by yoga in this context the wealth of divine attri-

butes.

Commenting OB
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he interprets m %t as *W l^q^^^^iWS1^^^ %R; \

This is the significance attached to all the attributions of yoga
to Krsna. The view that Brahman, which Is nirguna, becomes

sagunx, out of compassion to the dull-witted is an aberration of

Advaita; for the nirguna Brahman cannot possibly harbour the

attribute of compassion. Even so, the theory of avatara if taken
as true imports into the nature of the deity countless attributes

implied in that compassionate self-disclosure. Elimination of the

wicked is a minor incident of avatara, contends Rarnanuja, and

the paramount purpose is the saving of the devout. This ^?T!J-

qf^pf on Ramanuja's interpretation consists of the self-revela-

tion of God to the seekers. Those that seek God should not be
without Him. The attributes productive of such dynamism of
self-disclosure are surely constitutive of the very essence of

Divinity. While the metaphysical attributes such as self-exis-

tence, consciousness, joy, purity and infinity are taken for

granted, the Gita unlike the Upanisads, takes particular care to

dwell on the love and compassion of God. The Lord of the

Visvarupa dimension has the sun and moon as His eyes. Rama-
nuja says that the sun represents the unapproachable grandeur

of the Lord, while the moon symbolizes the grace

The latter aspect of the deity is beautifully brought out

in the following :

\ (ix. is.)

As a whole this love-aspect of the deity pervades the entire text.

God's relation to the cosmos of unthinking matter and the

finite souls alive with the eternal light of consciousness is con-

veyed by the concepts of
f^JjcT,, *T^T R^f% and sf?L

That cosmos forms an inseparable adjective of God. This rela-

tion of the finite realm to God is so organic and that realm is

embedded in Him so wholly and unconditionally that we can

say that He is all that exists.

m *WWrR ^ratsfe <el; I (XI. 40.) exclaims Arjuna in

the height of his ecstatic vision. Ramanuja explains :
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Hence Arjuna invokes Him as <FPT. The manner in which tht

world belongs to God is no easy matter to comprehend.

: n

: n (ix. 4, 5.)

Ramanuja interprets this enigmatic statement in the following

words :

: l

paF?raffti3r

God permeates all beings as their inner ruler. So naturally

they abide in Him. He does not dwell in them in the sense of

drawing His being from them, even as they draw their being

from Him. The mutual indwelling in the sense of deriving sus-

tenance mutually is countered here. That they dwell in Him and

derive being from Him is not something that happens to be so

and through any cause or causes other than His determination
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to that effect. He wills their being and wills their derivation of

their existence and operativeness from Him. This is creative

immanence along with transcendent perfection and self-suffici-

ency and it is immanence by inward choice and BO external

necessity. Much thought at once subtle, far reaching and pro-
found is packed into these enigmatic verses of the Glta and

Ramanuja offers effective direction for elucidation.

That the principal goal and purpose of life, the ultimate

value, is the attainment of God is made emphatically clear in the

Glta. To refer to only one passage out of many that are equally

good: q<g&\ ^ f^f&% 3^FT WT *W \ Eternal life is life in God.

That this end has to be worked for with all the resources

of life is a fundamental truth.

By sadhana is meant the planned effort towards the

realization of the supreme goal, through an appropriate utiliza-

tion of all the resources. The Glta is the supreme classic on
this theme. Ramanuja while introducing the text affirms that the

sadhana advocated by the Glta is bhakti-yoga:

Bhakti may be provisionally defined as intensely loving contemp-
lation of God. But such love of God does not arise except at a

high level of spiritual purity. Ramanuja understands Sri Krsna

to be saying in the 12th chapter :

Only when the seeker understands his own nature thoroughly
and realizes that it is such that complete self-fulfilment for him
lies only in God-realization, he can have love of God. That

level of self-knowledge is to be attained through what is called

jnana-yoga. This jn%na~yoga itself, understood as intellectual self-

culture motivated by desire for self-knowledge can be practised

only by a soul freed from the taint of worldly values.
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This level of purity supplying the requisite basis for jnana-yoga
is to be attained by what is called karma-yoga. Hence Rama-
nuja says that the Gita promulgates bhakti-yoga which is 5JFT-

cpqrg^tl. He lays down the entire procedure in the following

clear terms :

TO vrfrR:

It is necessary to go into this comprehensive plan in some

detail. It may be noted at once that the bhakti under question
is neither an alternative to jnana and karma nor instrumen-

tal tojnana and karma but the very fruition of jnana and

karma.

VI

There is not much dispute as to the insistence on karma-

yoga by the Gita* Ramanuja subscribes to this common finding.

But he discerns certain features in it not so universally noted.

As a basis for karma-yoga there should be a clear intel-

lectual apprehension of the nature of the individual self. This

is the sftmkhya-yoga mentioned in the second chapter. This

again is the vyavasayatmik8 buddhih as it forms a clear dis-

criminative knowledge of the self. Karma to be karma-yoga

must embody in itself a three-fold renunciation. It must involve

the conception that the self engaged in action is just an instru-

ment of God. The action being performed must not be looked

upon as the action belonging to the agent but as action pertain-

ing or belonging to God. The work is God's work. The fruit

of the action must be dedicated to God, This is renunciation

of doership of work and the fruits thereof. The conception

actuating work is to be of this description :

(in. so.)
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As a matter of fact karma-yoga of the right type is action from

an outward point of view but in its inward essence it is jnana

itself. It involves a discriminative awareness of the self and

also an awareness of God as permeating the entire situation of

action. This is the significance of the famous passage :

mm m
cfa W4 SWWQ^fHRT I! (IV. 24,)

This fusion is what is intended by the puzzling declaration that

a wise man sees karma in akarma and akarma in karma.

1: <R^, ^ ifOTl I (IV. 18.)

Between the outward aspect of karma and inner aspect of jnZna

the inner aspect is of greater value :

(IV. 33.)

As one progresses in karma-yoga, this inner aspect progressively

develops and finally matures into jtfana-yoga which forms

the consummation of karma-yoga.

The Gita meets the question of the relative superiority of

karma and. yoga twice, in the 3rd and 5th chapters. The ans-

wer of SriKrsna according to Ramanuja is clear and decisive.

Some are not&tforjntna-yoga. For them karma-yoga is easy,

natural and carries no risk. Even those who are fit for jnana-

yoga, have to practise some karma of the nature of sacrifice for

meeting the necessities of life. Those who are spiritually ad-

vanced and are such that by observing their conduct lesser

men model their own lives on that pattern are to practise karma

as a matter of hka-sangraha. Sri Krsna cites His own life as

an illustration of this principle. If the distinguished abandon

karma-yoga as they no longer need it and if those who still need

it follow their example and give it up, the former suffer a

retributive lapse in their spiritual condition.
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(III. 2L)

The Glta does not confine itself to a narrow ritualistic notion of

karma but expounds the principle of karma so as to compre-

hend all moods of activity.

n (ix. 27.)

Within &arma Ramaauja includes

and %f^ff%^. Ranianuja sees karma-yoga to be the initial phase

of bhakti-yoga itself and hence the magnificent description of

the iA^fefl found in the 12th chapter is taken by him to apply

to the karma-yogin .

VII

Perfection in karma-yoga results in jnana-yoga. By

jnana-yoga Ramanuja understands not the intellectual approach

to God but a life of meditation on the intrinsic nature of the in-

dividual self, with a view to gaining an immediate and intuitive

realization of its fundamental essence and characteristics.

It is the seeker established in this life that is called the sthita-

prajna and again it is his basic qualities that are enumerated in

the 13th chapter. He, again, it is that is described as the

jijnasu in the 7th chapter. In him the conception of the Atman

acquired as the precondition of karma-yoga, which again conti-

nues to form an inner element in karma-yoga, itself fructifies into

a contemplative seeking of it. The sthita-projna passes through

four ascending levels according to Ramanuja. He, first of all,

withdraws the senses from their respective objects even as the

tortoise draws its limbs within its shell. Then he attends to the

purification of the mind from desires for other ends. In thd

third stage he makes the purified mind dwell repeatedly on the

glories of the self. Lastly he gets established in the blissful aware-
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ness of the self, which naturally marks the cessation of all other

worldly desires. From the last stage there is the transition to

the final intuition of the self. The speciality in Ramanuja's

handling of the theme of jnana-yoga is that, though it is direo

ted towards the individual self and immediacy of direct vision,

It includes an essential element of devotion to God. The purifi-

cation that is necessary for it is procurable only through such

devotion. This truth is conveyed, according to Ramanuja, in

the declaration of the Gim : gift ^fw ^R g^ ^T^T *RW: 1

(II. 61.)

He says :

<rat^W *FT

It is for this reason that the jijnasu of the 7th chapter is given

to practice of bhakti. The idea is reinforced again in the 13th

chapter by including qfa ^?R%?fa ^f%^f^Roft (XIII. 10.)

among the requisites of jnana-yoga. It is to be remarked that

for Ramanuja the principal subject - matter of jnana in this

stage is the 'pratyagfitman* and not 'paramatmarf and the bhakti

that is practised is instrumental to self-realization. But its in-

dispensability is beyond question. If the jnantn foolishly relies

on his own power for the needed self-purification, he lands in

disaster. The verses depicting the disaster S^TPrat ffW^TO :

etc. up to ffeTOT^n^TWfe (II- 62, 63) signify for Ramanuja,

the spiritual degradations that befall a jnanin bereft of

bhakti, even as karma-yoga may be viewed in the larger pers-

pective as the first phase of bhakti, the jnana-yoga too is a stage

of bhakti, the next one, for it too includes bhakti and the self-

knowledge it seeks is destined to lead up to ultimate bhakti.

VIII

The conclusion of the 5th chapter and the whole of the 6th

chapter of the Glta are devoted, according to Ramanuja, to the

exposition of yoga. Yoga, in this context, means what it means

conventionally in Indian philosophical culture. For Ramanuja
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it means atmavalokana, the inward perception of the self. Such
a perception is both 'self-knowledge*, and 'self-becoming' for it

inaugurates the life of the self in its authentic self-hood. The
self consists of jnana, it comes to be known through the efficacy
of jnana-yoga and the outcome of that jnSna is the emergent
exercise of self-hood by way of unimpeded and expansive know-
ledge. Ramanuja is clear that this 'self-intuition' differs from
jn~ana-yoga in being immediate and direct while jiiSna-yoga is

just a meditative approach to it and that this is an absolute

necessity for the emergence of bhakti. Jnana-yoga is not ab-

solutely necessary, for the possibility is conceded that karma-
yoga itself by an intensification of its inner aspect can directly

bring about atrnavalokana> without the mediation ot jnana-yoga.
But yoga as atmavalokana is an indispensable step in spiritual

progress. Ramanuja's treatment of it in the course of his eluci-

dation of the relevant, portion of the .Gitft contains some car-

dinal tenets.

1. While the principal theme to be apprehended by yoga
is the self in its distinctive nature, for the acquisition of that

high insight, devoted meditation on God is a necessary means*

2. There are four ascending stages in the intuition of the

self as there are four ascending stages in the life of the sthita-

prajna.

a) The yogin apprehends the essential self and all indivi-

dual selves as being fundamentally alike in nature.

b) He notes the basic likeness of the individual self to the

divine self, in respect of purity and holiness. Thus while ap-

, prehending the pure self, he apprehends the divine self also. The

pure self is such that carries intimations of the supreme self.

c) This ecstatic intuition of the self and its likeness to all

selves and even to God Himself from the standpoint of purity,

enters the normal plane of consciousness also and transmutes it

to its own likeness. The high achievement of yoga in the

movement of mystic apprehension does not remain an isolated

experience at the high altitude, but over-flows to the post-yogic

normal life and floods it, as it were, and transforms it into a

continuance of itself.
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d) In this new mode of life transcendence of the normal

values takes place. The petty joys and depressions of the un-

regenerate mundane life lose their power over the seeker and he

gets established in perpetual peace. The height of yogic ex-

perience has the effect of heightening the totality of life and

works the miracle of a complete sublimation.

3. What does a yogin actually intuit the self as being, in

Ms utmost height of perception? He intuits it as transcending the

body, He intuits it as of the nature of consciousness or know-

ledge. It is intelligence in its original nature. He intuits fur-

ther and this is of capital importnce to Ramanuja, that the

self belongs to God as it dwells in Him, is under His control

and is a means to Him. This is the greatest discovery. Being

convinced of this nature of the self, he realizes as a result of

this indubitable intuition, that his self is such that it can reach

the cosummation of its being in nothing other than the realization

of God. Such a realization marks the beginning of ultimate bhaktL

The whole march of sadhana upto this stage of the origination

of bhakti is beautifully and most clearly delineated in the follow-

ing sentence :

IX

Even as Arjuna raises the question twice as to which of

the two yogas, karma and jnana, is superior to the other, he

raises the question with regard to the relative status of the yoga
of jnana and that of bhakti in the 12th chapter. Ramanuja
restricts the scope of the question as pertaining to only the ease

of performance and speed of fructification. He points out that

the highest place has already been accorded to bhakti from the

standpoint of intrinsic and objective worth in the conclusion of

the sixth chapter. There it is said :

T Soffit let: II (VI. 47.)
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Hence the position of bhakti as the highest phase of sadhana is

Indisputably laid down In the Gim according to Ramanuja.
The question of the twelfth chapter is appropriately answered.

While bhakti is the real and highest sadhana^ it is also an easier

and speedier means for one in whom love of God has already

dawned, and for the love-less spiritual aspirant jnana-yoga or

even karma-yoga has to be recommended as easier and speedier.
It is necessary to discriminate among the possible forms of

bhakti. There is the lowest type in which devotion to God is

practised for purposes of securing material values. The devo-
tion to God for attaining to self-knowledge is higher than this.

These two are forms of instrumental devotion and they are not
love of God for His own sake. Hence they are not forms of ex-

clusive love. They also pass away when the ends sought are

attained. The third type of devotion is love of God for attain-

ing Him. He constitutes the end. Hence it is exclusive and

enduring. Sri Krsna praises all the three types of devotees as

'generous' and Ramanuja interprets the term of praise to signify
that the opportunity they offer for the bestowal of grace makes
them benefactors to Him. The urge to be gracious and bounti-

ful is so great in God. His eagerness for redemptive self-mani-

festation is so intense. But the third type of devotion is the

highest and rarest. Its characteristic feature is that it springs
from the knowledge of God and it is search for God as all in

/ *N

all. The bhakti embodies the thought 3n^^FRPP3^, Rama-

nuja explains it to mean :^^ ^ ^W WIHP! HIW ^ I

q^^crfi ^r ijjf m ^ drftft i

Such a devotion is open to all. This is a special point
and in the interpretation of it Ramanuja appears definitely to be

rejecting the contention of the apasudmdhikarana of the
Brahmasutra.

dnjfts ^ ^ t*%sfe q- ffo : i

(IX. 29.)

The interpretation of the verse runs as follows :
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3

STsqf^f Jf spfasR^ fsrafSfe

Bhakti of this supreme level of excellence is the ultimate

means for the attainment of God. This attainment is in three

levels. They are the intellectual understanding, of God, the

direct intuitive experience of God and eternal communion with

Him. The Gltfi emphatically declares that bhakti is the one

unfailing and sufficient means for all the three levels of attain-

ment.

II (XL 54.)w *

Ramanuja has not got to establish the supremacy of bhakti as

the means for God-realization. It is set down here clearly and

Is repeated in the eighteenth chapter also. He transcribes the

message of bhakti in simple words :

The defining essence of bhakti is enunciated, according

to Ramanuja, in one line which occurs significantly enough twice

in the Gim and that at the grand conclusions of the chapters

nine and eighteen.

HT *PR5 I (IX. 34, XVIII. 65.)

The elucidation of the four central expressions must be presen-

ted.
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bhakti is contemplation and that contemplation saturated with

indescribable love. It is loving contemplation that issues in

complete service. It is loving contemplation that is not con-

tent with the actual service rendered and therefore culminates

in humble surrender. So bhakti in its fullness is constituted by

contemplation filled with love and it expresses itself in service

and surrender. It is at once thought, love, worship and dedi-

cation of self. One essential mark of this supreme bhakti

Rarnanuja takes care to mention again and again (eleven times).

It is the intense consciousness of the impossibility of supporting
one's life without such a practice of the presence of God. A
few instances of his statement of this characteristic may be

adduced.

F^WRT
, cvi. 47.)

ft^rr ^T^R^ROT^?! H$^f4 Hiwrrfe^'
; (vii. is.)

; (XL 55 )

(ix. 13.)

. 9.)

This means that to the supreme devotee life becomes insupport-
able without bhakti. Bhakti becomes the absolute and sole

necessity for his very existence. There are pleasures which when

actualized subtract from life. There are values with whose at-

tainment as well as non-attainment life is perfectly compatible.

But the bhakti that is spoken of here is such that it constitutes

the sole foundation of the life and existence of the bhakta.

Even as the finite self and the world of nature have God as their

sole support, sovereign and end from the metaphysical standpoint,

to the perfect devotee, devotion to God becomes the basis, guid-

ing principle and supreme goal of his existence. This is axiologi-

cal ^g^rfwf^ He truly 'is' when filled with love of God

and experiences himself as perishing into utter nothingness when

he lacks it. It is to such people that Sri Krsna applies the

term T^TCPW and ^^fTT according to Ramanuja.
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X

There is another factor integral to bhakti which, for

Ramanuja, is a fundamental part of the message of the Gitfi.

This is what is named prapatti in devotional tradition. It signi-

fies karanagati or self-surrender. That the Gita abounds in the

teaching of this way to God can hardly be questioned. In the

first place the whole discourse of Sri Krsna is for the resurrec-

tion of the spirit of Arjuna, who is a 'prapanna
9

. The veil of

Maya, says, Sri Krsna, can be rent asunder through only pra~

pattL The shackles of the gimas can be snapped only by pra-

patti. Purusottama can be approached only by way of prapatti.

While summing up the substance of the entire discourse Sri

Krsna places on record the final injunction.

TPPff II

?rr$rcra; i! (xvur. 6i, 62.)

Even in the statement of the essence of bhakti,

TSftaft *?t ^W^ the last constituent signified by TT

is undoubtedly prapatti. The culminating unit of teaching is the

exhortation to surrender.

II (XVIII. 66.)

No wonder Ramanuja affirms the all-important role of prapatti.

It should be added emphatically that no other commentator fails

to do so. The speciality in Ramanuja's account lies in the clear

grasp of the significance of the technic of saranagati and a

thorough elucidation of the various levels and modes of its effi-

cacy. Prapatti is what could generate bhakti when the devotee

is depressed for want of it. When made part of bhakti it con-

fers on it completeness and renders it fully eifective. In other-

wise hopeless cases, it can be used as a complete substitute for
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bhakti. The entire meaning of prapatti lies in a prayerful and
humble transfer of one's spiritual responsibilities to God and
make Him function in the abundance of His grace as the

s&dhana for man's attainment of Him. Ramanuja expresses
the last type of prapatii in the following matchless words :





K.T. PANDURANGI

CENTRAL TEACHING OF THE
BHAGAVADGITA ACCORDING TO

SRI MADHVACARYA

In this paper it is proposed to outline the central teach-

ing of the Bhagavadglta according to Sri Madhva's interpreta-
tion. Sri Madhva has written two commentaries on the Bhaga-
vadglta i the Gltabhasya and

/
the Glffitmparya. His Gita-

bhasya unlike the Bhasyas of Sankara and RImanuja is not ela-

borate. He comments on only such verses which are philosophi-
cally important and which were not correctly or adequately ex-

plained by his predecessors. He interprets these verses in the

context of the topic of the chapter as well as the central teach-

ing of the Bhagavadglta. While interpreting individual verses,

he gives particular attention to its relevance to the total pur-

port or mahatatparya of the text. He fully utilises the method
of upakrama, upasamhara etc. He quotes a vast mass of

authorities and literature in support of his interpretation. His

Gltatatparya is a companion volume to the Gitabhasya, It sup-

plements the interpretations of the Bhasya with additional argu-

ments, authorities and discussions. In the introductory portion
of this work the central teaching of the Bhagavadgita is enun-
ciated and the relevance of all other topics discussed in the

Bhagavadglta to this central teaching is brought out. It will not
be possible to make even a cursory survey of the problems dis-

cussed in these two works in this small paper. Therefore, it is

proposed to deal with only those aspects of Sri Madhva's inter-

pretations which constitute his distinct contribution to the

interpretation of the Bhagavadglta and which bring out the cen-

tral teaching according to his Bhasya.

II

Let me first state the central teaching in Sri Madhva's
own words.
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qR%

This Statement of central teaching makes the following
points clear.

1. Arjuna is
^
^Wf^f^ (not a fl^rfiN5rf^ as con-

tended by Sankara.)

2. The issue involved here is not a narrow issue of killing
Kauravas or their supporters but those who are op-
posed to dharma and God.

3. Arjuna is labouring under the impression that killing
these people is adharma.

4. He is confusing between dharma and adharma on
account of his attachment to his kith and kin, and there-

fore, proposes to shirk his duty.

5. Performance of one's own duty in dedication to God
with devotion is dharma.

6. Shirking one's own duty or trying to perform a duty
which is not one's own, or performing one's own
duty without a sense of dedication and devotion is

adharma.

7. Everything is entirely dependent upon God.

8. Arjuna being a ksatriya it is especially his duty to de-
stroy those who are opposed to dharma and God.

Of these eight points let us first consider the fifth point
which is the centre of all other points, viz.

pfa i5R% SPT:. It should be noted that

and W!^^ together constitute dharma not merely
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either ffxf or

Therefor, if Arjuna retreats from his duty of fight-

ing those who are opposed to dharma and God, and practises

devotion to God he will not have discharged his dharma. Simi-

larly if he fights without realising that he is ^If^HJFf and

without dedication then also he will not have discharged his

dharma. Therefore, a combination of these is insisted upon in

the Gita* This is made clear in the following passages :

1. ^tpTWT OTI^ fetlC fr^jf *TRf: ! (XVIII. 46.)

2.
ipjf^ ^raraf flgoT; q^siqf TORI; ) (HI. 35.)

3 . sfq; %j^ ^[f*f4 spq ssjrnr 5f efii^fi% i

^tfl ^ fi^n TTqFr^^T i (ii. 33.)

It is ^flftcfffrf or ^m that must be performed, not

merely EHT or f^H^ffrf, What is f^tl^l^f ^ Q$ for one may

not be the same for another. It is this

that is karmayoga according to Madhvacarya.

Ill

This karmayoga has four aspects and therefore is termed

as W^^f by Jayatirtha. These are: !

2. ^r^ITR^RT ^flT^F^ ^* ^^l ^- ?W :
. The first

one viz. flifcf^ggT^q; has two aspects i.e.,

The varnasramadharmas are prescribed in the Dharma-

sastras. The sadhctranadharmas such as dfina, paropa~

kara, maitri, karuna, etc., are well-known. The second i.e.,

consists of the knowledge of God as

and ^%W etc., and also

the knowledge that prakrti, jiva, etc., are entirely dependent

upon God.
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(VIL 7 -)

2. sxfJT; 3^^z: Tpn^tl^r: I (xv - l7 -)

3. sraTsfsi 5f|% ^ 1 ute 3*W: I (XV. 18.)

4. % JffWRTfl =3 %f% ^T5^!5^ 1 (X. 3 -)

(
x - 2.)

A large number of passages bring out the

and other aspects of God.

1. stt 1(fa ?W3; JTrf: 33 3 I (X. 8.)

2. ?[$ ?fli^i HT5 ^ *M P 1 (VII. 7.)

3. fpfl ^^ ^| (IX. 4.) etc., point out the fact that

and 5ffa are entirly dependent upon God.

l *tmfc sl^fr T ^it ^rf^: I (ix. 4.)

2 .

5Jcf3j?T ^ 5Jjf^I: (IX. 5.) etc., bring out

aspect of God.

The third aspect of karmacaturanga is sannySsa. The

^ann^jra of the JShagavadgits is neither yatyasrama in the for-

mal sense nor karmaparitySga. It is samkalpasannyasa or re-

nunciation of motives. This is brought out by the expression

: (11.47.). The expression ^pte^g: is explain-

ed by Jayatlrtha as ^fe |g: m W *%^\ Do not make

fruits of your actions your motives for doing them. (Let not the

fruits of actions be thy motives). This explanation hits the

point more correctly than the other two explanations, i.e.,

*fWmW la: HT fc and ^fe%: fe: *JT ^: given by other

BhisyakSras. The fourth aspect is ?TFT which means

T. This is stated in the verse

(XVIII. 2.).
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Of these four aspects of karmayoga the first two i.e.,

and ^Wfe*RT 'T^TRflfFP are actual activities

while the last two i.e., $ajRT and ??FT relate to the perspec-

tive to be adopted in performing karma. With this perspective

the karmayoga is no longer pravrttimarga. Only the actions with

motives constitute prvrttimarga. When the motive is eliminated

it is nivrttimarga.

Thus Madhva invests a

new meaning into the concept of nivrttimarga. Nivrttimarga is

not total abandonment of activity but abandonment of motives.

This is made clear in the Gita in the verse

<rHr ara m^^ \\ (xvm, 6.)

In view of the above, the question raised in

1 (in. i.)

is not a choice between karma and jnana much less a prefe-

rence for jnana repudiating karma but it is a question of

choice between fighting and other activities which involve killing

and in which motives such as winning the kingdom, cannot be

easily eliminated, and yatyasrama wherein there is no tinge of

motives. Jayatlrtha puts the problem raised by Arjuna in

this verse as follows :

The answer given is,
c

you being a ksatriya yatyasrama is

not svadharma for you'. Sanaka and a selected few are eligible

for jnanayoga while even Janaka followed the path of karma-

yoga. Ev en jnanayoga is not completely divorced of karma, nor

karmayoga completely divorced ofjnana. The two expressions are

explained as fRFR^T %H ^R%T; and
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Sri Madhva has enlarged the scope of karmayoga so as to

include sravana, manana, etc., the first stage of jnfina (paroksa-

*nana) into it and also has included correct perspective as a part
of karmayoga. He does not accept the contention that karma

is opposed to jnnna, nor does he subscribe to

Neither in the stanza ^^1^ 91T^ nor in the stanza

f total abandonment of karma is intended.

The former relates to released souls while the latter refers
o t v

to merely ^ERwfl^Sfa. Performance of karma both before and

after release is helpful. Before release it assists antahkarana*

suddhi and jnana, and after release anandotkarsa. The nature of

karma to be performed at different stages may differ but karma
as such is not to be dispensed with at any stage.

(III. 5.)

IV

Sri Madhva assigns a unique place to bhakti in the

seheme of sadhanas. He mentions various stages of bhakti

as qsfcRfrR q%mf% and

The role of these stages of bhakti is explained in the Gita-

ifttparya as follows.

This scheme is further explained by Jayatlrtha as follows.

1.
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3.

Thus paroksajnana, dhyana and aparoksajnana lead to

greater and greater intensity of bhakti which ultimately leads to

liberation. Even after liberation, bhakti is not to be dispensed
with. Before liberation bhakti is sadhana-bhakti* while after

liberation it is sftdhyarupft. This is made clear in th&following:

According to Sri Madhva karma, jnana and bhakti are to conti-

nue even after liberation. Bhakti is defined by him as:

: \

This is beautifully .elaborated by Jayatlrtha as

qspRn'q^R^^

What is important in realising the mahatmya of God is to

realise that all other things are entirely dependent upon him, he
is free from defects and possesses all qualities.

The elaboration of the central teaching of the Bhagavad-

gits as ^^PfT ^c2?l ^IT^RnsRf SHT; makes it

clear that the discussion of all other topics such as bhakti , jnana^
sarvottamatva of God and the dependence of prakrti,Jiva, etc.,

on God is very relevant to the elaboration of the central teaching
of the Gita. Jayatf rtha clarifies this point as follows :

;
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HPT: \

Sri Madhva finds support for all the tenets of his system
in the very exposition of this Gitadharma. In the verse

i (xvi.s.)

the theory of jaganmithyfttva is rejected. The plurality of

selves is clearly stated in

(11.12.)

This was already pointed out by RImanuja as

Madhva rejects the contention of Sankara that

since what persists birth after birth is the

soul and not the body. The view of some modem critics that

*we cannot draw any conclusion, about ;the ultimate nature of the

soul from an occassional singular or plural usage* is not quite

justified, since Madhva points out a large number of plural usages
with reference to thej'zvfl throughout the Glffi.

2.

3. Jff-WJpRr'OTTO^ (XIL6.)
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are only few instances that may be mentioned here.

According to Sri Madhva plurality of selves persists even
after liberation. Therefore, it is necessary to note his interpre-
tation of the following passages.

1- ^fffew^sfcf (11.72.)

(V.24.)

4. swqsn^ 353^ (XIV.26.)<*

Without losing oneself into hair-splitting grammatical
explanations one may point out that Sri Madhva explains these
and similar other passages to signify the final resting of the soul

in the supreme as indicated in the Brahma sutra ^ffew^f ^
cl%*i ?[Ti% or as mentioned in the Giffi itself:

fI3 S^| ^ 5R^T ^c
| ^ T^OT (XI.54.)

Thus, not only he finds support for all his tenets in the
Glta but declares that the doctrines of mmaikya and jagdn-
mithyatva are repudiated in the Glta.

VI

On a number of crucial verses Sri Madhva's interpreta-
tions are far better and could be adopted without clash of doc-
trines. We may notice one or two here.

The line ^T^^J^T ^g^f% Tfefl: (11.11.) is

ordinarily rendered as Vise men do not grieve for the dead and

the living'. However, Sri Madhva takes ^ here in the sense of

ff. In the Mahabharata and in a few other places also ^ is

used in the sense of ^. Nllakantha the commentator on the

Mahabharata does assign this meaning to ^
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According to Sri Madhva the import of the line is

Another instance of interpretational richness is in :

II (HIM.)

Here the significance of giving three simiKes in respect of

one and the same point 3Spfa ^nfcf; is beautifully brought out

as follows :

cf^T

Thus, the three illustrations have reference to three types

of StNw operating in three different ways with reference to

God, soul and antakkarana.

From the above brief sketch it is clear that Sri Madhva
has enriched the interpretative literature on the Glta by his dis-

tinct contribution both in respect of arriving at the central teach*

ing of the Giffi and offering striking interpretations to many
crucial stanzas.
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BHASKARA ON THE GITA

The Bhagavadglta is a store house of philosophical thoughts
and it is considered as one of the three prasthanas by the syste-

matisers of all philosophical disciplines. The text of BG. is so

synthetic in its character that every philosopher is attracted to

comment upon it to corroborate the doctrines expounded by him
in the other two prasthanas* By and by it rose to the status of an

Vpanisat and so every chapter bears the colophon Bhagavad-

gitasu Upanisatsu. There have been more commentators on BG.

than on the other two prasthanas. The reason is quite obvious

that the text of BG. is more intelligible, lucid and unequivocal.

Vedanta Desika, a great exponent of the Visistadvaita philoso-

phy, furnishes a list of Bhasyakaras
1 on BG. and therein he

makes mention of Yadavaprakasa and Bhaskara, besides San-

kara. No work of Yadavaprakasa is available except some of

his views incorporated and refuted in the commentaries of

Advaita, Dvaita, and Visistadvaita classics. That Yadava-

prakasa wrote a Bhasya on BG. is borne testimony by Vedanta

Desika. Bhaskara is very well known as a Bhedabheda-vadin and

as a staunch advocate of combination of jnana and karma (]nana~

karma-samuccaya). As early as 1933, Dr. B.N.K. Sarma con-

tributed a very valuable paper regarding the existence of the

Bhasya by Bhaskara, by bringing to light several passages of the

Bh'dsya as incorporated in the Dvaita works and also in
t

Vacas-

patimisra's Bhamati*. Dr. Sarma also maintains that Safikara

and Bhaskafa were contemporaries on the strength of a stanza

incorporated in the Dvaita work, Manimanjari, of 1330 A.D.

Luckily, Bhaskara's Bhasya is now made available to us by the

Benaras Sanskrit University* and the publication is of high value.

1. On BG., XVIII 66 :

2. IHQ, 1933, p. 668.

3. Edited by Dr. Subhadropadhyaya, 1964.
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It Is unfortunate that this Bhasya text covers only nine chapters

at present and it is hoped that the research scholars, in India

and abroad, will bring to light the other nimf ,J|ipterf saoa*

Dr. V. Ragfaavan, discusses at length the Gltn Bhasyas of both

Sankara and Bhaskara and draw the conclusion that "the

BhagavadGtffi bhfisya of Sankara is an authentic work of his and

that BhisJcara wrote after Saiikara**
4

.

Bhiskara wrote Bhasyas on the three prasthtlnas, on BS.,

Cfa.U. and BG. He is a critic of Sankara and a follower of the tri-

dandl school of Samnyasins as opposed to efyadandins*. He
makes sarcastic mention of Sankara and his followers as eka~

in his bhasjas on BS. and BG.

Bhiskara wrote Bhasya on all the eighteen chapters of

BG. as is evident from the quotations in the Dvaita works*.

Farther AbMnava Gupta in his Gitartha-samgraha makes disti-

act mention of Bhiskara as Bhatta Bhaskara and states that he
himself does not elaborate on a particular subject in the eigh->

teenth chapter of BG, since it Mas already been discussed by
Bhaskara and others. 1

The ecfitiop of the Bhasya of Bhaskara on BG,
several readings which sometimes agree with the readings ef tkt
JCashmir version. There are long lacunae and several verses ar@
without ^ny bh&sya passages. Probably Bhaskafa did not write

any bhasya or\ these verses finding no important point t bring
out. The variant readings of the bhasya text given under each
$ge of the edition of the text evidence the corrupt readings ii*

tfee manuscripts. Still many of the bhasya passages could have
been punetu^tedi properly especially in the case ef quotation^
frf>m other works and the Criticisms ojafered thereon/

4. Festschrift fitr Erich F.auaallner, aien, 1968, P. 292.
5. See BG. VIII. 4, VI. 1.

6. JHQ. 1933, p. 672.

7. on BG., xviii. 2: m *m*rft ^fw^w ^^^% m
fPW^HE^fl^Tfiy^; %R?T fTOSff \

8. For example: On BG., III. 3. %u^^^ should be Hf^
On p 85 where the Udanka episode is referred! to the

XL 1967?
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With regard to the readings of BG. it is very interesting
to. show certain concrete instances. To some extent

Kashmirian readings are followed; but this cannot be conclusive

proof that Bhaskara was a Kashmirian. The very opening
-stanza is peculiar where we find a reading totally different

from the popular reading, We are surprised to itid that instead of

Bhaskara reads as :

*Pf|t

The same reading is also found in the Ramakantha's Gita-

bhasya and this was probably the reading current at the time of

Bhaskara. Ramakantha is in fact the follower of Bhaskara's

theory of jnanakarma samuccaya^ and therefore it may perhaps

be that he followed Bhaskara's readings. A survey of the read-

ings adopted by Bhaskara will reveal that Bhaskara accepted

those readings as genuine and correct and justified their authen-

ticity by his explanatory notes. He levels charges against some of

the commentators who had adopted certain readings to suit the

philosophical doctrines of their own. He makes rather sarcas-

tic remarks about them 9
. In certain cases Bhaskar^ adopts

readings without mention of any alternative. These readings

are to be admitted as genuine and traditional according to Bhas-

kara. It is necessary to show a striking example which testifies

to Bhaskara's recording of a stanza in the early portion of BG.

It is not knowp to which version this reading belongs. Bhaskara

does not make mention of any other reading in this respect which

fee does tin other places to confirm the veracity of his reading.

9. On BG., II. 21 : ^cT g

^f^T

On III, 22: f T5RT

\
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Vedanta Desika elaborately discusses the above reading and

justifies the same as a purvapaksa on the strength of some such

similar Mahabharata stanzas
10

. This shows that Bhaskara's

reading is discussed, though his name is not mentioned in that

connection. Vedanta Desika mentions also some stanzas as un-

known to Ramanuja but known to Yadavaprakasa and his fol-

lowers in the third chapter of the BG. Farther Narayanarya's
version of some more stanzas in the eleventh chapter are quoted
as unknown to Ramanuja

11
.

The Gim stanza |^: ^I^TFft l|tTS^T fcfgfl is read by Bhas-

kara as :

It is also important to note that Ramakantha reads the same
"N \

stanza differently as

Further the well-known stanza

is preserved by Bhaskara thus

n

Owing to the absence of any alternative reading suggested by
Bhaskara, it is obvious that the above reading was current dur-

ing his time. Bhaskara shows his keen interest in fixing the

readings of the Glffi in the second and third chapters of the BG.
so as to suit his doctrinal variations in certain contexts.

10. BG. I. 10:

OTcT^
I cT5{

11. B.C. XL 17:
'N

"

i%f%ciT

3fqf
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BHASKARA'S PHILOSOPHY

Bhaskara's Brahma-sutra bhasya furnishes much more in

formation regarding his philosophy. The vital theory

of jnanakarma-samuccaya is explained under the sutra

Sarvapeksa ca yajnadis*uteh asvavat. Bhaskara naturally finds

his patent theory well nourished and nurtured in BG., where the

role of karma &ndjnana are comprehensively treated with special

emphasis on the co-ordination of both of them. His metaphysi-
cal doctrine of bhedabheda finds only a subordinate place in the

BG. According to Bhaskra, Reality is one and many (abhinna
and bhinna). The one is conditioned and the uncaused cause,

but the manifold is the absolute conditioned by the upadhis or

delimiting adjuncts. The finite self is Brahman limited by the

metaphysical and moral imperfections of avidya, karma, and
kUma. Mukti consists in removing the barriers of this region of

sanisfira, and becoming one with Brahman or attaining eki-

bhava. Bhaskara accepts upadhis as satya and not mithya. He
is known therefore as Satyopadhivadin.

Bhaskara discusses at the very outset of his Gita-bhasya>
the factors related to anubandha-catustaya and ultimately brings
out the importance of the Mahabhdrata. He places Vyasa on a

par with the Vedic seers and justifies his grammatical inaccu-

racies on the basis of the argument that Panmi's grammar alone

should not be taken as the standard. He places the Mahabharata
on a par with the Vedas and applies all the Vedic definitions to

it to confirm its Vedic character. 13

Bhaskara avails of the earliest opportunity to expound his

doctrine of bhedabheda in the commentary on the stanza

He propounds that all the jivas are the amsas or fragments of

Brahman and cites BG. *pfaR?T ^^t%
?Ff; (XV, 7.) as an authority to confirm his doctrine.

13. On BG., I. 20 :
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He explains that the relationship between Brahman and jiva is

one of difference cum non-difference analagous to fire and

sparks. He also gives the analogy of the all pervasive ether,

conditioned by the size of the jars to illustrate the relationship.
14

As a corollary ,
it can be drawn that the jivas are neither absolutely

different nor absolutely identical with God. Bhaskara defines

his conception of amsa based on the principle of self-differen-

tiation through upadhi
l\ Bhaskara meets the argument of an

opponent who repudiates the theory of anisatva of the jiva on

the strength of the concept of the anupravesa of the Lord into

several bodies. He counters that such an assumption will involve

sarvamukti or sarvabandha (release to all or bondage to all) when

one among the jivas is either released or bound 16
. He advances

further that it is a very serious mistake to admit God to be en-

meshed in the ills of samsara, when several Srutis declare that

He is 'vijnanam anandam, brahma\ He concludes that the jivas

related to Isvara as his fragments (isvaramsah}
1

'

1 are differently

conditioned in different bodies with varying experiences of plea-

sure and pain. On the basis of the example of ether, he further

states that just as ether in the jar though smoky or dusty will

not contaminate the ether in other jars, the experiences of the

jlvas in several bodies will not affect in any way the individual

experiences of other jivas in other bodies 18
. Bhaskara supple-

ments his discussion to establish the atomic and monadic nature

of the jivas by citing the Upanisadic authority
19 which testifies

to the ingress and egress of the subtle body or linga sarira of

the jivas from and into several bodies. He holds that the ato-

micity of the jiva is the outcome of the conditionally of the ab-

solute and that the linga sarlra is subjected to expansion and

contraction.
20

14. sT

15. BS , II. ii. 43 :

16. On BG., II. 13.

17. ibid. :

18. ibid.:
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BHASKARA AS A CRITIC
.....

''

Bhaskara's criticisms are remarkable. He advances seve-

ral arguments refuting the interpretation of several stanzas by
others in support of their doctrine. He is ever cautious to inter-

pret the passages involving jnana and karma to justify his

patent doctrine of jnanakarma-samuccaya. He is not weary of

refuting the theory^ of total renunciation of all karmas (sarva

karma-parityaga ofSankara). We shall now cite some concrete

instances to show how Bhaskara interprets certain verses inter-

preted by other schools to suit their own doctrine,

a). rfRf^r $f%$ *TI% ^RitrfN& *ra: I (ii. no
is generally claimed by several schools of thought. Bhaskara

criticises in this connection the Vaisesika first and then the Ad-

vaitins whom he names as mayavadins*
1 The word avatarya

mentioned in this connection by Bhaskara refers to the introduc-

tory part of Sankara's bhasya on this stanza. In the same context,

Bhaskara makes a remark, perhaps, about Buddhists whom
he sarcastically mentions as very great experts in the science

of pramftna Ultimately, he concludes that the inter-

pretation of others is wrong and endorses the view that the

things correlated as samanya and visesv are both different and

non-different.*
3

b). Bhaskara levels charges against those who maintain that

meditation on Brahman is the purport of the stanza

1 (BG., IL is.).

Bhaskara justifies that the context refers only to the jiva of the

form of paraniatman in the original form and that the interpre-

tation with reference to meditation which will be discussed only
in the sixth chapter and not earlier is out of context here."

21. ST^ 3 *lT3n^Tf^^tsfcTT3T ^of^F^. Here Ankara's commentary is

referred to by the word ^cTR i See V. Raghavan, Festschrift fur

Erich Frauwallner, p. 283.

22.

23.

24.
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c). Bhaskara assumes the role of an expert MImlmsaka and

applying the principles of Mlmamsa Sastra refutes the Interpre-

tation of some opponents while commenting upon

^ *Pfcf fPfcf % etc. (II. 21.)

He refutes the reading fi4 *3$T ^feff ^T 3 ^f: and instead

has the reading ^ *<3T etc. Bhaskara holds that

the change in reading is not consistent with the context.

The commentators who change the reading mean to

incorporate the sense of meditation on Purabrahman into the

context. Tjie opponents argue that the terms bhuta (past) and
bhavltn (future becoming) of Brahman are negated in the

stanza, whereby Brahman is neither a cause nor an effect like

clay or pot. The opponents ultimately contend that the cause-

effect relationship of Brahman is apparent and not real. Bhas-
kara is vehement in his criticism to fling the charge of wrongly
directing their faith and interest towards meditation instead to-

wards the contextual considerations and topical sequences based
on the principles of Mlmamsa such as sruti. Hnga^prakarana etc.*

5

Bhaskara justifies his reading as correct and holds the view that

the dispelling of Arjuna's ignorance is imminent and that a
sudden jump to meditation without contextual sanction is un-
warranted and illogical.

26 To thrust meditation on to the con-

text by changing the reading is named by Bhaskara as ahopuru-
sika which mesns the bragging of a person arbitrarily promoted
by extreme vanity, self conceit and high-handedness. The views
of such persons are liable to cause confusion in the minds of
those who are real seekers after truth 2r

d). Bhaskara raises an objection to the reading

(BG. 11.19.) This reading is metrically wrong which

25.

26. BT^R^T emfiror'ft^; fericr

27. See F.N. 9 supra.
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shall be only ^^5R?L Bhaskara refutes the comments

of some Bhasyakaras, who hold that the Glta sastra is meant

only to remove soka and moha and not to instigate Arjuna to do

his own duty (svadharma). Bhaskara reminds the opponent that

it is futile to advise the removal of soka and moha after the com-

mencement of the war. Lord Krsna might have as well stayed

at Dvaraka and composed the Gita to teach jnana, conducing to

moksa. The very intention of teaching in the battle field is to

teach jnftna and karma in full concordance for the attainment of

salvation.
28

e). Bhaskara while commenting upon the stanza

fgqjf^fjp^ (II. 22
) directs his attack on Sankara who strains

and twists the words in the context to convey the sense of total

renunciation of all karma and attributes the same as the central

teaching of Lord Krsna. He disproves the theory of Sankara

that karma is the path to be resorted to by the unwise or avidvan

alone who are incompetent to take upto the path of jnana.
Bhaskara criticises this view that the categorical and assertive

imperatives yuddhyasva, karma kuru, etc., become futile, had the

Lord meant the total renunciation of all karrnas

f). Bhaskara brings to light a careless interpretation of a com-

mentator who interprets BG. II. 30 as though the stanza is a

replica of the Vedic statement: ^o% FRRfr ftf^Tfi?^: 1

Bhaskara sarcastically remarks that such an irrelevant and un-

warranted interpretation unsuitable to the context and spirit of

the text can behove a srotriya alone. 30 He points out that no

marks of the srutf are traceable in the stanza owing to the

clear absence of potential participles. By mere concatenation

28.

29.

30.
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of some catchwords or syllables it does not behove a commenta-
tor to create a novel idea regardless of the contextual sequences.
Bhaskara suggests a parallel mantra which alone could befit the

context. 51

g). Bhaskara upholds the theory of perfect co-ordination of

Jnana and karma, while discussing the implications of the terms

samkhya and yoga in the stanza,

I (in. 3.)

Bhaskara brings to light the shallowness of other commentators.
He criticises the view of Sankara who interprets the context to

mean total renunciation of all karmas. He makes a humorous
remark that such commentators attempt to hide the fruits from
the tree by thick foliage.

82 Further he extends his attack that

karmatyaga will result in all those who advocate the efficacy of

karma entering voluntarily into the ocean. 33 Even for those

who attained Brahmajnana the necessity for performing svadha-

rma is repeatedly stressed in the Vedas. 54

Bhaskara challenges Sankara thai total renunciation of all

karmas is not at all endorsed in the Vedas. 35 He cites the Vedic
/

authority quoted by Sankara in support of sanakarmatyaga
and holds that it is wrongly interpreted by him. The Upanisa-
die passage

is interpted by Bhaskara as negation of karma etc., signifies only
the denial of karma of knmya and nisiddha catagories and not

the total karma. He confirms his interpretation by citing a

31. mTFITsr 3[{2T q- 5fV3T ; etc.

32.

33,

34. rfc J5^R^T etc.

35. *T
=

36. This reading of Bhaskara sounds peculiar. The common reading is:

etc.
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parallel Vedic authority
37 where the word nyasa is substituted in

the place of tyaga or renunciation. Therefore it is specifically

understood that nyfisa or tyfiga doss not convey the import of

sarvakarma-parityaga* He interprets the term nyasa to mean
Brahman.

Bhaskara criticizes the interpreters who take nyasa as a

synonym for samnyasa. He states that similarity of sounds with

some modification will always mislead one towards a wrong in-

terpretation. He cites an example from Mimamsft sastra where

the Vedic passage
fi

^]^:^pa ' does not convey the mean-

ing ghee by similarity of syllables but a collection of samans

known as &jya samans. In this connection he quotes a kurikn,

warning one to guard oneself from being carried away by the

mere similarity of syllables while interpreting the word and its

meaning in a particular context. There shall be an efficient

scrutiny as to the complete concordance in respect of the words

and their meaning in the context (ft"rfqw).
a *

fa). Bhaskara interprets the word naiskarmya to signify moksa
where there is the total absence of karma in the form of punya
and papa*

9
. This interpretation is indeed quite befitting the

context whatever other Bhasyakaras may hold. The word asnute

(attains) becomes significant in association with naiskarmya
used in the sense of moksa. He directs his criticism against

those who interpret naiskarmya as total absence of all karma.

In the drift of his arguments, he stresses the necessity of the

combination of karma and jnana as a 'sine qua non to the

attaintment of moksa,

Bhaskara's theory ofjnftna-karma-samuccaya is stressed in

unequivocal terms in BG. III. 14. The stanza expresses beyond
doubt that one cannot attain naiskarmya which is moksa with-

out beginning to perform karma. He will not attain siddhi or

37.

38.

39.
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nwksa by mere jnana followed by the renunciation of karma.**

Bhaskara then makes it quite clear that even for one who has

realized Brahman, it is inevitable that he should perform his

nitya-karma like sandhya~vandana inasmuch as he does other

deeds, as eating and moving around. Bhaskara cites the Upa-
dtsa-sahasri of Sankara where Udanka's story is illustrated.

Udaxika rejected the nectar when it was offered to him from the

back part of the body of Indra in disguise of a Candala, suspect-

ing it to have become polluted by the mixture of urine. Though
Udanka desired to drink nectar, he rejected it on account of the
fear that he would become polluted, whereby performance of
svadharma would be affected. So Bhask^ra states that karma
or svadharma is a necessary factor like ntma-jn^na and that

both go hand in hand and conduce to moksa.

BHASKARA'S IDEA OF GOD AND HIS RELIGION

Bhaskara accepts saguna Brahman with auspicious quali-
ties as against nlrguna Brahman. He equates Brahman with
Visnu, Narayana, Vasudeva. He holds that Visnu's abode is the
highest goal to be attained by all the released souls* 1

. He offers
two-fold etymology of the word vftsudeva and thereby brings to

light the cardinal metaphysical truths regarding Brahman as
jagatknrana and as antaryftmin**. These two aspects of Brahman
are the fundamental basic principles on which the edifice of true
Vedanta philosophy is laid. In relation to the same etymologi-
cal explanation, he says specifically that Brahman assumes both
the states as cause and effect."

Bhaskara again specifically states that Brahman is both
cause and effect like suvarna and rucaka". Such of these views
of Bhaskara as stated above appear to bs opposed to his views of

40.

41. On BG. VII. 19.

42.
: t on

BG.. VIII. 7.

43.

44. On BG., IV. 35.
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bhedftbheda based on upadhi. But It may probably be that his

study of the Gim made him later change his philosophical

dogmas as found in his Brahma-sutra-bhasya. The remark of

Udayana
*

35Nf<<4|*i: VTR^[^ f*^ ? is quite meet if Bhas-

kara's interpretation of the later part of BG. is taken into

consideration, where parinama aspect of Brahman is expounded.
It is obvious that bhutakasa or ghatakasa explanations based on

upadhl examples do not hold water if the parinama theory is

to be given preference on the basis of the Gita-bhasya,

Bhaskara holds that the performance of k^mya-karmas are

optional and that nitya and naimittika karmas are to be per-

formed as a compulsory measure along with jn&na-yoga.
Nisiddha-karmas are to be absolutely given up for ever. He
maintains that yajnas symbolically represent Visnu for whose

propitiation or aradhana^ they are specified. He warns

that one should direct one's pointed devotion only to Lord Visnu

and completely ignore the worship of minor Gods. He is empha-
tic in asserting that Visnu alone 48 can save and that others could

not at all help in achieving the highest goal. He holds that such

of those desirous of obtaining sons, cattle, etc,, being prompted

by their strong impressions of their previous births, propitiate

Rudra, Indra, Aditya. Durga, Ganapati, etc.
47 He cautions them

that there cannot be any final redemption by their deVotion to

other deities.

f =3 ?r[rf*ra%c[w

While specifying the height of ecstacy of sihitaprajna, Bhaskara

is eloquent to describe that the realization of Brahman will be

of the nature of delightfully tasting nectar possessed of potent

medicinal effect and finally promoting deep love towards Him."

This shows how Bhaskara evaluated the spritual love towards

Brahman as bhakti in the form of uninteruputed nectarious flow.

45. On BG ; II. 51. f^CTCTSRW 3 3S*T. .
,
Also see ibid; II. 49 and III. 9.

46. ibid; VII. 19: ^
47. ibid; VIL 20.

48. On BG ; II. 56.
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Bhaskara enumerates, Bilva leaves, Karavlra flowers, and
Badara fruits as offerings of Lord Visnu during His ftrftdhana

It is noteworthy that Bhaskara specifically mentions Bilva patra
as the main offering among leaves. The custom and usage in the

Visnu temples is the offering of Tulasl leaves alone and it appe-
ars to be strange how Bilva leaves are recommended by Bhas-

kara. This shows that during Bhaskara's time
f

Bilva was alone

offered by virtue of its being mentioned in the Srisukta, as the

abode of LaksmL* Perhaps the Vaisnavabhagavacc&h&stras
or Agarnas extant at the time of Bhaskara made no distinction

between Bilva and Tulasl as offerings to Lord Visnu.. Bilva

is still the special leaf offering to lord Srinivasa on Tirupati

hills, whose identity with Lord Visnu is unquestionable and on
whose chest Goddess Laksmi resides. If such a staunch votary
of Lord Vi?nu as Bhaskara who ignores other dieties like Rudra
should chiefly mention Bilva, it can be deduced that Bilva was
not the distinct offering to Siva alone as observed now-a-days,
Hence it is certain from the version of Bhaskara that Bilva has

been the chief leaf-offering to Lord Visnu which today as a relic

is observed on special occasions in the Dhanurmasa-aradhana
to Lord Vcnkatesvara at Tirupati.

49. ibid; IX. 31.

50. f



V. VARADACHARI

G1TA ACCORDING TO ABHLNAVAGUPTA

/

The schools of Saivism in Kashmir are based on the

Saiva Agamas
1 and were originally brought under three groups*

Dvaita, Dvaitadvaita and Advaita. The Dvaita and Dvaita-

dvaita groups became amalgamated into a common group called

Siddhftnta? From the philosophical point of view, the systems
were grouped into three heads called Karma, Kaula and Trika.

4*

The Trika system has three subgroups by the names Pratyabhi-

jnfisftstra, Agamasastra and Spandasastra. These deal respecti-

vely with the interpretation of the doctrines on logical grounds,
the revelational aspect of tiie system and the important works of

the school. 5

The ultimate Reality in the school of PratyabhijEa is at or

Mahesvara whose nature is manifest into the universe consisting
of an infinite variety of sentient and insentient beings.* The
universe is real and is identical with the ultimate Reality

7
. All is

therefore the external manifestation at the will of the Supreme Be-

1. There are 92 ^aiva Agamas - Vide :- K.C. Parley : Abhlnavagupta :

A study, p. 48.

2. op. cit., pp. 75-80.

3. op. cit. s pp. 102-103.

4. op. cit. p. 35; Several explanations are offered to justify the signi-

ficance of the name 'trika' op. cit. y pp. 169-17L

5. Jaideva Singh : Introduction to Pratyabht/Mhrdayam - Text and Trans-

lation - Varanasi p. 2.

6. Pandey: -
p. 40.

7. Difference is apparent. Vide:- *T^JcT;

Ramakanthaon BG. VII. 6;

ibid., XV. 7; Pandey: p. 172.
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ing and is independent of any cause.* Hence what exi.ts is called

nbhasa* The subject and object are both manifestations of the

Supreme Being.
10 The phenomenon of knowledge is like the rise

of two waves in the sea of un.versal consciousness. One of these

has nairmalya, the capacity to receive reflection and the other is

without it. The former is called jlvabhasa and the latter jada-
bhasa. Universal consciousness is the source of all psychologi-

cal phenomena. Both are essentially the same as their source. 11

However, the self is ignorant of its identity with the ulti-

mate Reality because of its connection with, the physical body.

This innate ignorance is called anavamala and is responsible for

the bondage of the individual. Hence the self considers itself as

a separate entity.
12 Moksa or final release consists in the recogni-

tion {pratyabhljna} of its real nature by the self.
18

It is the state

of perfect purity of consciousness which is subjectivistic and tra-

nscendental. During this state, the self recognizes its identity

with JVIahesvara. This state is attainable only by the descent of

divine grace (saktipata) on the self.
14

TJais grace is not however

8. No material cause is needed for the creation of the world :

Ramakantha's Sarvatobhadra. p. 6.

The word maya may be taken to show that these commentators of

Kashmir were familiar with the Advaita teachings of amkara: For

details see Abhmavagupta : A Study, pp. 88-90, Pratyabbijnavimarinl

II p. 146.

9. Vide:

^F^l *l cl rict^ K-H <rtW
Sarvatobhadra p. 4; Paadey: pp.40, pp.210-220.

10. op. cit. : pp. 221, 225-226.

11. op. cit p 221.

"12. ibid: pp. 182-183.

13. Vide :- Tl"^t ft *TO W?3T: ^r^roq^f f| cRT \^- ^ x

Vide;- Tantraloka I P. 192. Jaideva Singh: op. cit. P. 16; Pandey :

op. cit. pp. 172-178, 191.

14. Singh, op. cit. p. 17.
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obtained by the self through caprice. Three means are recognized

for obtaining thi< grace.
15

They are Anavopaya, Saktopaya and

Sambhavopaya. Anavopaya, which is also called Krlyopaya, consists

in the observance of the rituals. The second means is also called

JTi&nopaya and it is mainly concerned with the activities of the

mind. The last mentioned is intended for advanced aspirants

who are required to practise meditation on Siva-tattva. Through
the second method, the concept of duality changes to that of

unity.

Ultimate Reality has two aspects namely transcendental

(Visvottirni] and immanent (visvatnaya] ,

ls The self has pra-

kasa and vimarsa which enable it to know itself and which are

known as svatantrya-sakti
1

'
1

.

Krsna is referred to as Guru in the Saiva Agamas.
1 * The

visits
19 which Krsna paid to Kailasa and the instructions 20 which

he received from Upamanyu on the mode of worshipping Siva,

made the exponents of Kashmir Saivism treat Krsna as a fol-

lower of Trika. The Bhagavadglta therefore came to be consi-

dered as one of the basic texts for Saivism. Vasugupta,
31

15. Pandeyi op. cit., pp. 186-191.

16. Vide :- ^rqfgfeSWT: fTOff^Nfafa?: \

Tantraloka I p. 105; Abhinavagupta: A Study pp. 199-200.

17. Pandeyop. cit., pp.203-205.

18. Vide >

SWfel^ I

Tantraloka I p. 162.

Jayaratha on this.

For a similar reference, see Abhinavagupta on BG. VIII. 6. He is

also referred to as Muni.

Vide: Abhinavagupta on BG. IV. 26; VIIH4, 15; XVIII.3.

19. Mahahharata : Dronaparvan Ch. 80, 81;

Anusasanaparvan Ch. 203.

20. ibid., Ch. 45.

21. He lived in the first half of the 9th century. He was the earlist among
the Kashmirian scholars to comment on BG. Introduction to Sarva-

tobhadra, commentary of Ramakantha on the Gita P. XXXVIL It is

called Vasavi Tika. Vide: Pandey, op. cit., p 94. The commen-

tary is not extant.
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Anandavardhana,
22 Ramakantha28

, Bhatta Bhaskata,
3 * Abhi-

navagupta and RajSnaka Lasakaka25 commented on the Gita.

The commentaries of Ramakantha and Abhinavagupta have
alone appeared in print. All these commentators must have

either belonged to Kashmir or influenced by the Kashmir tradi-

tions. They
26

all count the number of slokas in the Gira as

more than 700. Abhinavagupta" has 22 more than 700 and in a

particular context treats three slokas as spurious".

Abhinavaguputa flourished in the beginning of the llth

century A.D. 29 and attained proficiency in several branches of

study through his training in them under the leading exponents

22. This writer is th same as the author of the Dhvanyaloka. For infor-

mation on his commentary on the Gita, see Introduction to Rama-
kanta's Sarvatobhadm pp. XIX.

23. Rlmakantha was the younger brother of Muktakana, who fiourished in

the court of Avantivarman of Kashmir (857-884 A.D.). He was the

pupil of Utpala who was the son and pupil of Somananda. Ramaka-
ntha's commentary is called Bhagavadgltavivaranam&n&SarvatQbhadra.
This was published in the Madras University Sanskrit Series. Foe

details, see Introduction to Sarvatobhadra P. XXXIX.

24. Bhattabhaskara's commentary is recently published at Kasi Cor the

first nine chapters of BG. Abhinavagupta mentions Bhaskara in his

commentary on BG. XVIII. 2. His identity with Bhaskara, the famous

Vedantin is yet to be established, although there is reference here to

jnanakarm&samuccayavada. It is questioned by S.K. Belvalkar. See

Introduction to Sarvatobhadra, p. XXVII. If his identity is

to be admitted, he must have preceded Abhinavagupta and could be

assigned to the 10th Century A.D.

25. This commentary is called Lasakl and the Ms: is said to be available.

Vide: Introduction by K.C. Pandey to Pratyabhijn&vimar^im.

p. XXXVIII.

26. See for a discussion on this : Introduction to the Sarvatobhadra,

pp. XVI to XIX.

27. ibid , XLIII to LXXX.
Abhinavagupta n BG. XIV 16.

28. Vide : ^^ %i%^T^5I: ^to; ^TcH: I

Abhinavagupta OB BG. XIV. 16.

29. Pandey : op. cit., pp. 6-7.
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of them. 80 SomanandaM and Utpala
32 were already names of

pioneers who built up the school of Pratyabhij^a Bhattendu-

raja,
ss who came in the line of these two scholars, acquainted

Abhinavagupta with the purport of the Glta. The Bhagavad-

gltarthasamgraha, which he wrote as a commentary on the Gita,

is a critical summary of the subject matter of the Gita, besides

containing an exposition of most of the verses.

God is described here as creating a part of Himself for

the sake of mankind/ 4 He does this through His svatantrya-

sakti and hence His descent is divine. Scare His deeds which

do not bind Him. 35

The concepts of Anavopaya and Saktopaya made the ex-

ponents of the Pratyabhijia school recognize jnana and karma
as inseparably associated and as a single means for obtaining
final release.

3* Here jnana plays a dominant role relegating

karma to a secondary status;
57

Karma, which is enjoined
in the Vedas, is to be done without expectation for the

results, in order that it may not bind the doer. 5*
It must also

30. ibid., pp 10-11. He wrote a number of works., ibid., 22 t* 24. His

Tantraloka is encyclopaedic in 36 chapters out of which 14 have ap-

peared in print - ibid., PP. 45-46. For details regarding the other

works, see ibid., pp. 22- 65.

31. Somananda (850 A.D.) was the founder of the Pratyabhijna school,

the principles of which were laid down by him in his Sivadrsti.

Pandey; op. cit., p. 83.

32. Utpala is the author of the Pratyabhijnasutra with Vrtti and Vivrti -

ibid., p.99.

33. Bhattenduraja was the pupil of Mukula who was the son and pupil of

Kallata, pupil of Somananda. ibid., p. 74.

34. Abhinavagupta on BG. - IV. 7, where he reads atma .- $am in the place

of atmanam.

35. ibid., IV 9.

36. Vide : ^R ^jfof ^%f ^ H^fcf I ^fl

ibid., Ill 4. See also Introduction to Sarvatobhadra p. XL.

37. Vide : cT^T T 3^: STTSTRT g^cT*rf^

Abhinavagupta on BG. III. 2.

38. ibid., XVIIL 2. Rarnakantha on II. 48.
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be done without any sense of attachment.*"19 Thz course of karma
Is hard to understand. It is not also possible to draw the line

of distinction between karma and vikarma. For instance, the

deeds of the bad type such as killing the beasts of prey, entail

some good also, namely, providing people with security. Simi-

larly, while doing the good acts like Agnistoma, there is a

tinge of badness in it in the form of slaughtering the animals,

When any activity is taken up, whether physical, verbal or men-

tal, there is karma of one kind or other. When one of them
is given up, the others are there and so karma coul J not be totally

avoided. It is therefore suggested that the fire of knowledge
alone can burn karma whether of good or bad kind. 40

Besides,

samnyasa cannot be undertaken by those who do not take to

kanna.n The words na niragnih in VI. 1. mean that a man
cannot live without using the fire and cannot also be without

activity.

The Abhasamda has enabled Abhinavagupta interpret
IV. 18. to mean that he who does his work .with the realization

that he is not the agent is the right type of man. He is identical

with every other agent. What others do are as good as the work
done by him.**

There are some noteworthy interpretations in the commen-
tary of Abhinavagupta. The word mamaka in I. 1. is explained
as mameti kayanti, *shouting mine' and so refers to the Kaura-

vas, while the word pandava means the Pandavas who are righ-
teous. The word ananya in IX. 22. must refer to those who h-ave

BO goal for their aspirations except God. The word 'yoga
9

in

39. Vide:- Tantraloka VI 85, 87; Abhinavagupta on BG. II. 45.

40. Ibid., IV. 17.

41. Ibid., V.6.

42. Vide : S^faf ^ <H: 5WTgf*T: ^ 3wff*T ^T*ft ^4 f%qf 3R3T% I tr|

\

In this aspect of abhasavada, matter and spirit are identical.

Vide :-

Laghuprakrlya of Abhinavagupta*
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IX.22. means acquisition of the Lord's nature which was not

attained before and so the word ksema means protecting that

nature. The word avidhi is interpreted as another vidhi
4S

It is

not defective (dustavidhi} . Upholding the sense of IX. 32, Abhi-

navagupta refers to the interpretation offered by some scholars

for this according to which this sloka emphasizes the greatness

of the Brahmins and Ksatriyas and denies reference to women
and 6thers. According to Abhinavagupta, these scholars res-

trict the power of God, do not tolerate God being higly sym-

pathetic, argue against the concept of Advaita which is based

on the Abhasavada and so become the object of derision. The
self can not enter (avesa) into God except through the intensity

of the descent of God's grace and except through the favour

of the master whom he should serve as not different from Mahes-
vara.

On XIII 2, the author states that though the self is called

ksetrajna the real ksetrajna is the Lord with reference to all the

selves and all bodies. The word 'viddh? which occurs here must

be taken to have the causal sense suppressed, for He is the only

ksetrajna whose grace renders the insentient into sentient. The

words yajante nama in XVI. 37, are to be taken as referring to the

sacrifices that bear no result. Alternatively, they shall mean
sacrifices which are so only in name, or those which are reputed
to be so and which are not sacrifies in reality, 'Pranipatd in

IV. 34, means devotion and 'patiprasna there itself conveys the

sense of uha> apoha, tarka, vitarka and others. The word jna~

ninah means the sense-organs and so the word upadeksyanti shall

mean 'to lead near' or 'point out.'

The sense of of V. 18. is that those who have acquired

correct knowledge will find the world together with the things

there as Brahman, although the world appears m full diversity to

those whose vision is obscured by ignorance. Hence the enligh-

43. All the commentators take the word avidhi, as the negation of the

proper course. Abhinavagupta alone interprets the word as 'anyo

vidhih*. The negative particle cannoi convey the sense of another.

This interpretation is hardly justifiable. The case of the word adharma

is different.
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tened ones no not discriminate between a Brahmin, cow, ele-

phant, dog and outcaste but yet do not treat them alike for pur-

poses of wordly transactions. 'Suctriatri* in VI. 41. means those

whose mind is affected by a part of the Lord The mere desire

to know Yoga will not take the aspirant beyond sabdabrahman.

The mantras are required to be studied and practised and at the

end of his life, this aspirant will become Vastideva. He does

not become then a siddha. He takes many births similar to this

Since he has no other work and has interest only in the work of

the Lord, he is considered to be a yogabhrasta. The word

asat in XL 37. means a category and so is an object of

knowledge. Or, abhftva becomes a knowabb and becomes not

different from the existence of the Supreme Person. The word

bhutabhavodbhavakara in VI. 44. means that which brings about

the manifestation of the existence of the beings which are sen-

tient and insentient.

The author refers on VL25 to an interpretation which

means that one shall not think of anything and reject it,

as it would uphold a nihilistic explanation. What the

sloka means is that one shall get mental courage, lessen the grief

which arises through desires and shall not think of taking posse-

ssion of the objects or giving them up. Similarly, in V1IL 16,

nbrahmabhuvan^llokah punaravartindh does not mean that people
who go to the region of Brahma are reborn, for then, a world

beyond this will have to be admitted. What it means is that

all the regions through which one passes till he reaches the

region of Brahma are of such a nature that the selves which

reach them have to return to the world.

While interpreting III.37. the words kama and krodha

which are used separately with esa following each show that they

are eternally related to each other. The three slokas which

follow this (not found in the Vulgate) mean that the results of

rajoguna are hardly perceptible when they take their rise. They
get easily mixed up with pleasure and cause delusion among
people. That is why, they are not easily got over. Egoism in

the case of a person arising out of the joy that he is born in a
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noble family makes him conceited. This helps him in taking

advantage of others' weaknesses and in causing trouble to them.

Abhinavagupta means that Arjuna got only incentive to

fight.
** He did not get the knowledge of reality, as otherwise,

the Anugitfi would not have served any purpose to him.

Abhinavagupta's readings of the text of the Glta differ

from those of the Vulgate text. He reads sihiraprajna in the

place of sthitaprajnj (II 54). iasvatadhormagopm is read as

$3ttvatadharmagop;a (XI 18). where the word sativata is ex-

plained thus :- The word sattva means non-difference between

action (kriya] and knowledge (jnana] and this should be offered

to God. Those who have done this are sattvatas. There are

many other reading:*
48 which are convincing in the light of the

concept of the ultimate Reality in the school.

This commentary contains citations fiom the works of

others and refers to the works 46 of others and also his own/ 1

He seems to be guided in holding fast to his interpretation by

what was taught to him by his preceptors,
4* some of whom could

be Bhattaenduraja and Laksmana Gupta/
9

44. OnBG., XVIII. 3: tpTT5[ ^^ *rlf

Anuglt3 forms part of Ch. 17 to 51. of Atvamedhika Parvan of the

Mahabharata.

45. The readings in the various recension* of BG. are given by the editor of

the Sarvatobhadra on pp. XLIII to LXXX, See Abhinavagupta's read-

ings in 11.47, 60, IV.7.

46. Bhagavata is cited and discussed in XIV. 8, Mahabharata in XVII. 23

and Sivopanisat in VII. II.

47. Vide:- VI. 29; IX. 16; 17,25; XF. 18; XII. 7, 11; XV. 16.

48. Vide:- VIII. 7, 14; IX, 23; XV, 12

49. Vide :- VIII. 27.





K. DAKSHINA MURTHY

NIMBARKA AND THE BHAGAVAD-GlTA

%

I, desirous of final release from samsara, surrender unto

that Supreme Being, who is illumination to the self and intel-

lect and who had made the creator first and sent him the sacred

scriptures. Thus the surrender is scriptural.

Knowledge of Brahman is unattainable without the guid-

ance of Guru. So, the Vedanta gives a prominent place to Guru

and elevates him to the level of the Supreme.

f?Piff:

Falling in line with the Vedic teachings, the Bhagavadgita also

supports the view :

(iv. 34.)

The devotee, therefore, surrenders himself both to the

Lord and the preceptor. This emphasis on the place of Guru Is

the distinguishing feature of the theistic Vedanta systems.

We see three distinet phases in the growth and develop-
ment of Indian philosophy. They are the Vedic, the Upanisadic
and the post-Vedic. They may also be described as the cos-

mological, the metaphysical, and the systematic stages, res-

pectively. The metaphysical or the Upanisadic philosophy

appears to have divergent and contradictory views such as unity

and plurality s
assertion of attributes and their negation with
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regard to -the Supreme. This contradiction necessitated the

birth of systematic or Post-Upanisadic philosophy. Eminent

exponents of Indian philosophy tried their best to reconcile the

divergent views in the Upanisadic texts. It is in this pro-
cess of exposition of Indian philosophy that the following seven

school of thought subsequently came into being:-

Absolute monism of Sankara, Dualism of Madhva and Visnu-

svaniin, qualified monism of Suka, Rarnaauja and Srikantha,

pure monism of Vallabha, monism as qualified by Sakti .(Sakti-

visistadvitaj of Sripati, Dualism cum monism of Bha kara and

Nimbarka and Dualism cum monism as irreconcilable (acintya-

dvaitadvaita] of Balabhadra.

Each school of thought derived inspiration from the Upa-
nisadic texts and evolved it; own system of philosophy. It also

tried wherever possible, to show unity and consistency among the

divergent views expressed in the Upanisads and remained in-

different wherever it was not possible.

' w '

Sri Sankara was the foremost among such exponents. He

propounded the theory of absolute monism and explained the

plurality by the theory of illusion or Maya. Plurality, accord-

ing to Saijkara, is false or unreal. The awareness of identity of

the soul with Brahman is liberation. Thus, the philosophy of

Sankara can be summed up in the oft-quoted words :

/

The philosophy of Sankara, no doubt, is profound and

valuable. However it is not within the reach of the common
man who is bent on having a personal God. So, the system of

Sankara left a vacuum to be filled in by the subsequent exponents
like Ramanuja, Vallabha, and Nimbarka. They could satisfy

the need of the ordinary people by introducing the cult of a per-

sonal God and devotion to Him. They opine that bhakti,

and Maya are totally incompatible, for bhakti being composed
of love can come into being only when the lover and

beloved are true entities. The so called personal God of

Sankara is only an empirical reality, However : his theory of
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Maya has become the centre of criticism in the hands of Rama-

nuja, Madhva, Vallabha and Nimbarka who lay emphasis on con-

secretion and devotion as the final means of release. They find

their views amply endorsed by the Bhagavadgita and the Katho-

panisat :

. U.)

II (BG. X. 10, 1!.)

Nimbarka, known as the founder of the system of Dvalta-

dvaita, therefore^ lays emphasis on this aspect. To establish his

views he wrote the Dasaslokl also known as Siddhantarama.

fftsqfa: ^^%f^f%: II (SKB. 5 p. 1.)

The slokas are either in Vanisastha or Upajati metre

written in a simple and lucid style and are claimed to be unique
in their profound! ty of thought. Scholars like Purusottama-pra*
sada, Giridhara-prapanna and Harivjasa Muni have, in their

commentaries on the Dasaslokl known as Gurumanjusa, Laghu-
manjusa and Stddhantakusumanjalibhasja^ respectively, tried to

analyse his philosophy with great skill. They divide the ten

slokas into four sections according to their theme and content:

II (Laghumanjusn, p. 2 )

These sections are also known as kosthiktis. The first

kosthfka consists of the first five slokas, in which Nimbarka
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discussess the nature of God, spirit, and matter. The first two

slokas define Jlva and its characterestic features.

Here the commentator, Harivyasa Muni, explains that

the system, accepts three parmffnas, namely, perception,
inference and verbal testimony. The nature of the first two

is said to be of inconstant disposition. The third is divided into

laukika and alaukika* The alaukika is the highest authority in

deciding the ultimate truth. The Bhagavad-gliti is considered

in this system as the highest authority.

The Vedas are accepted as created and destroyed. In this

connection the words created and destroyed are explained as

manifestation and non- manifestation (avirbhava and ttrobhava)
but not as the change of order in the Vedic text (anupurvyanya-

thabhava)
(Setuka of Sundarabhatta, p. 93.)

The Jlva is of the nature of knowledge (jnanasvarupa).
It is not the phenomenon of knowledge in the sense in which

the Sankarites understood the word. Jlva is supposed to know
even without the help of the sense organs and it is in this sense

that the technical terms like svayamjyoti and prajnfinaghana as

applied to Jlva are to be construed. Jlva is also acccepted as

knower. He can be both the knowledge and the posses or of

knowledge at one and the same time just as the sun is both the

light and the source of light simultaneously.

Ego is another important feature of Jiva. It continues to

persist not only in the state of his jagrat but also in the state of

his liberation* The ego is also a feature of the Supreme.
Hence SdKrsna refers to Himself frequently in the first per-
son in the Glt&. He is Purusottama who is omniscient and at the

same time identical with the ego or asmadartha. Not only know-

ledge and ego are common to both Jlva and Isvara but the eight

qualities enumerated as

II (Oh. U. VIII. 7.3.) are com-

mon to both of them. Thus Jiva is both different and not

different from Brahman who is Lord Sri Krsna.
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This theory of bhedabheda or dvaitMvaita is the principle

tenet of the system of Nimbarka. As a matter of fact the theory of

bhedabheda had already been expounded by Bhaskara who accep-

ted it under conditions of bondage and release. But Nim-
barka has taken up a new and different stand to prove it un-

conditioned. The bhedabheda relationship of Jiva with Vasu-

deva, the Supreme, is natural and simultaneous in his system,

(VP. on BS. III. 2 28.)

The Upanisadic texts explaining bheda are equally

authentic as those explaining abheda since both of them are

scriptures. None of them can be sublated by the other. There-

fore Nimbarka cleverly thought of accepting both bheda and

abheda on an equal basis.

The pairs of contradictory terms, like bheda-abheda,

asti-nasti and so on, with regard to one and the same thing

are untenable. Such untenability is taken upas a basis by all

thinkers including Nimbarka, and excluding Ramanuja in

criticising Jainism, under BS. II. 2.31 : ^tffr&l *?W^ which

is based on the seven-fold theory consisting of such untenable

pairs of terms. In fact the Jains also accept such pairs of terms

only under a condition. As a matter of fact that is the only way

left to thinkers to adjust such divergent terms. The peculiarity

of the system of Nimbarka is that he accepts both bheda and

abheda as natural and simultaneous, which is unthinkable. So,

the subsequent thinker, Balabhadra, maintained acintya dvaita-

dvaita. He means that the relationship of bheda and abheda is

unthinkable or irreconcilable. Jiva is also accepted as agent,

(kartr). It retains this quality in all its states including its libe-

ration. So, this system attaches much importance to the face

value of qsa! Sn^far^ (BS. II. 3.32.)

Wherever a denial of this agency to Jiva appears in the scrip-

tures, the followers of this system explain away that denial is not

a total denial but as a denial of its independent agency.

Jiva is also enjoyer (bhoktr) essentially in all the condi-

tions. But Jiva is always dependant on Han, Thus although
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resembling Him in being knowledge and knower it is at the same
time distinguished from Him by its dependence. This quality of

dependence or of being controlled (ni\amytva), is the very
nature of Jiva even in the state of its release just as the quality
of being the controller (niyantrtva) forms the eternal nature of

Vasudeva.

Jiva is also atomic in size. To prove this the followers of

Nimbarka quote the Bhagavad-gita :

T: i (xv. 7.)

One of its essential attributes, knowledge, helps it to experience

pleasure and pain all over the body at the same time :

. *fa: I (BG. XIII. 33.)

As the one sun illumines all this world, so does the embodied
one.

The true from of Jiva becomes distorted and obscure by
its contact with karma. Karma is the result of ignorance which
is without beginning. Ignorance rnoha or maya, is defined as

real and positive. It can be removed by brahmajnana or the

knowledge of the Supreme. This knowledge is attained with the

help of Niyamadrsta which is the product of sravcna and manana*
This ignorance is otherwise known as avidya. It is two-fold.

One aspect of it obstructs the vision of Jiva in its attempt to

know the Supreme and His attributes and, the other incapacita-
tes Jiva from realising its purnunanda. The first aspect is re-

moved when the Supreme is directly apprehended and the second
is destroyed through the unlimited grace of the Lord. Jlvas. are

also classified as mukta, bhadda> baddhamukta, etc.

In the third sloka of the Dasasloki the matter, acetana,
is discussed. It is of three kinds : aprakrta not derived from

prakrti or the primordial matter; for example, the effulgence of

Isvara; prakrta which is from prakrti such as mahat, ahamkara,
the five elements, etc. which are similar to the twenty four

principles of the Samkhyas; and kala or time which is accepted
as governing the matter.
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The fourth sloka describes the Supreme Lord Visnu :

(I

He is devoid of all the defects of nature and is the abode
of all auspicious qualities. This sloka also enjoins the medita-
tion on the Supreme. The fifth sloka says that the Supreme is

to be meditated upon in the company of His consorts Sri, Bhti

and Nila.

The second kosthika consists of the sixth and the seventh

slokas. The sixth sloka says that there are no caste restrictions

in the meditation of the Supreme. The Bhagavad-gita also-

endorses the same view :

n (ix.32.)

The seventh sloka describes the significance of hearing^

sravana; He should be heard of, contemplated upon and medi-
tated upon. Sravana directly helps in meditation.

The eighth and the nineth slokas constitute the third

kosthika. The eighth sloka enjoins prapatti, which is the com-
plete surrender of the aspirant to the Supreme. This sloka also

enjoins gurvajnanuvrtti, obedience to the commands of the

preceptor. The nineth sloka explains devotion.

The tenth sloka forms the fourth and the final kosthika.
In this sloka Nimbarka states that an aspirant should know the
character of an aspirant, the aspired thing, fruit of His grace,
the distinctive features of devotion and the nature of obstacles.,

The quintessence of the Glta according to the system of
Nimbarka is that par& bhakti, absolute devotion, is the only
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means of salvation ; atmajnana or the knowledge of Self leads to

it; niskftma-karma or disinterested actions help to acquire know-

ledge of self and also to purify the Jiva. Becoming a sthitaprajna,

one who retains equanimity of mind in pleasure and pain under

all circumstances, Jiva attains perfect tranquillity and becomes

free from all distress.

This essential teaching is found well explained in the first two

chapters of the Giffi. In the first chapter Arjuna displays his

grief, despondency and delusion as mark of his eligibility to re-

ceive instruction in the knowledge of Self. Lord Krsna explains

the Self thoroughly and clearly in the second chapter. So,

according to Kesava Kasmiribhatta these two chapters constsi-

tute the whole Gita in its true form and the rest of the chapters
are only an elaboration of the same.

(Tattvaprakasika. p. 217.)

As in the system of Ramanuja. prapatti or surrender is the

cardinal principle of Nimbarka's philosophy. This surrender

is six fold : Mental attitude to follow His will, mental attitude

to avoid all that is opposed to His will, trust in protection, prayer
to Him for protection, self surrender and sense of helplssness.

n

Of these the fifth, Self-surrender, is the principal and
the other five are subsidiaries helping the Self-surrender.
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Self surrender is also found as the central teaching of the

Bhagavad-gita where in the conclusion Sri Krsna says to Arjuna:

I

|| (XVIIL66.)

In fact the Bhagavad-glta begins only with Arjuna's sur-

render unto the Lord :

i 3T SPRPJ; II

(II. 7.)

The first principle of surrender is seen in the Lord's state-

ment :

% it H5|^B5Wrf^Rr :
II (VI. 31.)

A person seeing Vasudeva in all beings can never wish to

injure others. This is the mental attitude to follow His will.

In the sixteenth chapter of the Glta spirituality and materialism

are described. The materialistic disposition is stated thus :

II (XVI. 4.)

They are ostentation, arrogance, self-conceit, ang^r, inso-

lence and ignorance- Avoiding these are considered to be the

second principle in Self-surrender. It is said in the Glta that the

Supreme watches over His devotees* interest :

ii (ix.22.)

Here the Lord assures to secure gain and safety to his de-

votees. To trust in this undertaking of the Supreme is the third

principle of Self-surrender. Arjuna prays for His protection in

the Glta:
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|| (XL 43,)

11 (xi. 45.)

(i (XI 44.)

This prayer of Arjuna is considered as the fourth princi-

ple of surrender. Arjuna's helplessness Is found in his saying
as:

(XI. 25.)

1 (XL 31.)

That the instruction of the Gita is concluded with Self-

surrender is already explained as

Thus Kesava Kasmlribhatta has explained the principle of
surrender as the central teaching of the Bhagavad-glta.

The five things that are explained by Nimbarka in the

tenth sloka of his Dasaslokl also can be the central teaching of

the Gltff. according to Kesava Kasmiribhatta. The nature of
Vasudeva to be worshipped is explained in the Glta as the om-
niscient and ultimate cause of the whole universe :

II (iv. 5.)

I (VII, 6.)

(X, 8.)

The features of the Jlva, the aspirant^ are also explained
as :
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Further the embodied self is said to cast off worn out

bodies and to enter others which are new just as a man casts off

worn out clothes and puts on others which are new :

1 (ii. 22.)

The changelessness of the jlva's character Is said:

^ =? 1 (11.23,24.)

The result of the grace of the Supreme is also expressed
here ai?d there in the Glta as :

Ii (VII. 14.)

q s^ cjs^ ii (vin. 10.)

Bhakti-rasa is seen explained in the Glta where Lord
Srikrsna speaks about the four classes of devotees 1 the distressed;
the seeker of knowledge, the seeker of wealth and the wise man.
Of these the jnanin is also extolled :

f fRt

II (VII. 17.)





V. ANJANEYA SARMA

VALLABHA ON THE GITA

Born as a gift of Providence to his parents
1

(in the 15th

century A.D.), Sri Vallabhacarya also known as Vallabha Dik-

sita preached the doctrine of Divine Grace (Pusti) . Brahma-
vada and Suddhadvaita are the other names of his philosophy

which, while containing the seeds of pure emotionalism that

characterizes the later Vaisnava movement of India as propaga-
ted by Caitanya and others, is marked by a spirit of universa-

lism attempting to reconcile various theories and practices.

That with Indians philosophy and religion are identical is pro-
ved once again in the life and teachings of Vallabha. A man of

deep philosophic insight and conviction strengthened by his wide

learning and travel throughout the country, Vallabha shows in his

works a comprehensive and wholesome approach to philosophy
which is altogether free from the dialectic aggressiveness of -a

passionate debater. As his concept of Divine Grace knows no
barriers of caste or sex and grants freedom to one and all (sarva-

mukti}? so his idea of Purusottama is free from the exclusive

partialities for hypotheses which in other systems have invited

vehement criticism. This is amply evidenced by the least amount
of hostility against Vallabha's philosophy, though it cannot be
said that it was totally absent, 3 He is guided by practical neces-

1. Sri Vallabhacharya (by B.M.C. Parekh, Bhagavata Dharma Mission
Series Vol. IV, Rajkot, 1943), pp. 2-4.

2. BG (Bhagavad-Gita with eleven commentaries, Bombay, 1938), p. 18:

Purusottama's Amrta-tarahgiifl :

3. HIP [S.N. Dasguta*s/4 History of Indian Philosophy Cambridge, 1949,
Vol. IV, p. 377.
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slty in interpreting his views. Though he calls himself a follower

of Visnusvamin (who started what is known as the Rudra-sampra-

dayaf and is not the originator of the Suddhldvaita, his contri-

bution to this system is so prodigious that it is later named after

him as the Vallabha-darsana, like Sankara's Advita or Ramanuja's
Visistadvaita. As regards epistemology, all pramanas, except

nnupalabdhi, are accepted.
5 Verbal testimony produces only in-

direct knowledge
6 as in the Nyaya-Vaisesika. The Vedas, the

Bhagavad-Gita, the Bhfigavata, the Mahabharata and the Rama-
yana are authoritative. Poetic literature and works like the

Vasistharamayant are not valid sources of verbal knowledge.
7

The Bhagavad-gita and the Brahma-sutra crowned by the Bhaga-
vata 91 from the prasthana-traya of Vallabha. The Glta occupies
the central place in this scheme that for the clarification of
doubts arising in Vedas, the Glta- is to be consulted and the

Bhagavata elaborates what is expounded in it. "The Gita is the

4. See the eolophin of Nibandha (a popular name for Vallabha's Tattvar-

tha-dipa-nihhanda} II : ^fcf ^[^%^^^J%^^lfiw^^

HIP, Vol. IV, pp. 382-383.

Indian Philosophy (by S. Radhakrishnan, London, 1931)Vol. II pp. 661 n
and 756.

5. Prasthana-ratnakara (by Purusottama, Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series,

144, Banaras, 1909) p. 33: '?*%: Si^^^^flgq^^^ \

The pramanas other than sruti have only an empirical purpose and
must be interpreted in harmony with the sruti:

T \

6, Nibandha, (with prakasa, Bombay, 1905) 1-61.

7. ibid. II 80 to 83. The works of Valrniki and Vyasa are composedia
intuition (samadhi-bhasa), Systems like that of Kanada are also

Included in the delusive literature.

see PrakaSa on

8. AB (Anu-bhasya on the Brahma-sutra, Banaras, 1907.)

\

'

; \\
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only scripture**, declares Vallabha* "since it is sung by Lord

Krsna Himself." 9
It is no exaggeration if this statement Is des-

cribed as the Upanisad of Vallabha. Yet it is a mysterious para-
dox that Vallabha who is credited with the authorship of more
than eighty books should leave the Glta without a commentary
of his own. Perhaps he thought that his Tattvartha-dlpa-nibandha
and Subodhinl would answer the purpose, as the former gives a

general survey of concepts of his system of thought with special

reference to the Glta and Bhagavata, and the latter is a com-

mentary on the famous Purana which is itself an exposition of the

Glffi. The available books on the Glta in the Vallabha litera-

ture are two commentaries, the Tattva-dipika by another Valla-

bha and the Amrta-tarahginl by Purusfcttama, one of ihesastraic

writers on the system. A eulogistic poem, the Bhagavad-Gita-

mahatmya glorifying the scripture is attributed to Dayarama,
10

The authour of the Tattva-dipika dividing the Glta into

three equal sections says that the first one is like the siitras and

the second vrtti and the third bhasya.
11 The author of Amrta-

taranginl brings out the distinction of the
f

Suddhadvaita ap-

proach to the Glta from that of Sankara. Sankara missed an

important point in holding jnana alone as the means of moksa.

What is this jnana? It is caused by one of the gunas, i.e., sattva,

as the Gita says : ^RSFR^ $5TR^ sfR3^ 1 Similarly when rajas

and tamas prevail over sattva, jnana is destroyed and hence its

efficacy is not absolute. So the means of moksa must be some-

thing different which is objective and everlasting.

9. Nibaudha 1-4 : r/^ SRu Srotgspffa 5^ rrf \

^T U

and Prakasa on it ; a^CMre^ffW q'RPT^T^T^T'r^iT ^^5%^ srffcf

10. Sri Vallahhacharya, p. 432.

11. BG p. 16 :
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This can only be the self-revealing of God; and it occurs

through Shakti (devotion) which is the main teaching of the

Since the concept of Bhakti involves the Supreme Self on

the one hand and the individual selves in the world on the

-other, it is worthwhile to discuss the nature of God, soul and the

world in Vallabha's system.

The highest .principle is Purusottama who alone is worth

realising. He has three aspects of karana, karya and svartipa.

The world which is karya is non-different from Him, the

karana and so it is real. He is the samavnyl-karana
u of the

world, satnavaya meaning identity. . He has created it with his

body of Existence (sad-amsa)
l& without any intermediary cause,

i.e.,, Mayan This is one of the points in Vallabha's thought

12. ibid. pp. 17-18: cf5f

=3" TC s

i

XIV - 10) ?J%

^ u

So the philosophy of the Cita with Vallabha's system, is the philo-

sophy of taking refuge in the Lord. The ceremonial initiation into the

Vallabha Order consists of ^TW^f^f'?^ sfllW: 3Rf *ffl is the man-

tra) and QTTcHR^"^ or self-surrender.

13. BG XI-3; XV-16 to 19. and p. 351 : 51^: J^Wf: on Xil-l.Wbandha

11-84: 5l

II- 85: ____

.14. ibid. 1-23:

1-68:

15. ibid. 1-28: ____ *R&T ^f^T ^fqf J
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which distinguishes it as Brahma-vada from Sahkara's Advaita
which is libelled as Maya-vada. Also the theories of creation
in other systems like the Nyaya-Vaisesika and Buddhism are dis-

proved. Purusottama is capable of bringing every thing into be-

ing by His volition (krti).
1* Thus we see the functions of Afaya

being transfered to Purusottama Himself. By achieving this

laghava (economy of thought) Vallabha has at the same time
freed his system from the possible opposition which Sanka-
ra's thought had to face. This inevitably made the Absolute a

complex principle consisting of creative potentialities and cont-

radictory properties, for Purusottama is both saguna and /n>-

guna. This is His svarupa.
1

'
1 Vallabha nowhere denies the exis-

tence of Pure Consciousness and in this he differs from writers

like Ramanuja who do not accept the existence of contradictions

in Brahman either, which is invested with auspicious qualities.

Vallabha declares that his conception of supreme Reality is more

satisfactory because conciliatory. It is this complex truth that

the Gita teaches. 18 Purusottama (the Highest Man) is so called

because He is higher than the ksara-purusa (all the jlvas)

and aks
f ara-purusa (the Cosmic Self), the bound and the free,

the cause and the effect; while he assumes the forms of both. 19

16. ibid. 1-23 and Prakasa : <%% W&: ^ SITgcT: I

mcrfcTT i

1

17. ibid. 11-89: ^^ 3 5RT

11-84: .

BGIX-19: XI-37.

18. Nibandha 11-90:

19. Tattva-dlpika on BG XV-16 :

^c5cl IT. . . . (17)

1 ----
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The jivas are to Brahman what the sparks are to the fire.

The image is suggested in the eleventh chapter of the Glia*

The nature of relation between the two is termed karya-karana-
bh'dva and atnsamsi-bhava. The jiva is atomic in size and forms

part of Brahman. The cit aspect of Brahman who is sat-cid-

ananda-svarupa predominates in him. 20 Suddhadvaita is also

interpreted to mean the union between the two suddhas, i.e., the

jiva and the Brahman, 21 the former entering into the being of

the latter (pravesatmaka-sayujya). The individual selves fall into

three classes according to the way of life they lead r 2

(1) the-

pravafta-jivas or those who represent the sad-anisa of the Lord and

who are given to the worldly lifo (pravaha). Pravaha signifies

that they are drifted like a straw in a flood hither and thither at

random as God pleases. These are those whom the Gita calls

the asuras in contrast with the daivas ; (2) the maryada-jivas-
or those who represent the cid-amsa and who are guided by the

Vedic teachings (maryada); and (3) the pusti-jivas or those who
have given themselves upto Lord's Grace (pusti). This concept
of pusti is the keynote of Vallabha's philosophy. It is the

highest state of devotion to the Lord in which the sadhaka re-

signs himself to the dicates of God's will and Grace consciously

20. Nibhandha 1-27 to 28 :

Tattva-diplka XIII-17

HIP Vol. IV p. 332n.

That the Jiva is atomic is one of the reasons why the commentary on?

the Brahma-siitra is called Anu-bhasya.

See Sri Vallabhacharya* p. 174.

Also see Brabma-siitra, in~iii-19f and 43f for the concept of amsamsi-
hhava.

22. Sanskrit Introducton to the Brahmavada-samgraha (of Hariraya, Kasi

Sanskrit Series, 61 Banaras 1928) pp. 1 to 5.

The word is technically defined :

Giridhara's Suddhadvaita-martanda (Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series, 97

Banaras 1906) st. 27 and 28: ^tcf ^Wt: 5TT: ....

The Mandalabrahmatm-Upanisad, II 7 and 9 mentions the word
Suddhadvaita.

22. The Pusti-pravaha-maryada (by Vallabha, Bombay 1928) st. 3 and 9.
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and whole-heartedly, where the welfare of the aspirant is looked
after by Him. This is echoed in the Gtta Disinterested ser-

vice and love for God lead to pusti. This is the spirit of the

Glta teaching which has made the scripture at once universal

in its appeal and the most significant in the history Indian reli-

gion and philosophy." ......... the special feature of theG^/ais
that it tends to make all actions non-moral by cutting away the

bonds that connect the action with its performer."
2 * The message

of the Glta that one should try to rise above the realm of the

three gunas and approximate oneself to the highest Being, Puru-
sottama is the mainspring of Vallabha's doctrine.

The means of jnana and karma are also other spiritual

paths leading to their respective goals. The path of Bhakti may
include any of them as subordinate means. In the Suddhadvaita
the means is also suddha and this is Bhakti independent, pure

and simple, and indescribable (Nibandha 11-196, *Tf%:

Vallabha speaks of jivanmukti; and for that matter his sys-
tem never repudiates any concept that is solemn and sacred in

any other school. But the goal of pusti-marga is higher than

jivanmukti. Further, even a released soul can have rebirth into this.

23. BG IX-22 : ....

xvni-66 -. 3ff ^

24. HIP, Vol. II p. 507 "In such circumstances", comtnees Dasgupta^
"the more logical course would be that of ^ankara who would hold a
man who is free from desires and attachments to be above morality,,

above duties and above responsibilities."
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world if God wills.
25 In fact to lead a life of service and devo-

tion to lord here is higher than final liberation of cno return'. The
"Vallabha commentators on the Gits are silent on the passage in

the fifteenth chapter which speaks of this
cno return'. The re-

lation between the devotee and his deity Is described figuratively
as one of the insect and the bee, kita-bhrhfa-nyaya** It can also

be compared to that of a cat's cub and its mother, marjarasisii-

.nyaya. For similarly, there is no self-effort on the part of the

-devotee who like a machine requires the touch of God even for

the slightest movement. The BhSgavata" explains this pusti
as the Grace of the Lord among its ten-fold contents. This

leads to mukti which is being $varupa> namely the realisation

that the individual is part of Brahman; and the Suddhadvaitins
describe it to be prmeyabala-siddha as the Advaitins holdjnana
to be vastu-tantra and not purusa-tantra or subjective in accor-

dance with the sruti. The ordinary perceptional process of

25. Vidvan-mandana by Vitthala , Banaras Sanskrit Series 149) p. 97:

j^" (Brahma-Sutra 1-3 -2) 5% ^if-

Then how are the Srutis speaking of 'No Return' to be re-

conciled ? It is replied thus : ?T ^ *?T ST J^

[; i IT^ ^jruwpf^cqTcT i

i Also see Brahma-sutra III-iii-32.

26. Tattva-dtpika, IV-10: ...

27. II-x-4:

ir-x-6 :

28. AB llI-iu-29 :

Tattva-dipika,

3 5ft:

29. Mandaka-Up.
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sense-contact with the object does not hold good here. 80 On the

other hand, "The principle followed in perception is analogous
to the cosmic appearence of Brahman as manifold, in which the

pure Brahman by His will and thought shows Himself as many,

though He remains in Himself all the

As for the status of the world52 in the Suddhadvaita, it is

a real and direct effect of the Supreme. It is subject to fivir-

bhava and tirobhava according to God's will. When He wants

to rejoice in the company of a second entity He causes the uni-

verse and when He wants to enjoy loneliness He withdraws it

into Himself. According to the Vedas there is no intermediary

cause in between the world and the Supreme Lord, such as

Maya. This is another distinction of Suddhadvaita from the

Advaita. But Vallabha is not blind to the existence of Maya.
It is the Saktio? the Lord. The Puranas and the Vaisnava thought,

he says, accept this additional cause of creation. They do so in

order to bring home to us the awe-inspiring greatness of the

30. The Prasthana-ratnakara further elaborates the point on p. 137

srn^Rsngrra&r^ 3 ^fl JPTT^ cf^r 3$"3Tr^n%f VT^TTC^
t

But when the Lord takes incarnations He can be visualised as an

object of perception and in many ways - But in either case the realisation

occurs only on His own accord.

31. HIP. Vol. IV p. 338.

32. See note 13 and 16.

Nibandha 1-23 and Prakasa *3 1% ^%
>

(Brhadaranyaka-Up. I-iv-3)

. %cft f?

Also Nibandha 1-24 : f^JTWoH c^^T eR: ^"r^T=r? ; !

Brahman becomes the bodies and senses and so the world is not

mithya. 1-79: %^f =cfRcf ^ SRqrpTOc^ (tftf. 3T. 2-6) 5

This is the view of the Vedas as well.

It is only in the Puranas that Maya is admitted, 1-82 :

t

Maya is Lord's potency 1-23 - 1-89 :
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Lord (niahatmya] and detachment (vairSgya). The awareness

of His mahatmya excites Bhakti. But Brahman Is capable of creat-

ing directly and independently of Maya also. The world is the

A'ar>'0-aspect of Him. It is one with Him as the jiva is one with

Brahman in the Advaita, But Vallabha makes an important
distinction between pr^panca and samsara^ which are apparently

identical in Sankara's Advaita, and has thus immuned himself

from the lethal criticism which the latter has survived. The

world is real as the manifestation of the Lord, while samsara is

caused by avidya. It is destroyed when the jiva is liberated*

But the reality of the world is open to objection : The srutis

say that the effect is a mere name and the cause alone is real;

and the world-view of Vallabha goes against the Vedas. To

this Vallabha replies that such passages convey only identity

between the cause and the effect which is in perfect keeping with

Suddhadvaita. If the illusoriness (mithyatva) of the world were

intended, it would have been specifically stated. Illusionism is

criticised by Vallabha as fraudulent 8 *

Though Vallabha agrees with the other Vaisnava schools in

the admission of Bhakti as the main means of moksa, he differs

from them in making it objective (prameyarupa). He has gone
also a step further in conceiving of Brahman as the meeting-

place of opposites which is in keeping with the spirit of the Glta

and in making his system dialectically less objectionable (Niban-

1-70

33. Nibandha 1-24 : ^^TO^T ^t JJ^j
1

But the Advaitins also mean only samsara or individual's worldly

attachments by the word prapanca and not the physical phenomenon. How-
ever it is a fact that the absence of distinction between the expressions was

taken advantage of by the opponents. Vallabha's conception of samsara

is the same as the adhyasa of Advaita.

Nibandha 1-23 : ^f

Ankara's Adhyasa-bhasya on the Brahma-sutra I-i-1:

34. Nibandha 1-83 :
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Seeing that the logical explanations of the relation bet-
ween the appearance and reality in Advaita are unsatisfactory
Vallabha tried to improve upon Sankara's thought by rejecting
Maya altogether and making the appearance a real manifesta-
tion of the Absolute. But the result is that Vallabha's system
became pluralistic instead of remaining absolutist, an antithesis-

of the Suddhadvaita I

As regards the interpretation of the Glta according to

Vallabha's thought, it is necessary to understand what the scrip-
ture teaches in itself. An impartial perusal reveals that it never

propounds any single theory to the exclusion of others. It is an

encyclopaedia of various religious faiths of India (yoga-sastra)
If it does not exhaust all of them, there is no other book in

Sanskrit which deals with more. It extols each path as the best

one and most acceptable to the Lord." 5 One of the greatest

tenets it teaches is religious toleration (11-48 : W{^ %*T ~$-&ffl |)

which India practised down the ages.

In the first place, the Gita deals with as many paths as its

chapters. Even visa-da, melancholy is a path. For that is the

first step in any faith. Every tear becomes a tutor. Secondly,

during the course of the text are given other paths like the Yoga,
the Brahma-yoga, the Buddhi-yoga, the Abhyasa-yoga, the Ananya-

yoga, etc. Thirdly, some other paths are described and defined

without being named, such as the Yajna-yoga*' With a truly

motherly attitude the Glta never condemns one method in prefe-

rence to another. But we find every commentary on the Gita to

whatever school it may belong, old or new, trying to adapt it to

its own preconceptions. It is perhaps that because the Gita is

too broad-minded for any school of crystallization, Vallabha

did not think of commenting on it. But the VaUabha philosophy

35. BG IV-11 : 4W j

36. ibid. 11-39,53: Yoga itself is mentioned as a path; it is different

from the one associated with the Sutikhya. 11-49; XVUI-57: -Buddhi-

yoga; V-21 : Brahma-Yoga; XII-6: Ananya-yoga\ XII-11: -Abhyasa-

yoga; IX-28 : sannyasa-yoga.

37. BG IV-23 to 33.
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alone appears to breathe faintly the tolerant spirit of the Glta

under the weight of its predilections to Bhakti. However, an

exposition which can do full justice to the scripture by bringing

out this true meaning is yet awaited.

38. Tattva-dlpika, III-3 :

AB p. 1164:



<?. MARULASIDDAIAH

THE BHAGAVADGITA AND VIRASAIVISM

The greatness of the Glia as distinguished from the theistic

Bhagavata need not be over-emphasised. Because of its synthetic

stress on all aspects of Dharma (ethics, religions, philosophies,

etc.) it is ecliptic and affords ample opportunity for any inter-

pretation from any quarter. An earnest endeavour to revise and

revitalise the already lost Vedic values emphasising more e on

pravrtti
1 than nivrtti* and to recommend a universal religion

where a synthesis of jnfina, karma and bhakti are imbibed in

their proper perspective and practised, seems to be the total

import of this Gita, the Soldier-Sermon to fight against evil.

*

The object, of the Glta is to discover a golden means

between the two ideals of pravrtti and nivrtti or of action and

contemplation...*

'The prestine spring of the eternal Veclas had almost

dried up in the rising sands of cults and barriers. The spirit of

universal religion and philosophy was practically beyond the

purview of popular minds who were confined to conventional

forms, ritual and conduct/ 2

Revitalisation of the pre-Vedic Saivism and Virasaivism

and establishment of firm foundation on ethical and rational

basis is also the be-all and end-all of Yirasaivism, popularly
known as the Satsthala Siddhanta\ an off-shoot5 of the Yedic

and Agamic* branches of Saivism :

* Saivism is one of the living religions. It has a very large

following even today and its history goes back to the time of the

Indus Valley Culture and Civilizations.'

1. M. Hiriyanna: Outlines of Indian Philosophy. George Allen and

Unwin, London, p. 130.

2. KL. Krishnamoorthy : 'Git a and Basave&vara* . Basavesvara CV;;;we-

moration Volume* p. 101.

3. See K.C/Pandey : Bhaskarl, Vol. Ill, pp. 2, 3,163. Lucknow, 1954.

4. S.C. Nandimath : A Handbook ofVeerasaivism. Dharwar, 1942, p. 3.
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'Virasaivism draws inspiration^ from the schools of

Saivism current in South India, The Saivasiddhanta that first

took shape in Tamil Nadu several centuries ago was later consi-

derably influenced by Kashmir and Gauda Saivism." 5

The Saivagamas which inculcate the doctrine are believed

by the Lingayats (Virasaivas) to be coeval with and comple-

mentary to the Vedas themselves.

The schools of Virasaivas, viz.,, the orthodox and the

reformed one are discernible, the orthodox preferring to be

called as
'

Saktivisistadvaita V' the origin and development of

which is traceable only from the 1 1th c.A.D, and onwards. The

Lifiga-cult has its origin along with the. salagrama or any other

sacred symbol common to other cults.

Treatises in Kannada, Sanskrit and English elaborate iii

their own scientific stvle the chief tenets of the system." But the

S.D. Pavate : Veerusaiva Philosophy of the Saivagamas, p. 2n.

The term Is coined on the Hues of other systems like Dvaita, Advaita

and Visistadvaita. Since Visistadvaita agrees and also disagrees with

these systems, it is in vogue in the orthodox VIrasaiva works.

Only the important works are mentioned :

SANSKRIT: I. Siddhantasikkamunfof$iva,yogisi\'acsirya.(\l c. A.D.)
2. Kriyasara of Nilakantha (14 c.A.D.) a work in ktirikas

on an unavailable bh'asya of Srikantha on Brahmasiitra.

3. Srikambhasya or Brafimamlmamsabluisya of SrTpati-
pandita (1160 A,D.) a commentary* according to
VTra'saivism on Badarayana-Brahmasutras.

4. Anubhavasutra (in karikas) by Mosge Mayideva (1430-
A.D.)

5. Vitasalvcinauda-candnkaby Maritontadarya (17 C. A.
D.), etc.

ENGLISH: 6. K.C. Pandey: Bhaskan, Vol. Ill, Lucknow, J954.

7. S. C. Nandimath: A Handbook of Veerasaivism,
Dharwar, 1942.

S. S.D. Pavate: Veerasaiva Philosophy ofthe Saivagamas.
9. Hf-L Kumaraswamigalu : Veera$iva Mysticism, etc.

10. Commemoration Volumes, Karnatak University,
Dharwar.

KANKADA:!!. C.C Basavanala : VeeraSaiva Tattvaprakasa* 1952.
12. Hardekar Manjappa : ]fdcanas and Comments.
13. G.G. Halakatti : Vacafiasastra (Ed), etc,

14. Basavapnrana by Basavaradhya, Kanchi.

Other works by poets like Harihara, Chamarasa, Raghavanka,.
are also to be seen.
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Vacanasastra heralded by Basava the Saint-Statesman under

Bijjala, the Kalacuriya (Calukya) king of 1163 A.D. and his

band (saranas) like Prabhudeva, Cannabasavanna, Akka Maha-

devl, and a host of other saranas, outweighs the traditional

Visistadvaita which, in fact, is imitative of the time-honoured

priestly hierarchy and hence opinion still stands divided. Under
the old common rudiments and the new spirit of the Satsthala*

Pancacara* and other metaphysical
10 network the system

prevails.

Since an understanding of the background of the system is

essential for comparing it with the contents of the Gita, a brief

survey of the same is introduced. Now we
^

will pass on for

comparing both the schools instead of only Saktivisista. 11 We
prefer here to name ths system

' Vacana-VIrasaiva *.

Nature and Scope :

Excluding details that creep in because of the hetero-

geneous character of the epic, the message of the Gita, in essence,

agrees with the chief tenets of Virasaivism. Barring the litur-

gical, ritualistic and priestly hierarchy, both agree in spirit, upon
the strict emphasis on dharma, the universal brotherhood, the

merit irrespective of birth, and above all the top priority to

karmayoga in preference to jnanayoga. Importance to ethics

8. (1) Bhakta, (2) Mahesa, (3) Prasadl, (4) Pranalingi, (5) Parana

and (6) A ikya.

9. (1) Lihgacara, (2) Sadacara, (3) Sivacara, (4) Ganacara

and (5) Bhrtyacara.

10. The Saipkhya and Vaisesika metaphysical background is formed

here. The 25 elements (gross and minute) and their mutations

and permutations leading to 101 states or 136 stages mark the

ontology. The commonly believed view is that the Sarnkhyas and

Vais'esikas are the earliest in the line. But K.C. Pandey (PWSB Texts.

Lucknow, 1954) in his Bhaskari p. iii. (Introduction) opines that, the

$aiva metaphysics is earlier than Samkhyas and Vaisesikas (Aulukya

Darsana).

11. akti$ca (tit} Saktisca (aclt) aktl. Tabhyam vitistau iva-jivau,

Tayoradvaitam &aktivi$istadvaitam* See article, in Kannada by M S.

Basavalingaiah in Veerasaivatattv*praka$a, p. 176 (1941).
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and relegation
12 of philosophy to backgrounds are noteworthy

in both.

The most important karmayoga has its equally important

counterpart 'kayaka', the eternal message of the Vacana-VIra-

saiva. Kayaka instists work as worship and righteousness forms

the edifice of kayaka. The individual must submit himself to

action for elevation of himself and society, unmindful of result.

A high sense of duty is imposed on the individual whatever his

station or status be :

'Kayaka is compulsory. Be he a guru, linga, or jangfirna."

'Engaged in kayaka one should ignore guru or linga
'

S ys Basava :

'kayakadaUi niratan'ddods^ gurudarsanavadayya mareya-

lekku........,kayakave kailasct*

The most important result of this was not only ethical or

philosophical but also social. It rid the society of parasites.

Doing valuable and voluntary duty was an end in itself and

never a means to any other mundane end. A self-sufficient

economy is not a negligible result which made the Virasaivas

independent and also interdependent in those days without the

tales of woe that we witness today. A cobbler, a washerman, a

pariah, a fisherman, a hawker, a bamboo-knitter, etc., men and

women of the fold were all on a par. The Anubhava Mantapa
or a centre of philosophical discourse was run by all without

any formal teacher or taught. Doubts if any were discussed

12. "To regard a consideration of ultimate philosophical question as

falling within the main aim ot" the Git a appears to us to misjudge its

character...... they form only the background to ethical teaching
"

M. Hiriyanna, op. cit. p. 117.

Self-styled greatness and mutual admiration of today is stunned

by Virasaivism and the Cita. The proof of piety is direct dealing
with the ultimate. Basava challenges :

*

Lihgava mtdhimbho ', Speak
to Linga (if you are really men worth the designation). Hence Vira-

saivas cared very little for verbal speculation of values, but the

proof of pudding is in eating. Eschewing artificial social inequities,

broad outlook to common good, pious conduct and such are enforced

more than monism or dualism or quantified monism of unknown
Being by the unsound being.
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openly and decided. Ail rallied round the faith with perfect

equality, fraternity and liberty. Here would one recollect the

Gita :

"Mayi sarvani karmani sannyasyadhyatmacetasa . 1 1 1 . 30 .

Kuru karma... purvam purvataraih krtam. IV. 15.

Karmanyevadhikaras te ma phatesu kadacana* II 47.

Yogasthah kuru karmani 11-48

karma muktasangah samacara. Ill 9.

The high sense of svadharrna is self imposed and self-

elevating. It is astonishing to note that moksa, liberation or

Bayalu is taken as control over laws of Nature and bondnge is

control by laws of Nature. An anecdote that a sarana invited

by Siva refused to go to Kaila a is interesting, as he preferred
'karmabhum? to some 'marmabhumT

'Duty bound I do my duty. I know you grant me the

result'.

*Nanu arambhava maduvenayya gurupujegendu ;

A karma phalabhogava nee koduveyendu.
3

Basava-vacana : 662

*He who offers himself to Lord with karmaphala is lucky/

ibid., 651.

The great service rendered by the Vacana-VIrasaivas in

eradicating religious and social taboos and inhibitions is rever-

berated in the Glta. To break through the impregnable social

barriers is no ordinary joke.

Dealing with iron one is blacksmith

A Cobbler by stiching leather

A Washerman by washing clothes

A Brahmin by reading Vedic chants

What makes the so-called caste or community.
He who strives for common good in His name
Is the only religious.

Endorsing dismissal of such artificial social distinction

and upholding bhakta to others, the Gird declares :
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l

Yo yo yam yam tanuin bhaktah sraddhayardtum icchati

tasya tasyacalam sraddhain tameva vidadhamyaham* VII. 21.

Te* pyanyadevaffibhaktahyajante sraddhayanvitah

te'pi mameva kaunteya yajantyavidhipurvakam* IX. 23.

A high sense of toleration and religious equality on the

basis of conduct Is the common feature underlying both. Even

the nature and scope of both (God and devotee) agree, as adak-

sari puts it :

'Ye yatM mam prapadyante tarns tathaiva bhajilmy aham IV. 1 1 .

'Avaravara daru'sanake, avaravara bhavakke
'

'Returned are abuses and beatings to abuses and beatings

result of His worship is also paid in the same coin by Him then

and there according to their devotion.'

Such a high sense of toleration, liberty and equality is

common to both and, the Vacanakaras go even a step further by

challenging God to test them as he pleases. Basava pins down

the atrocities committed by the so-called high priests, proud

only of their birth and having no worth whatsoever and cares

not for the consequences. Sraddha and bhakti,duty and devotion

without forgetting laukikacara is the special practice of the

sarana. Details in this regard are too many and the reader

is invited to the vacanas. Atrocity in the name of the Veda

is condemned without prejudice to high regard for and reliance

on the Veda, and the same view is endorsed by the Gita.

'Yavan artha udapane sarvatah samplutodake
tavStn sarvesu vedesu brahmanasya vijanatoh? 11.40.

'Gitavanodidata jananalla ; vedasastravanodidata jananalla*
cAn expert in the Veda or the Glta is not a sound philo-

sopher.*

"Auction your Adipuranas to asuras and Vedapuranas to

goats and sheep No match is there to our Kiidala-

sanga's puranas/

The stand taken by Basava and others was fire ordeal.

They too, like all reformers, faced consequences. But the
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ethical, social and religious awakening or reformation they

boldly gave effect to, silencing vested interest, is not even ima-

gined by the Gita, as it was beyond its scope.

The point remains clarified that the Vacana-VIrasaiva

and the Glta achieved the same restorat on of the lost Vedic

values and Virasaivas were never avaidlka or anti-vafdska as our

so-called priests would hastily put. The downtrodden, the

disabled men and women, the vast humanity victimised by

censorship and superstitions were emancipated and educated by
them on proper lines of real philosophy.

The varnasrama system which was also equally corrupt
was reformed. Only two communities, duty-bound and

duty - evaders were recognised, Illustrations of all details

of parallelism between the Glta and Vacanasastra could be

given. It suffices to declare that a Cn/a-atmosphere of righteous-

ness, ethics, religion and philosophy with all its toleration,

broadmindedness, equality and freedom to the individual without

prejudice to one's own Dharma or duty is not at all missing
in both. On time factors both must disagree in some points.

One may doubt that this is just an incredible attempt to

equate both because the communal harmony was always a desi-

deratum. Our answer to this is that the atmosphere of both

must differ and our aim in this direction is test of minimum

requirements. The grip that the Glta is having and its everlast-

ing impact on generations is also seen in Vacanasastra. Not that

Vacanakaras were not aware of the Gun. But custodians claimed

the Glia is sect.onal which view never bothered Vacanakaras.

Basava hence remarks that a mere study of the Gltn is no pass-

port to philosophical prefection and informs that agreement of

action and contemplation is always a pre-requisite for God's

grace. If man is upto His values, He will be with you. Other-

wise man presumes like children with toys. God is for blending

of word and deed.

A word on variety in Vacanasastra may not be out of

place in this august body of eminent scholars. A careful

comparison of the Glta and Vacanasfistra would reveal that they
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differ not only in ritualism, etc., as already referred to, but also

in their philosophical or more appropriately in their measures

of myst
:

cism. If I am not mistaKen to be sentimental, I

wish to submit that a far advanced stage in mysticism we see

in the saranas and that is not very clear in the Gita. It is the

*anubhava that matters much in such matters and it is not

mere verbal jugglery that leads one to philosophical high-

grounds. References to Allamaprabhu's Yogasiddhi as reve .led in

his enigmatic musings are said to be distinguished from others'

experiences in the line. Hundreds and thousands of saranas aim

only at yogic perfection instead of entering into worldly contro-

v;rsies; social or philosophical Purtianism and rationale took

them away from the common parlance of the world.

* Let me be one with you without being recognised
*

is the

yearning of such saints. The keynote and kernel of Vlrasai-

vnm is this undetected secret of those saints that their silent

but successful march in the six stages (Satsthalas) is not

completely referred to by the Gliakara and the end as referred to

by both is not mere moksa. The term 'bayalu* or 'void* is the

special contribution of the VIrasaivas. Terms like guru, h'nga,

janganid) sthala, bayalu, diksa, sfvayoga, sivanubhava^ etc., have

distinct connotations from their counterparts in other systems.
But both agree on essentials. The soul, not the body, is the

basis for evaluation.

Bhakti and mukti of the Vacanakaras vary in their mean-

ing from the rest. A stage is attained where even the summum
bonum 'linga* (Brahma in attendance) is ignored as his unification

with the Absolute is perfect

"Soaked with water it is never softened

Forget for years it is never dried up.
No use, No use of Ifngapuja.

Such a stand (pranalingasthala) is nowhere anticipated by
the Gl'a. Even the theories like the mayavada* adhyasa, sakti,

Dvaita, Advaita and Visistadvaita that are made much of by the

orthodox Virasaivas are simply ignored or discarded by the

saranas in their vacanas.
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'What do you do after mastering arguments on
Dvaita and Advaita, unless like the lac to submerge
in fire, you prepare for sublimation in Him, no use

of any sabda-sukha*

Basava-vacana 29, p. 123 (GGH)
c

By relying on Tat-Tvam-Asi you are engulfed in

darkness.'

Calling liberation by the significant term 'sunya
9 '

they
conceive relationship of the jiva with Siva (lingo) as something
similar to that between fire and lac or a steel and magnet
'

loha-parusayoga
*

for Sivayoga. Concepts like Bheda,
Abheda, Bhedabheda, Sivadvaita, Anubhavadvalta, Visistabheda,

Sitddhadvaita, etc., and even the Saktivislstadvaitah&ve no serious

bearing at all on the Siva-saranas. As usual logic and licence

are the two enemies of. spiritual quest for truth. Basava and
others knew all the darsanas including the Vaisesika (Vacana No.

778; p. 1 12.) and they had good training in literature^ philosophies
and physical culture also.

Under such and other inexplicable
13 circumstances it is

but fair to feel that the philosophical finale between the Gita

and Sarana-Gitn is entirely a departure from the well established

yogic tradition and each Vlrasaiva-sarana has his own way of

transmigration unknown or undetected by others. This may be

common to all. But the fact goes established that the verbosity
of the multitude in books and looks are not final and truth is

individualistic like love and it holds good even in the field of

philosophy or adhyatma.

Thus the points of agreement and disagreement between
the Gita and VIrasaivism are compared and contrasted in their

main cross sections. All social reforms agree and the adhyatma
differs. Even the philosophical speculations are divergent.

13. "Avyaktam vyaktimapannam manyante mam abuddhayah" VII. 24.

(Kan)
' 4

Vedanadatita-lurlya-paramQnanda-mravayava
Sattrimsat prabbapa{alada prabheya helagidu no dire

Belagitwlagana rnahabelagina hehgu
KM cfala Sangamadeva ,

* '
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Asked by Mlmamsaka 'What proof is there for existence

of God, I reply : bhargo devasya dhimahi> and smash his nose
with the sword visvatas caksu and cleaning the blood by means
of a yaisesika-bnck and then show him the mirror Kiidala-

sangama." (Basavana-vacana 778; p. 112, Ed. GGH).

To sum up, we may conclude that the Gita and Vlra-
saivism agree in dismissing man-made social barriers and the

clarion call for a universal brotherhood is common to both.

While the Gita maintains ritualism the latter differs from it as

ritualism leads to agency between man and God. The scriptural
deviations of many 'isms' is not accepted by the Vlrasaivas,
as the process of sublimation presupposes piety and not 'sabda-

sukha3

. No recognised commentary on the Gita according to

Virasaivism is there and hence the author does not confine

himself to any edifice but has expressed advanced views

commonly accepted.

Both are advanced in thoughts and contribute profoundly
to true democratic thoughts of true Hinduism.
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THE BHAGAVADGITA
ACCORDING TO THE RADHASOAMIS

India is the blessed land of rs?s, avataras and saints. The

religious philosophies here are built upon the bases of the expe-
riences and teachings of these great mystics. The classical

systems of Advaita, Visistadvaita and Dvaita are based on the

Upanisads, the Brahmasutras and the Bhagavadgita. These
three texts are in the Sanskrit language. The Visistadvaitins,

though belonging to an orthodox system 3 have given an equal
status to the Paticaratragamas and the Alwar saints are regarded
with as much respect as the Upanisadic rsls. In Northern India

there appeared a galaxy of great saints like Kabir, Nanak, Tulsi

Sahab, Soamiji, Maharaj and other teachers of the Radhasoami
faith. They gave their revelations in the local languages like

Gurumukhi, and Hindi. They based their teachings entirely on
their own personal experiences of Truih and their systems are

built on the basis of these revelations only.

The Sikh religion, for instance, claims a higher status

while the Radhasoamis hold that they have known the highest or

the supreme Lord Himself. Though there exist such differences

as regards the ultimate goal (siddhantapada) of man and the

highest status, much in common can be found between the classi-

cal Hindu religion (sanatana dharma) and Religion of Saints.

The same imagery and mythologies are employed and as far as

the teachings of the ancient rsfs and avataras go there is no con-

flict between them and the Radhasoami faith. Therefore, in the

writings of these saints, we have glimpses into the correct

teachings of these ancient seers also. As these saints speak from

the heights of supreme mystical experiences their interpretations

are of the highest value to the real seekers of paramariha.

Param Guru Huzur Sahabji Maharaj (Sir Anand Sarup

Kt.) was the fifth revered leader of the Radhasoami Faith. 1

1. For a detailed history of the Radhasoami Faith see Souvenir, Published

by the Radhasoami Satsang Sabha, Dayalbagh, Agra-5, 1961, the

centenary year.
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He was born on Thursday, 6ih August, 1881 in a middle class

Sikh family of Ambala City. He passed Matriculation Examina-.

tion in 1897 and could not continue his studies as he was quite
absorbed in religious pursuit. He served in the Telegraph

Department for sometime. Meanwhile he was keen on getting
the Darsana of the supreme Lord and it was then that Parama
Guru Mahar<ij Sahab, the third revered leader of the Radhasoami

faith, gave him Darsana in a dream and guided him to Self-reali-

sation. He served the fourth Guru Maharaj, Parama Guru
Sarkar. Sahab also, and succeeded him as leader of the faith in

his 32nd year. The headquarters of Satsang were founded by
him in Dayalbagh near Agra on 20th January, 1915. The object

of the founding of Dayalbagh is explained as follows -

"Our idea is that the rise and fall of nations takes place
as a result of the presence or absence of extra-ordinarily gifted

souls and such souls take b rth only in communities and countries

where they can get adequate facilities for carrying out their

work. This is why we in Dayalbagh are making an attempt to

maintain a pure spiritual atmosphere typical of India and simul-

taneously to provide freedom and facilities for work as are

available in the west." 3

Sahabji Maharaj was a versatile genius. His speeches
and writings are 'master-pieces for originality of thought and
broadness of vision.'

s His speeches covered topics like, 'The

National Problem of India 94
, 'Sorrows of Religion

55
, the 8th

Convocation address of the Agra University on 23rd November,
19356

. His great work, however, is 'The Yathartha Prakasa",
which is a unique study in comparative religion. The Prem Bilas

2. Souvenir pp. 189-190.

3. Dayalbagh, A pamphlet. Enlarged Edition, P. 15.

4. Lecture delivered in the Kayastha. Pathasala Hall, Allahabad on
8-1-1935.

5. Address to the Allahabad University Union on 1 1-1-1935.

6. The 8th Convocation address of the Agra University, 23-11-1935.

Also the address to the Scout Mela on 21st December, 1935.

At Simla He spoke on "How can we serve Hindu Raligion".

7. Yathartha Prak&Sa, English Transition, published by th Radhasoami
Satsang Sabha, Dayalbagh in 4 vols.
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is a collection of beautiful devotional congs and Din Va Dumya,
Samsar Cakra, SvarSjya, Saran ASTam Ka Saput, are his dramas

of the allegorical type, containing profound thought conveyed in

the most pleasant manner possible. His discourses and his diary

too contain several important religious teachings. Sahabji

Maharaj was succeeded by Parama Guru Mohataji Maharaj in

1937 who is the present leader of the Radhasoami Faith.

In the years 1930-32, Sahabji Maharaj came across several

seekers who were great lovers of the Bhagavadglia and he hsd

got thus an opportunity to explain certain slokas of the text in

great detail The exposition was found very illuminating by the

listeners and they were fully satisfied by the explanation. Some

of them had requested the Guru Maharaj to put his views in writ-

ing and in response Sahabji Maharaj wrote a Hindi translation

of BG*. It is also believed by the great author that it would be

useful to the followers of the Radhasoami faith also as they will

get an opportunity to know the real teachings of the Gita. The

following is a humble account of his interpretation of the Gita

which is mainly based on the Hindi translation of Sahabji

Maharaj.
9 Certain sections of his Yathartha Prakasa also

contain his views on the Gita and the personality of Lord Sri

Krsna.
10 His diary

11 and his other discourses also have flashes of

insight on the various topics discussed in the Gita and specific

references to the text. All these are made use of in the prepa-

ration of the ensuing account.

BG is an ancient arid important Hindu scripture forming

part of the great epic Mahabharata of Krsna Dvaipayana Vyasa;

Though modern scholars have tried to show interpolations in the

text, we can find a unitary teaching through this great text. It is

said that the Gita was composed about two thousand five hun-

dred years ago. Relatively speaking it belongs to a period

between that of the Upanlsads and the sy:,tematisation of the

8. Bhagavadgita Ke Upadesh by Sahabji Maharaj, Anand Sarup Sahab,

Kt. Radhasoami Satsang Sabha, Dayalbagh, Agra, 1932.

9. Ibid.

10. Yathartha Prakash, Eng. Translation Pr. Ill, Vol. ii, Pages 164-178.

11. His diary reproduced in Dayalbag'i Herald, A Satsang weekly.

3-2-1970 P. 4.
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darsanas of Samkhya and Yoga Many technical terms are used
here in an Indefinite sense which later acquired definite conno-
tations in the several philosophical systems. The worship of
the Vedic deities and rituals are given a lower place and the
devotion to the Lord is extolled which view is in consonance
with that of the Upanisads. The Gim was written at a time
when the Hindu mind was quite liberal for it holds that the
castes are determined according to one's propensities and
actions unlike the Manusmrii which says that the caste is deter-
mined by birth.

Gim is written in an easy and lucid style. To present the
most impressive and lofty teachings the author has chosen the
mode of question and answer which indeed is most effective.
Also the teachings are conveyed through the supreme perso-
nality of Lord Sri Krsna and Arjuna the great hero of the Maha-
bharata war is chosen as the seeker.

The teachings of the Gim are very clear and simple if

approached with an. open mind to get at the purport of the text

according to the author. Each word speaks for itself. But it

becomes very difficult and intricate when people try to read into
it their own concepts and theories. Some scholars want to give
metaphysical interpretation to the Gim divesting it of alfthe
natural situations and the personality of Lord Krsna. They
interpret Kuruksetra war as the toil arid turmoil of the world
and Arjuna as the perplexed seeker. Duryodhana and his asso-
ciates are explained as mind and senses. It is true that such an
ingenious interpretation of the Giia makes it a great religious
discourse. But without the great personality of Krsna. the incarn-
ation of Parama purvsa, the secxer loses sight of central idea of
the text. According to some others Lord Krsna is still iivin^
and going about in the streets of Brindavana' 'and still others
believe that they could derive spiritual 'benefit by worshipping
his images. But it is very much regrettable to think so, because
when a devotee like Arjuna who was a friend of Lord Krsru
from childhood could not get rid of the illusions of his mind
until he had. a direct experience (visvarupadarsana} of the Cosmic
Form of the Lord, what could be the fate of those who are swayed
by the dictates of the mind and senses, in regard to this?
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It is therefore wished that all those that are fond of the Gita are

engaged in devotion to the Lord Sri Krsna or the living sadguru
and tread the path of devotion to attain the highest object of

paramartha successfully. In the religion of saints and the

Radhasoami faith great emphasis is laid on the search for a

living sadguru and demotion to him. Sahabji Maharaj says *In

my opinion, the basic teaching of the Gita is that man should seek

the Lord in human form and when he comes into contact with

Him 5
he should act according to His orders* However, if one is

not able to meet the Lord in human form, he should remember
Him as best as ne can and perform his duty.*

l2

Lord Krsna is the incarnation of Kalapurusa, i e., the crea-

tive force of the supreme Being as is said in the sloka ;

%srr: 11

(XL 32.)

There are two aspects of the supreme Being, the creative

force and the redeeming force. The creative force is known as

Kala Ang, while the redeeming force is called the Dayal Ang. In

the religion of saints, Parama Burusa, the supreme Being who
rules over all the Punisas, has two characters, i. e., that

of bringing the creation into existence and that of keeping aloof

from the creation. The creative phase of the Parama Purusa on

account of which innumerable brahma purusas and brahmandas

came into existence and would continue till eternity, creating,

sustaining and destroying the-brahmangas'is known as the Kala

Ang. All the brahma purusas who have been entrusted with the

work of sustaining their respective brahmcindas are known as

om'sas of k'dlapurusa. And as Lord Krsna was the incarnation

of an emanation of the creative phase of the supreme Being, He
is known as the incarnation of the Kalapurusa.

ls

12. Ibid.

13. Yatharthaprakasa, pt. Ill, Vol. ii, pp. 167-168.
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According to Sahabji Maharaj the central teaching of the

Gits lies in the concluding section of the XVth Chapter. There

are two forces at work in this creation, ksara the perishable and
aksara the imperishable. All the objects of the world are peri-

shable and the unchangeable Atroan is the imperishable. There

is another purusa superior to both these forces who is all perva-
sive and the basis of all the three worlds. He is called the

Purusoftama and according to the author of the Gittt, Lord Krsna

is the incarnation of this Purusottama and the highest spiritual

benefit consists in attaining Him.

HT

11 (xv. 15-200

The emphasis on the teaching contained in the XV 20

may be noted.

Again in the verses 64, 65 and 66 of the 18th Chapter
devotion to the personality of Lord Sri Krsna is taught in

unequivocal terms.

ss ifsr
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it

Here again the importance of the teaching is emphasised

in XVIII. 64.

From time immemorial the belief in the Vedic ritualism

possessed the minds of people and in later times the ideas of

renunciation of karmas held sway and they used to swear by the

teachings of Samkhya. But the Gna has a different teaching in

this regard. According to the Gild man can get the worldly

benefits of rain, wealth, etc , through the propitiation of the gods

by yajnus and those who worship the gods can also reach the

regions of the gods, remain there for sometime and have

to come back to this world, as a rule. And the Samkhya

provides for the attainment of the kaivalya state, i.e., aloof-

ness of one's Self from the nature, thus getting release from

the cycle of births and deaths. But by the worship of Lord

Krsna one can attain the highest spiritual benefit. As regards

the people who believe in renunciation it is said that it is impos-

sible to renounce all actions, Man cannot live without doing

any thing. It behoves ^herefore to engage himself in duties

that are enjoined in the Sastras for spiritual benefit. He must do

them with all intent and faith but renouncing the desire for their

fruit because real renunciation of actions consists in the renun-

ciation of the fruits accruing therefrom.

ft ^

: I (HI. 5.)

TTOffcf ^T: II (HI. 19.)
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Arjuna is asked to go beyond the reach of the gunis and there-

fore the Yedas are of little use to him in this regard, 'The

subject matter of the Vedas is confined to the three gimas,

that is, the teaching of the Vedas pertains to the region within the

limits of the three giinas> viz., sattva, rajas, and tamos. Oh,

Arjuna, you go beyond the limit of the three gknis and go

beyond the region of dvandvas and achieve for yourself the

everlasting state, be indifferent to what you have and what you
should have and know the atmanS

{^30%

TOPT9T WKf; (I (II. 45, 46.)

'All the Vedas are useful to a learned Brahman-realised

holy person to the same extent as a small pit is in a place flooded

with and full of water. 5 This mean * just as a small pit stands no

comparison as against the sea, similarly the knowledge contained

in all the Vedas is of no value to a person who has realised

Brahman.

It is also made clear in the Gita that the rituals are

connected with the three gi<nas of sattva^ rajas and tamos and
the highest spiritual state is beyond the reach of the three gunas.
To reach there, one has to take to the path of devotion. The
Vedic rituals are ineffective for this purpose. The nature of

the three gunas is explained in great detail in BG. This crea-

tion has come into existence out of the prakrti or the primordial
matter. The purusa or the atman is far removed from the

prakrti. The entire drama of creation is played by prakrti only.
An intelligent man, therefore, would try to get out of the reach

of these three gwtas and attain oneness with the Parama Purusa.

It is not given to every man to tread the path of devotion.

It requires a special kind of fitness on the part of the devotee.
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A man should get his heart cleansed of love and hatred, and
consider all states good or evil, desirable or undesirable as

equal and bear pleasure and pain that befall him with equani-
mity and engage himself in the performance of his duties. This

fitness cannot be attained by man without any effort. There-

fore, it is advised that a seeker of param'drtha should do the

necessary yogic practices to concentrate his mind and maintain

equanimity.

f; II

[fr HagcTT H (ii eo,

'Close all the doors of the body i.e., the senses, restrain

the mind within you, restrain your prana within your forehead
and concentrate your attention with the hejp of yoga. Whoso-
ever leaves the human body, while repeating the word fi Ow' and

meditating on me, attains highest status, i.e., the highest state

of spirutuality.'

n (vin. 12, 13.)

The importance of guru in attaining paramartha or spiri-

tual uplift is explained in the following slokas.

n (iv. 33.)
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fR irPTSR^pT: ii (iv. 34
)

*O Arjuna, the j;0/a of knowledge is superior to other

yajnas because the result of all the acts performed is

knowledge. You should receive this knowledge from the

Guru by falling at his feet i.e., by becoming a seeker and by serv-

ing him. The Guru who has realised the Truth (tattvadarsiri)
i.e. he who has realised atman would teach you that knowledge.*

Also the slokas 47 and 48 of the 1 1th Chapter speak of the

superior position of true guru who is a Brahman-realised"

person.
14

C

Arjuna, thou hast got the vision of my Form through
My mercy. O Arjuna, Supreme among the Kauravas, none in

this world can see this form of mine through the study of the

Vedas, through yajnas, through studies, through charity,

through good acts or through hard penance.

(XI. 47, 48.)

14. It may be noticed here that this emphasis on guru is not alien to
the spirit of the Upanisads and the orthodox philosophical systems.
eg.

erra rmfT! sic^w 5 qwicpr ^fer n

Kathopanisad, I. 3.14.

WT: .U Ankara's Vlvekacudamani, sloka 3.

See also Manusmrti, II. 244.
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Thus it may be noticed here that the teachings of the

Religion of Saints and Lord Krsna in regard to devotion of the

guru are absolutely identical. I5

In the following verses of the twelfth chapter, the path of
bhakti of the highest order is taught and it is held to be superior
to, and easiest of, all the methods.

Hence He asks Arjuna to worship Him to attain the highest
spiritual status.

fe; U (XII. 12,1 40

It maybe stated here that BG teaches the doctrine of
amsa and awsm with respect to the relation of the individual

spirit and the supreme Being which is also accepted in the

religion of the saints.
16 Lord Krsna has said:

15. Discourses (Delivered in Satsang) by His Holiness Sahabji's Maharaj
Sri Anand Sarup Kt Part II, P. 198.

16. ibid. Part II, P. 188.
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n (xv. 7.)

His own amsa comes as the immortal jiva in this world and

attracts towards himself the senses, which exist in the universe.

These senses include the mind called the sixth sense. This may
be compared with the interpretation of the Brahmaputra.

II-3-43, by Sri Ramanuja.

At the end of the preface to the translation it is said that

the following slokas of the Glta are worth being written in

golden letters, to bs read time and again and installed in our

hearts, They are :

^ sra ^nq^^fpTr-- RW: n (in. 21 -
24.)

This is in short a resume of the interpretation
'

of BO
by Sahabji Maharaj which represents the view of the religion of

the saints of the Radhasoami faith.
17

17. For a scientific exposition of the Radhasoami Faith, see The Dis-
courses on Radhasoami Faith, by Param Guru Maharaj Sahab, the
third revered leader of the Rodhasoami Faith, published by the

Radhasoami Satsang Sabha, Dayalbhagh, Agra-5.



A.J. APPASAMY

THE BHAGAVADGITA

Let us trace rapidly the course of theistic thought in the

early religious literature of India. The polytheistic faith of the

Rig Veda (1200 to 800 B.C.) had tended to develop in the direc-

tion of Monotheism. The god Varuna was endowed with

moral qualities and stood out for a moment or two as if he

would command the worship and allegiance of the religious

people of India. But it was only for a moment or two. His

interesting personality soon receded into the background.

In two of the Upanisads namely, the Katha and the

Svet5svatara\hQ theistic view received further development.

In the Katha Upanisad (500 B.C.) God is regarded as

being in all things. He is the bodiless among bodies. He is

the stable among the unstable. He is the constant among the

inconstant. He is the inner soul of all beings. There is a great

difficulty which confronts the doctrine that God is the inner

controller of everything. For in that case how are we to explain
the presence of evil in the world ? Either we must consider
that God is evil or we must say that there are some evil things
in the world which are beyond God's control. The author of
the Katha Upanisad meets this difficulty by suggesting three

illustrations. Fire takes the shape of anything it burns, and

yet it is different from it. Air keeps its own real nature,

though it takes the form of whatever body it-enters. His third

illustration:

As the Sun, the eye of the whole world,
Is not sullied by the external faults of the eyes,
So the one Inner Soul of all things.

Is not sullied by the evil in the world, being external to it.

Thus God, while He dwells in the world, is considered to be
free from its imperfections. The Katha teaches further the
doctrine of grace.
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The Soul Is not to be obtained by instruction,

Nor by intellect, nor by much learning.

He is to be obtained only by the one whom He chooses;

To such a one that soul reveals his own person.

The Svetasvatara Upani&had (250 to 200 B.C.) contains the

fullest expression of the theistic belief to be found in the Upa-
nishads. This Upanishad illustrates In various ways the relation

between God and the world. God is concealed in the world

as fire is. concealed in wood until it is brought forth by the fire-

drill. He is in all things as butter is in cream and as water is

in river-beds. The relation between God and the world is the

same as between a magician and his magic. Again, it is the

same as between a spider and the threads which it sends out.

God who covers Himself

Like a spider, with threads

Produced from primary Matter, according to his own
nature.

The worshipper is exhorted to have bhakti or love and devotion

to God.

In place of the many gods of the Vedic period we have

in these two Upanishads religion directed towards the Absolute,
who is identified with one of the Vedic gods. Worship becomes

more forevent and more devout than the Vedic sacrifice had

been* Greater importance is attached to personal experience
than to the corporate ceremonies of the earlier period. We
have a new emphasis upon the importance and value of the reli-

gious teacher.*

With this brief account of earlier theistic development,
we may now pass on to the doctrine of Qod in the Gita (200 B c

to 200 A.D.J

According to the Gttfi, Krishna is the Soul of the world.

*He who knows that I am unborn and without a beginning and
also that I am the mighty Lord of the world he among mortals

Max Harrison, Hindu Monism and Pluralism* pp. 184-201
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Is undeluded,, and is freed from all sins/ l He superintends

creation, but Is not in any way bound by it. 'At the end of a

cycle all beings pass into Nature which is my own, O Arjuna;
and at the beginning of cycle I generate them again. Control-

ling Nature which is my own, I send forth again and again all

this multitude of beings, which are helpless under the sway of

Nature. And those works do not bind me, O Arjuna, for I

remain unattached in the midst of my works like one unconcer-

ned. Under my guidance Nature gives birth to all things

those that move and those that do not move; and by this means,
O Arjuna, the world revolves/ 2 All men's activities arise from
Him. 'Intelligence, knowledge, sanity, patience, truth, self-

control, and calmness; pleasure and pain being and non-being,
fear and fearlessness; non-violence, equanimity, contentment,

austerity, almsgiving, fame and obloquy these different attri-

butes of beings arise but from me/ s He orders the birth and

rebirth of men according to their various deeds. The Lord

dwells in the hearts of all beings, O Arjuna, causing them to

revolve by his mysterious power, as if they were mounted on a

machine.' * He has no end to achieve but works for the sake of
the world. There is nothing in the three worlds, O Arjuna, for

me to achieve, nor is there anything to gain which I have not

gained. Yet I continue to work. If I should cease to work,
these worlds would perish; and I should cause confusion and

destroy these people/
5 He becomes incarnate from time to

time. Though I am unborn and my nature is eternal, and

though I am the Lord of all creatures, I employ Nature which is

my own, and take birth through my divine power. For the

protection of the good, for the destruction of the wicked, and

for the establishment of the Law lam born from age to age/
6

His attitude to the world is controlled and inspired by love- *Of

1. BG. x.3. The passages from the Glta in this chapter are taken

from the translation by D.S. Sarma (S. Ganesan & Co., Madras).

2. ibid ix. 7-10.

3. ibid, x.4,5.

4. Ibid, xviii. 61.

5. ibid, in, 22, 24.

6. ibid. iv. 6, 8*
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these the man who knows, who has his devotion centred in One,
and who is ever attuned, is the best. For supremely dear am I

to the man who knows, and he is dear to me/ 'Listen again
to my supreme \vord

s
the most secret of all. Thou art well

beloved of me, therefore will I tell thee what is good for thee.

Fix thy mind on me, be devoted to me, sacrifice to me, prostrate

thy-self before me, so shalt thou come to me. I promise thee

truly, for thou art dear to me.' '

He delivers from sin those who go to Him alone. 'Know-

ledge, the object of knowledge, and the knowing subject these

three form the three-fold incitement to action; and the instru-

ment, the purpose, and the agentthese form the three consti-

tuents of action. Surrendering all duties, come to me alone
for shelter. Do not grieve, for I will release thee from all

sins/* He is full of grace towards those who seek Him. "Though
he may be constantly engaged in all kinds of work, yet, having
found refuge in me, he reaches by my grace the eternal and
indestructible abode. Fixing thy thought on me, thou shalt

surmount every difficulty by my grace; but if from self-conceit

thou wilt not listen to me, thou shalt utterly perish/
9

The idea of God as set forth in the Gita is found in Chap-
ter XL A vivid and pictorial representation. There God
appears in a vision to Arjuna. 'Having spoken thus, O king,

Krishna, the great Lord of Yoga, revealed to Arjuna his supreme
and divine form: having many faces and eyes, presenting many
a wondrous spectacle, decked with many divine ornaments and

bearing many a heavenly weapon, wearing celestial garlands and

vestments, anointed with divine perfumes, full of many a mar-

vel, resplendent, boundless, universal. If the light of a thou-

sand suns were to burst forth all at once in the sky, it would be
like the splendour of that mighty One In the body, O God,
I see all the gods and all the varied hosts of beings as well-
Brahma the Lord on his lotus throne, all the Rishis and the

heavenly Nagas. I behold thee glowing as a mass of light every-
where with thy diadem, mace, and disc, dazzling the sight on

7. ibid. vii. 17; xviij. 64, 65.

8. ibid, xviii. 18, 66.

9. ibid, xviii. 56, 58.
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every side, blazing like the burning fire of the sun, and passing
all bounds. Thou art the Imperishable, the Supreme to be

realized; thou art the Abode of the universe, Thou art the

undying Guardian of the eternal law; Thou art the Primal

Being, I believe. I behold thee as one with no beginning,

middle, nor end; with infinite arms and infinite strength; with

the sun and the inoon as thine eyes; with my face shining as a

flaming fire, and with thy radiance consuming all this universe. 51 '*

The importance of this vision cannot be exaggerated,
In many ways it is the central passage of the Glta. For in it

is gathered up in arresting symbol and vivid image qualities and

attributes of God which in other places are all too inadequately
described. If it is true that many of the highest intuitions of

prophets and seers have come to them in visions, the weight
we attach to this vision should be very great indeed. We see here

the glory, the power, the beauty, and the all-comprehensiveness
of God. Though details of the picture may not appeal to us,

we cannot but be impressed with the total effect of awe and

splendour which it suggests.

Unfortunately we cannot stop at this point, The doctrine

of God which we have set forth is consistent and belongs to the

higher types of theism. But we find two other strands of

thought in the Glta, which essentially belong to its conception
of God.

A. A passage in Chapter IV runs thus: 'Howsoever
men approach me, even so do I accept them; for on all sides

whatever path they may choose is mine, O Arjuna. Those who
desire the fruit of their works worship the gods here; for quickly
in this world of men do such works bear fruit/ Again, in

Chapter IX., 'Even those who worship the other gods are

endowed with faith, worship me alone, O Arjuna, though in a

wrong way. For I am the enjoyer and the lord of all sacrifices,

But these men do not know my real nature, and hence they fall.

Those who worship the gods go to the gods, those who worship
the manes goto the manes, those who worship the spirits go

10. ibid. xi. 9, 12, 15, 19.
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to the spirits, and those who worship me come to me.' a This

seems to mean that other gods may be worshipped; that rewards

are given for such worship, though they are not of the highest

kind; and that the Eternal and Supreme One accepts this wor-

ship as offered to Himself. This is the first strand I have refer-

red to.

B. There are other passages which seem to indicate a

monistic or pantheistic point of view.
cTo him the offering is

God, the oblation is God ;
and it is God that offers it in the fire

of God. Thus does he realize God in his works, and he teaches

him alone.
5 M am the taste in the waters, O Arjuna : I am

the light in the sun and the moon. I arn the syllable OM in all

the Vedas; I am the sound in ether and manliness in men. I am
the pure fragrance in the earth and the brightness in the fire.

I am the life in all creatures and the austerity in ascetics. Know
me to be the seed, O Arjuna, of all things that are. I am the

wisdom of the wise, and I am the glory of the glorious. I am the

strength of the strong, free from desire and passion. And I am
the desire in all creatures, O Arjuna, which is not in conflict

ivith the law.
5 1J

As Garbe says,
c

At one time Krishna says of himself that

lie is the one sole supreme God, the creator and ruler of the

universe and of all things therein
;

at another he sets forth the

Vedantic doctrine of the Brahman and of Maya> the cosmical

illusion, and proclaims that the supreme end of man is to trans-

cend this cosmical illusion and become one with Brahman.

These two doctrines, the theistic and the pantheistic, are inter-

woven with one another, sometimes following one another closely

and without a break, sometimes more loosely connected.' ls

The question, therefore, to settle is whether the Glta is in

essence theistic or monistic and why these two diverse elements

are brought together in it. Several explanations have been

offered for the presence of these contradictory views of Reality

in the book.

11. ibid. iv. 11, 12; ix. 23-25.

12. ibid. iv. 24; vii. 8~li.

13. Article on Bhagavad Glta in the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics.
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1. It has been suggested that the author of the Gits was

not a systematic thinker but a poet. Like most poets he was

primarily interested in throwing out flashes of insight so expressed

as to stir the soul and imagination of the reader. It was not his

purpose to view the great problems of life necessarily from a

single point of view. But his aim was rather to suggest, accord-

ing to his different moods, various approaches to the funda-

mental problems which engage the attention of thoughtful men.

When we read a poem we do not look in it for a carefully built-

up system of thought. We rather seek to come in contact with

a noble spirit who experiences moments of exaltation as he

contemplates the universe and who takes his readers to such

heights. While it is quite true that the Gtta is essentially a

poem, we cannot for that reason give up the search for an expla-

nation of these contradictory ideas of Reality found in it. The

author of the Giffi belongs to that small group of poets who,

though they write in verse and are capable of stirring the deepest

emotions, are also interested in gathering their thoughts into

some kind of a unified scheme. In other words, the author of

the Gitfi is a thinker as well as a poet, and we cannot evade the

problem before us by saying that he was really far more of a

poet than a thinker,

2. Another explanation which has been offered is that the

author of the Glta is a theist; the Gtta as it came from his pen

was completely theistie in its outlook, but a later editor has

introduced into it passages which are monistic in their trend.

The philosophy of Monism was becoming popular, and an editor

who wanted to make use of an ancient document to support

Monism has interpolated into it monistic ideas. This explanation

is offered by Garbe. But, like all other theories of interpolation,

it is impossible to prove it conclusively. It is always easy to get

rid of difficult passages from our texts by supposing that they

are due to a different hand. But how can we effectively and

convincingly show that they are indeed so ?

3. Another explanation which has been given is that the

author of the Glta is above all interested in a synthetic view of

life. He comes across different ideas, each with a measure of

truth in it, and he sets them all forth without troubling to make
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"up his own mind as to which is essentially correct.- He knows,
for instance, that there are three paths leading to God : Karma
Mm-ga or the path of action, Jnana Marga or the path of know-

ledge, and the Bhakti Marga or the path of love. Instead of saying
clearly and definitely that only one of these paths leads to God
lie describes all these paths, explains their difficulties and values
and leaves us uncertain as to whether all these paths are of equal
importance or whether one of them is of greater importance than
the others. In the same way he is attracted by the theistic and the

monistic approaches to God. He knows there is a measure of truth

in both of them. He knows that God is a tremendous Reality and
that sometimes He must be described in personal terms and
sometimes in impersonal terms. He does not eliminate one of

these, but allows both to stand together. This explanation does
not do justice to the profound thought lying behind the GitZ.

it seems impossible after a careful study of the Glta to rest in

the conviction that the author simply brought together two

opposite points of view, realizing the value in each, but without

making any serious attempt to resolve them into a complete
harmony.

4. Yet another explanation of this apparent inconsistency
is found in Rudolf Otto's book, Mysticism ; East and West.
Professor Otto discusses Sankara's doctrine with regard to the

Saguna Brahman (personal conception of God) and the Nirguna
JBrahman (impersonal conception of God). It will be remem-
bered that Sankara uses the Glta to support his doctrine of
Advaita or monism. Professor Otto says: 'The case is very
similar with Sankara. When this relationship is understood one
is no longer perplexed by his apparent 'confusion.' The method
which he uses is really that of Samuccaya (summing up) with

regard to the Saguna and the Nirguna Brahman. Only thus is he

comprehensible, and from this point the confusion in his writings
is solved. Sankara can employ this method quite consistently,
for the term 'Nothing' which the mystic uses of God is the super-
lative exaltation of. the divine above all 'something.

5

In like

manner Sankara's Nirgunatvam is the superlative of Sagunatvam.
The former does not deny the latter, but the latter is taken up
into the former. Therefore Sankara can justifiably pass from
the standpoint of the para vidys to that of the aparavidya and
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vice versa a hundred times until the distinctions between them
are completely obliterated (Eckhart does exactly the same). The

significance of this process of Samuccayct is obviously to

.assure to the highest Brahman all the conceivable divine values

of theism and include them in the conception of the Brahman. 5 u

5. The explanation which I myself should like to put forth

is this. With Ramanuja, the greatest theistic commentator on

the Bhagavad Gita, I should like to understand all the seemingly
monistic passages as really the expression of a belief in an

immanent God. Take, for instance, the passage, 'To him the

offering is God, the oblation is God. and it is God that offers

it. in the fire of God.' 15
It will be seen here that the apparatus

of offering, the object offered, the devotee who offers it, and the

fire in which it is offered are all equated with God. Here, surely,

is Pantheism. Ramanuja in his famous commentary on the Gita

explains the passage as meaning that the devotee contemplates
Brahman as abiding in all acts. In other words, God is not the

apparatus of offering; He is immanent in it. He is not the

oblation
;
He is immanent in the oblation. He is not the devotee

who offers
;
He is immanent in the. devotee. He is not the fire in

which the offering is made
;
He is immanent in the fire. In this

way Ramanuja consistently explains all seemingly pantheistic

passages in the 'Gita. Perhaps Ramanuja is right. The line

between Theism and Pantheism is always so thin. The man who
is full of God often finds God everywhere. He does not trouble

to think out the logical implications. By maintaining that the

passages in the Gita which seem to indicate Monism are really

.meant to teach Immanence we get a consistent point of view.

There is another question of even greater practical impor-
tance. If it is true that the Gitfi is consistently theistic and if

it is also true that through the ages it has had unrivalled hold

upon the thought and devotion of the people, how does it happen
that Theism has never become the dominating religious philo-

sophy of India ? Today we find the Gita widely read. In pre-

vious ages it was probably not so widely read because education

14. Mysticism: East and West, p. 110.

15. Gita, iv. 24.
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was confined to a few and religious instruction was not given to

everyone. But we have reason to suppose that the thinkers and

scholars of India have all along been influenced by this book-

How, then, does it happen that through them it has not become

the compelling philosophy of India ? To this important question.

I should like to offer a solution.

The Gita has failed to present ? convincing case for

Theism by accepting and allowing the worship of other gods*

It is perfectly true that the Gita assigns a secondary place to

these other gods. It is also true that the Gita points out that

the reward which is attached to the worship of these gods is

temporary and not the best. The highest type of reward is given,

only to the man who worships the Eternal and Supreme One.

But even so, the very fact that these lesser gods are recognized

has spoilt the completeness and the adequacy of the theistic

position of the Gita. No faith spreads which thus compromises
with lesser beings. It is only when faith is devoted to a supreme

Being and its importance. is emphasized without a shadow of

doubt or hesitation that it wins a large following. That is how
the Hebrew prophets left their impress on religion., They stood

unflinchingly for their belief in one God. They did not allow

any sort of room for other gods. They vigorously and emphati-

cally called the attention of men to the Holy One of Israel.

Their gaze was fixed on Him. Not for a moment did they allow

themselves or their hearers and readers to divert their look to-

other beings.
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THE GITA AND THE QURAN

''Of some apostless we have already told the story; of
others we have not 5

. IV: 163 (Quran]

Acharya Vinoba Bhave, one of the greatest living Indians

interested in the welfare of mankind in general and of the

Indians in particular, is leading a life of austerity devoted to

service. In his foreword to The Essence of Quran he has

written as follows :-

'Science has made the world smaller. It seeks to bring
human beings closer to one another. Will it be proper then
for the human society to be divided into sects and for each sect

to consider itself superior to others and look down upon them?
We shall have to understand each other properly and imbibe

in ourselves the virtues of one another. 5 With this object
in view he has placed his views on the Gita through the Gita-

pravachan and as a result of his study of the Quran for the last

twentyfive years The Essence of Quran took final shape and
form. It is on the lines laid down by the great Acharya that

'I propose to deal with the subject 'The Gita and Quran" for

the purpose of discussion on this occasion.

The Glta and the Quran are the sacred books the of Hindus
and Muslims respectively. They deal with the problem of life

and claim to guide man on right lines. In the words of Iqbal
'There are certain common problems to religion, philosophy and

higher poetry. The character and general structure of the

universe in which we live, the permanent element in the con-

stitution of this universe, our relation to it, the place we

occuppy in it and the kind of conduct that befits the place we

occupy are important. Poetic inspiration is essentially indivi-

dual in its character; it is figurative, vague and indefinite.

Religion in its more advanced forms rises higher than poetry.
It moves from individual to society. In its attitude towards
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the ultimate Reality it is opposed to the limitations of man;,

it enlarges his claims and holds out the prospect of nothing;

less than a direct vision of Reality*' This will be evident

from a careful study of the Gita and the Quran.

Modern man is greatly in need of the light of religion

even though he may not like to be told so. This fact is there.

It looks as if mankind has lost its moorings and is in search of

something which will satisfy it.

In these days when the godless West is groping in the dark

in search of a purpose in life and quest for peace of mind and:

the source which will furnish them with the means to attain

what they want, the East which has glorious spiritual past is

being drawn to the way of the West by the dazzling brilliance of
the superficial aspect of Western civilisation and culture. It is

perhaps akin to the gad-fly being drawn to flame by its bright-

ness leading to its own destruction. The people of the East

with their rich spiritual heritage are those who will be able to

guide mankind and show the people of the world the right path
to good life and peaceful existence. The sacred books of the-

East contain gems of wisdom. If people would try to under-

stand the sacred teachings of the books and act on the sound

principles contained therein, they are sure not only to live-

peacefully but also help mankind to prosper in life and fulfil

the purpose for which man has come into existence.

Of the large number of scriptures that are extant, lam
now concerned only with the GltU and the Quran. The Glta

is an ancient and sacred book of guidance to the erring mankind
and it tries to solve the problem of life and existence. The
fundamental questions that agitate the minds of all thinking

people who want to act righteously are dealt with in the form of

doubts raised by a disciple and answered by the preceptor.
The problem of life is considered in all its aspects and one is

taken to the depths of consciousness* the spring of all actions*

So profound are the teachings contained in the Glta that the

book has been rightly named 'The Song Celestial'. The Quran
is the scripture of Islam, a book of guidance and in its own
words 'This is the Book; in it is guidance sure, without doubt^
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reason and correct principles. Religion affects the whole life

and outlook of man. To reconcile religious teachings with the

life process is the responsibility of the theologians. Unless

they are able to successfully achieve this, the attitude of the

present generation towards religion is not likely to change. For

this purpose the scriptures have to be critically studied in the

light of the present day advancement of knowledge and progress

of science.

Religion is based on faith and action. The fundamental
belief is in the existence of God. Both the Glta and the Quran
speak of the ultimate Reality. The verses from the Quran and the

Giiti referring to God are quoted below: 'Allah is the light of the

heavens and the earth. The similitude of his light is as a niche

wherein is a lamp. The Lamp is in a Glass. The Glass is as it

were a shinging star (This lamp is) kindled from a blessed tree,,

an Olive, neither of the East nor of the West. Whose oil would
almost glow forth (of itself) though no fire touched it. Light

upon light. Allah guideth unto His light whom He will. And
Allah speaketh to .mankind in allegories., for Allah is Knower of

all things' XXIV. 35 (Quran)

c Allah: There is no God save Him., the Alive, the

Eternal. Neither slumber nor sleep overtaketh Him. Unto Him
belongeth whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is in the

earth. Who is he that -intercedeth with Him, save by His leave ?

He knoweth that which is in front of them and that which is

behind them, while they encompass nothing of His knowledge
save what He will. His throne includeth the heavens and the

earth and He is never weary of preserving them. He is the

Sublime, the Tremendous. 5

II : 255. (Quran)

'If the splendour of a thousand suns were ever to present
itself at once in the sky, that would be the splendour of that

Mighty Being'. XL 12. (Git*)

"Thou art the Imperishable, the supreme Being worthy
to be known. Thou art the great Abode of this universe. Thou
art the undying guardian of the eternal dharma. Thou art the

ancient Purma, I deem. '

XI.18. (Glta)
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*

This space between heaven and earth and all the quar-
ters are filled by thee alone. Having seen this, thy marvellous

and awfui form, the three worlds are trembling. O, High-Souled-

Being,' (Gift) XI.19.

Many passages in the Quran and Gita referring to God are

similar. The nearest approach to God in the physical world is

light* Says Iqbal 'Thus, in the world of change, light is the

nearest approach to the Absolute'. (The Reconstruction of Reli-

gious Thought in Islam, p. 64) Again Iqbal says, The history of

religious thoughts discloses various ways of escape from an indivi-

dualist conception of the ultimate Reality which is conceived

as some vague, vast and pervasive cosmic element, such as light',

He again says, The history of religion reveals modes of thought
that tend towards pantheism. Quran speaks of God as the ulti-

mate Ego'. Explaining this Iqbal says :

' The ultimate Reality is rationally directed creative life.

Religion seeks a clear contact with Reality '.

Based on the Quran, explaining the relation of God and

man, Iqbal has remarked c

I have conceived the ultimate Reality
as an Ego ; and I must add now that from the ultimate Ego only

egos proceed. The creative energy of the ultimate Ego, in whom
deed and thought are identical, functions as ego-unities... But
there are degrees in the expression of egohood. Throughout the

entire gamut of being runs the gradually rising note of egohood
until it reaches its perfection in man. That is why the Quran
declares the ultimate Ego to be nearer to man than his own
neck-vein. Like pearls do we live and move and have our being
in the perpectual flow of divine life'.

c Man is the vice-regent of God ', so says the Quran.
c Of

all the creation of God he alone is capable of consciously partici-

pating in the creative life of his Maker. Endowed with the power
to imagine a better world, and to mould what is, unto what

ought to be, the ego in him aspires, in the interests of an

increasingly unique and comprehensive individuality to exploit
all the various environments on which he may be called upon to

operate during the course of an endless career'. Guidance is

available in the sacred books. Man is asked to think and act.
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Regarding the relation of man with Nature the following
explanation by Jqbal in the light of the teaching of the Quran is

worth consideration: "Only that truly exists which car* say "I anf
it is the degree of the intuition of 'I-amness' that determines
the place of a tiling in the scale of being. We too say Mam'.
But our '1-aniness' Is dependent and arises out of distinction

between the self and the not-self. The ultimate self, in the words

oftheOn/w/?, can afford to dispense with all the worlds. To
him the not-self does not present itself as a' confronting 'other \

T else it would have to be, like our finite self, in spatial relation

with the confronting other. What we call nature or the not-
self is only a fleeting moment in the life of God. His,

e

l-amness 9

is independent, elemental, absolute'. Of such a self it is impos-
sible for us to form an adequate conception. As the Quran says,

"Naught is like Him; yet He hears and sees. , Now
,

a self is

unthinkable without a character. i,e., a uniform mode of beha-
viour. Nature is not a mass of pure materiality occupying a

void. It is structure of events, a systematic mode of behaviour.,

and as such organic to the ultimate .self. Nature is to the Divine
self as character is to the human, self. In the picturesque phrase
of the Quran it is the habit of Allah... The Knowledge of
Nature is the knowledge of God's behaviour. In our observation
of Nature we are virtually seeking a kind of intimacy with the

Absolute Ego ;
and this is only another form of worship.

The Quran speaks of God as one and man as the creation

of God. Man is the vice-regent of God on earth. He does, not
cease to exist even after death. There is no rebirth in Islam
but man continues to live. Every individual is born free and
innocent. The freedom of the individual and the problem of
fate or destiny is a moot. point. The theologians of Islam have
tried to explain this- as many others have also attempted.

Destiny is' time regarded as prior to the disclosures of its possi-
bilities. Fatalistm is foreign to the spirit of Islam and the teach-

ings of the Quran. Man is asked to work out his own destiny,
and is answerable for his action. The law of compensation
works throughout. Reward for good deeds and punishment for

the wrongs is sure to follow. The Quran is clear on this'point,

Says the Quran: 'And every man's fate have we fastened about
his neck and on the Day of Resurrection will we bring forthwith
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to him a bock which shall be preferred to him wide open: "Read

thy book : there needeth none but thyself to make out an account

against thce this day' 17.14. (Quran). The human ego has a

beginning in time, there is no possibility for him to return to

this earth and the finite ego will approach the infinite Ego to see

for himself the consequences of his past action and to judge the

possibilities of his future.

According to Islam, Heaven and Hell are states, not
localities. The descriptions in. the Quran are visual repre-
sentations of an inner 'fact, i.e., character. Hell, in the

words of the Qtu-an, is 'God's kindled lire which mounts above the

hearts' the painful realization of one's failure as a man.
Heaven is the joy of triumph over the forces of disintegration.
There is no such thing- as eternal damnation in Islam. The
word "eternity

5

used in certain verses relating 10 Hell, is explai-
ned by the Quran itself to mean only a period of time. Hell,
as conceived by the Quran >

is not a pit of everlasting
torture inflected by a revengeful God; it is corrective

experience which may make a hardened, ego once more sensitive

to the living breeze of Divine Grace. Nor is Heaven -a holiday.
Life is one and continuous* Man marches always onward to

receive ever fresh illuminations from an Infinite Reality which

'every moment appears in a new glory'. And the recipient of
divine illumination is not merely a passive recipient. Every
act of a free ego creates a new situation, and thus offers oppor-
tunities of creative unfolding.

The Glta is one of the great religious classics of the world.

As already stated it is in the form of a dialogue between Arjuna
and Krsna. Arjuna is tempted to desert his post of duty.
He proposed to retire. Krsna reprimands him and points out
to him the higher way of dispassionately discharging his duty
with faith in God, The 700 verses of the Giffi-Mt divided into

18 chapters.

Glta goes beyond', the ethical question.. There are, two
broad streams of thought (1) philosophical stream describing
what God is and (2) a religious stream suggesting what man
should do to reach Him.

"

The greatness. of the scripture lies
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in the fact that in Its description of both the end and the means
It gives a synopsis of the religious thought and experience of India

through the ages. Being a predominantly theistic work it often

describes the ultimate reality as a personal God, identified with

the avatar Krsna. The supreme is referred to as immanent

spirits as the transcendent absolute and finally as the state of
one's own, awakened soul. It speaks of the threefold path of

traditional Hindu religion, 1. Way of work (karma-yoga}
2. Way oflove (bhakti-yoga) and 3, Way of knowledge (jnana**-

yoga] leading to the mystic union with God. Numberless

commentaries, glossaries and expositions are there, ancient and
mod era.

The Gita speaks of the four varnas, i.e., orders due to birth.

Rebirth (samsara) due to karma of previous janma is referred
to. Papa (sin), punya (merit), moksa (salvation), dharma
(morality) are also spoken of. Birth in a particular caste becomes
an index of soul's progress towards God. It speaks of dharma
the total body of moral and religious rules. The Quran., the word
of God, is the most important religious book of the Muslims.
It speaks of belief in (!) God, (2) Angels, (3) inspired books
(4; prophets (5) the day of Judgement and (6) God's predesti-
nation of good and evil. Unity of God is emphasised. There
is no idolatry in Islam. Of the religious practices, (1) reci-
tal of the creed. (2) performance of divine-worship daily: (3)
fasting in Ramzan. (4) payment of legal alms and (5) pilgri-
mage of Mecca are important.

The contents of the Quran are extremely varied. The
theological passages emphasise the Oneness, the Almightiness
and the Righteousness of God. Idolatry and the deification of
created beings are condemned. The joys of the heaven and
the pains of the hell are depicted in vivid sensuous imagery, and
warnings are given of the approaching advent of the last day and the
judgement of the works. Believers are given general moral instruc-
tion as well as directions for. special occasions. Many passa-
ges deal with the ordinances of religion, such as prayer fastingalms giving and pilgrimage. Many are in the nature of civil or
criminal laws, concerning marriage and inheritance, the punish-
ment for adultery, theft, etc. Apart from theological matters,
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its passages refer to the past history of mankind, the working of

nature, the preaching of the prophets of old, etc.

It has been rightfully said that the world's great religious
founders left a spiritual heritage, a system, doctrine or code of

living, by which man could commune with God. They left

a beacon of divine light in a dark and saddened world of huma-
nity. Their lives were shining examples of the truths they

expounded. Bat the present day exponents of the great reli-

gious movements occasionally give rise to bitterness. If only
they would take care to serve mankind and help man to reach a

closer understanding of his God they will be able to construct
broad roads which may lead to the happiness and welfare of

man,

The conflict between religion and science so acutely felt

in the West is also making headway in the East. The future

is difficult to predict. Many and conflicting forces are now at

work. The planned economic development of the country with

emphasis on secularism and the desire to bring about a socialistic

pattern of society might well affect religion adversely. It is the

duty of all those who believe in God and want to serve the higher
interests of mankind to see that the finer sentiments in man are

awakened and fuller life made possible by the development of

physical, mental, moral and spiritual qualities latent in man.
Let service to humanity 6e the motto.





K.C. VARADACHARI

AUROBINDO ON THE BHAGAVADGITA

Sri Aurobindo considered that the Bhagavadgita had a much

larger application than usually presumed by both the ancient

commentators and Acaryas and the modern politico-social

reformers. Writing in the very first issue of his philosophical

review The Arya he observed taking Mr. Bal Gangadhar Tilak's

view that he always held the book to be a work expounding the

principles of human conduct from a Vedantic ethical point of

view, that is reconciling the philosophy of active life with the

philosophy of knowledge and the philosophy of devotion to God.
Tilak held that the natural sense of the Gita before the great;

commentators wrote their commentaries. After their works

were written an artificial scholastic tone prevailed.

Aurobindo writes : "Those who have studied the Glt&

with a free mind, still more those who have tried to live it, can-

not doubt for a moment, the justice of Mr Tilak's point of view.

But is not the tendency of the Gltn towards a superethical
rather than an ethical activity ? Ethics is usually the standards

ising of the highest current social ideals of conduct: the Song
Celestial while recognizing their importance, seeks to fix the

principle of action deeper in the centre of a man's soul and

points ultimately to the government of our outward life by the

divine will within.' (The Arya Vol, I pp, 60, 61)

It is to show that the Gita teaches a supra-ethical karma-,

yoga* and an integral yoga that does justice to the karma., jn$na-
and bhakti from a supra - ethical point of view Aurobindo
wrote his brilliant Essays on the Gita.

The Essays on the Gita comprises two volumes or books..

The first book consists of 24 chapters and the second book also

consists of 24 chapters.

Aurobindo holds it to be of small importance to extract

from the Gita the exact metaphysical connotation as it was :
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understood by the men of the time. In the Gita there is

very little that is purely local or temporal and its spirit is large,

profound and universal.

The thought of the Gita is not pure monism, although
it sees in one unchanging pure eternal self the foundation of all

cosmic existenc: not Mayavada although it speaks of Maya of

the three modes of Prakriti omnipresent in the created world,

nor is it qualified Monism although it places in the One .his

eternal supreme Prakriti manifested in the form ofthejivaand

lays most stress on dwelling in God rather than dissolution as

the supreme state of spiritual consciousness, nor is it Samkhya
although it explains the created world by the double principle of

Purusha and Prakriti, nor is it Vaishnava Theism although it

presents to us Krishna who is the Avatar of Vishnu according to

the Puranas as the supreme Deity and allows no essential diffe-

rence, nor any actual superiority of the status of the indefina-

ble relationless Brahman over that of the Lord of beings who is

the master of the universe and the Friend of all creatures.'

(p,8. Essays on the Gita: Am.ed,)

'Assuredly the Gita is not a weapon for dialectical War-
fare. It is agate opening on the whole world of spiritual

truth and experience and the view it gives us embraces all the

province of that supreme region/ (ibid.)

Aurobindo had long before he wrote the Gim attained

the companionship and discipleship of the Lord Sri Krsna as he

declared in his Uttarapara Speech. He has himself recorded

in one of his replies to a letter from a leading educationist that

he had actually been given the experience of Sri Krsna and that

he had been bestowed with the mind of Sri Krsna (Letters of
Sri Aurobindo Vol. I) even like the divine sight granted to

Arjuna. Sri Krsna is capable of being seen even now for He is

the avatar of this Age.

It is verily through His grace that one gets this blessing;
and Aurobindo had expounded the importance of integral

surrender, saranagati. It is undoubtedly through the grace of

the Divine that one is capable of that divine devotion through
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Buddhiyoga which makes for the attainment of God-mind or

God-thought without which a proper understanding of the teach-

ing of the Glta is well-nigh impossible. It is true that devotion

to God as Sri Krsna brought to Aurobindo the opening of
the eyes of knowledge and activity both of which are divine or

supramental. Devotion leads to the renunciation of the limi-

ted and human way of works and knowledge and entering into

the divine way of knowledge and works. It is only by complete
dedication of all to Him one is capable of crossing over all bar-

riers (Gim- XVIII. 57-66). This is the supreme secret of

yoga or divine living. One thus passes out of the human egois-
tic way of living and enters the divine way of living in God for

God and by God. A human intellectual way will not deliver the

truth of one's action or knowledge or even devotion. Helples-
ness rose out of them, and the conflicts arose out of them. One
has to transcend the human way of approaches to duty and

knowledge and no reconciliation is possible or stable between
them. Indeed each one of them rules out the others.

But an integral surrender is an upward surrender, a per-
fect self-giving of one's whole being to the transcendent and
universal divinity from whom he comes and to whom he returns

and in whom he lives. This is the condition for the descent of
the divine mind or Krsna Caitanya into one's being for its

upliftment and integral transformation into a divine instrument ~

nimitta-matram for the divine works, endowed with divine know-
ledge, gnosis and divine devotion. This attainment of macchtay

is not to be had by either constant remembrance or constant

recitation or singing and other methods of puja though Auro-
bindo does not dismiss them as wholly irrelevant or obstructive
of true integral surrender. His is an all-inclusive rather than all-

but-one exclusive method of approach for obtaining the divine

descent (avesa or avirbhava or aham-grahopasana}.

Aurobindo's philosophical doctrine of eternal oneness
in eternal multiplicity suggested by the indwelling of the Jsvam
in every soul as the soul itself (jivabhtita] along with the supra-
ethical descent of the divine into oneself as the inmost power in

the world of souls (jlvaloke) working out the manifold functions of
the six-fold prakrti gives the cue to the conception of the descent
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of the divine mind in oneself as the most dynamic factor in the

divine evolution- janma karma ca me divyam-spoken
'

of under
the 0vtf/ar#-concept earlier in the Bhagavadgita.

It is this that forms the inner spirit and genius of the life

divine - the metaphysical treatise on the spiritual bases of man.
Every descent of the divine with some supreme power of His

being leads to an evolutionary upsurge in creation - a point that

I had expounded in my contribution to the First Annual of the

Aurobindo Pathamandir in 1942, (Divine Evolutionism.}

It is therefore imperative to get this descent into oneself

first, whatever be the nature of man, whether karmically disposed
to action, or intellectually disposed to knowledge or intellect or

inclined to devotional love of the Supreme Godhead alone with

one-pointedness (ekftnta-bhakti}-, to be able to get this is possible

only through integral surrender (saraficfgati, and atmasamarpana).
One rises above the complex psychological obstructions such as

sin-complex and fear-complex and in full reliance on God
bestowed with the divine mind proceeds to be just an instrument
of God's divine work.

It is the belief and faith of Aurobindo that this condi-
tion is not possible except for the yogins of the integral path of
surrender and self-offering and absolute devotion that makes for

the descent of the divine mind into oneself. It is here that he leans
on the concept of the Pancaratra-ftgama of the harda, the descent
of the Lord into the heart of the devotee, who looks after the

yogaksema of the devotee. Aurobindo in his special theory
emphasizes this through his discovery of the supermind as fulfill-

ing this function most adequately for world purposes (loka-sah~

graha) whereas possibly the divine himself descending might
involve the realisation of absolute god-condition beyond the

prakrti. The soul itself is a para-prakrti (para-prakrtir jiva-

bhuta) and its entry into the world of the prakrti has a secret

mystery that is now hidden under the interpretations of illusion.

Once the divine mind itself enters into the soul or the. soul
realises its oneness with the Divine then it is possible for the
soul to realise the life of infinity here on this prakrtiic world.
This is a possibility to the yogin and not to those who are seized
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with crass dullness. Vimudhah nanu pasyanti pasyanti jnanacak~
susah, (XV. 10.) and

Yatanto yoginascainam pa$yanty atmany avasthitam

Yatanto" py akrtatmano nainatn pasyantyacetasah. (XV. 1 1
.)

The Glta Is a teaching for all seekers after the Infinite and
transcendent life that promises the aspirations of freedom from
.rebirth and freedom from fear of papa and punya9 and even
assures us the supreme state beyond all misery - the supreme
abode of the transcendent Godhead Himself -where the sun does
not shine, nor the inoon nor even the fire. The supreme secret

-of being lies in its getting all substenance from that which is

beyond the infinite and the transcendent is the meaning of the

manifold multiplicity. He verily is that Being spoken of by all

the Vedas - life of all life, mind of all minds, the vision of all

eyes and so on. He is the One in all living and moving and the

unmoving the ksara and the aksara. Once this truth is grasped
then a new life in infinity opens up.

Aurobindo avers that the entire interpretation of. the

Glta not to speak of the Veda proceeded by the instruments and

logic of the finite mind, and is therefore riddled with intellectual

dialectics and devices. Nyaya and Vaisesika logic is suited to

dvaita finite thinking. The advaita logistic is assuredly trying to

wield this weapon to demolish the Nyaya-metaphysics and Vaise-
sika atomistics. But it. is unable to arrive at the truth of the

Infinite except in negations. Nor is the Visistadvaita is in a better

place for it has, instead of leaning on the logic of the infinity
and interior experiences of the mystics and sarlra^sariri-bhava^
slided into the Vaisesika and to some extent to the Smakhya

. psychological and inductive logic yet of the finite mind. It is

found that Caitanya had experienced this inflow of the divine

presence even as the Alvars like Nammalvar and Visnu Citta had
done ; seizing upon this he overcame his original dualistic Nyaya-
logic of difference and dependence true of a pluralistic society
with monotheism or monarchy, and suggested the logic of
acintyabhedabheda,

Aurobindo sees that it is necessary to go still farther

than Caitanya to explain the spiritual logic of the Infinite which
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is nouraenal and not merely phenomenal, delusory or reaL

It is this logic of the Infinite that he expounds in his Life Divine.

But it Is from his inner spiritual or mystical understanding of

the Bhagavadglta that he was emboldened to undertake a

clear and deep understanding of the supra-ethical structure of

the life of the Infinite.

It is because this great spiritual mystical logic-and-meta-

physics of the Infinite is a desideratum in the modern world,

Aurobindo had emphasized it as against the expositions of

Bal Gangadhar Til ale, magnificent though it was and scholarly,,

and also against the still later expositions of Mahatma Gandhi

who though eminently a bhakta practised karma with anasakti,.

and others who were more devoted* to the past rather than to

the eternal challenge of the changing world. Terrifying and

even moving to disintegration of all spiritual values though the

world is, yet it is only by means of the divine descent - either by

the way of supreme Godhead in historical personality or as the

inward aspiration of Aurobindo-into multiplicity of souls

that had reached this level of spiritual elevation, that mankind
is yearning for divine participation.

Sri Krsna's call to Arjuna is great enough but His solution

of conflicts has eternal meaning for the seekers of the Infinite,,

seekers after freedom from all limitations 'arising from finitude-

and of earthly allurements. Surely JBhagavadgitft is a moksa-

sastra though it teaches something more than a yoga of works

or yoga of jnana or yoga of mere bhakti, each of which might

grant a moksa. Paripurnanubhava is however for those who
dedicate themselves for the life in God's infinite world or Being
and not for those who just seek to go bsyond the finite world.

Aurobindo's Essays on the Glta gives the development
of a mystic transcendent theology that is profoundly an expres-

sion of the Life of infinity. Ordinary dualistic interpretation,

is a kind of naturalistic theology, whereas psychological theology

of the Yoga schools and Samkhya does not yet do justice to the

logic of the infinite, though pointing to something far beyond
which Vedanta supplies. The transcendent divine theology

does not go far beyond the finite for it suffers from the illusion
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of the world and the phenomenal whose renunciation is the one
condition of liberation. The infinite logic and being come to

their own only in the light of the transcendent Infinite constantly
and severally descending into the multiplicity for the purpose of

elevating the multiplicity both collectively and severally. The
Glta reveals the supreme mystery of how the Divine is intimately
linked with His 'finite world which he renovates and enlivens

with his infinite Oneness.

In a sense Aurobindo completely transforms all the

previous interpretations of the Glta and yet provides his own
superb solution of the problem of human conduct in a divine

world.





K. CHANDRASEKHARAN

THE GITA AS INTERPRETED BY
MAHATMA GANDHI

The obliteration of any dichotomy between profession and

practice was a cardinal principle of life with Mahatma Gandhi,

From his youth there was a regular preparation in him to act up
to his own convictions. If the tragic story of Hariscandra when
enacted on the stage deeply stirred him as a child of nine to put
the query to himself "Why should not all be truthful like Haris-

candra.% it presaged the growth in him of serious introspection
of inherent capacities for striving after high ideals. It was

therefore a rich find for him to be introduced to BG by some-

friends in England. Unfortunately his lack of adequate know-

ledge of the original text gave him only in translation the earliest

idea of a book which contained such verses as could capture
his heart at once. They were the following slokas :

ii

If one (BG.,. II 62, 63.)

Ponders on objects of the senses, there springs

Attraction; from attraction grows desire,

Desire flames to- fierce passion, passion breeds

Recklessness; then the memory -all betrayed -

Lets noble prupose go, and saps the mind,

Till purpose, mind and man are all undone.

(The Song celestial by Edwin Arnold)

Even a few first readings of the book made him regard it as of

priceless worth. For knowledge of truth 'he could not think

of another surer source than the Gita.
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But Gandhiji gradually developed a mind to approach the

Gltfi not as a scholar or a systematic philosopher. To him it

proved a dictionary for constant reference in order to teach him

the correct significance of human actions, their derivation from

tradition and usage and their different connotations in the actual

conflicts of life and in the context of the various stages of an

advancing modern civilization* Indeed, nothing more of practi-

cal guidance he could seek in his dedicated life of service to

humanity. He often was heard to say : 'When doubts haunt

me, when disappointments stare me in the face, and when I see

not one ray of light on the horizon, I turn to the Bhagavad Gita

and find a verse to comfort me; and I immediately begin to smile

in the midst of ovewhelming sorrow. My life has been full of

external tragedies and, if they have not left any visible and

indelible effect on me, I owe it to the teaching of the Bhagavad

Gita/ 1

But for this conscious self-integration and earnestness to

seek the light, the Giffi would have remained, as it is with many

a savant and thinker, only a playground for intellectual exercise

and polemical pyrotechnics. He had himself confessed to his

utter lack of scholarship while trying to read meanings into a

work which has had a galaxy of brilliant commentators and

interpreters, both ancient and modern. At the same time his

experiences of an active life and his own experiments with truth

made him more than once declare that it was the Gita that like

a mother, had never failed him whenever he found himself in

difficulty or distress.

Attempts are generally made to debate the point whether

mainly the Mahatma was an Advaitin believing only in the one

and only formless, undefinable Atman or Brahman or whether he

was a Visistadvaitin acknowledging the existence of a Paramat-

man or ultimate reality to whom one and all will have to yield

their all in complete surrender. However much the student of

philosophy backed by erudition might try to make out from his

many statements and writings that on final analysis he must be

belonging to one school of philosophy or other, there seems

1. Young India (6-8-1925)
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to be absolutely no reason to label him with any particular
school or bring him under any known category. For our

purpose to ascertain how his interpretations of the Gita would
mark him out as singularly intuitive among the constructive

explorers of our spiritual heritage, it would perhaps suffice

to consider him as somewhat of a free thinker without at the

same time being understood in any sense of his having violated

any of the well established schools of thought or traditional

beliefs in Hinduism. Rather, he never even anywhere discussed

with complete arguments cither for or against any of the

philosophical persuasions prevalent amidst us. Nor at any
time was he inclined to the founding of any world-religion which

would satisfy the needs or demands of the many votaries of

distinct religions of the world. He was out and out a Hindu

believing at the same time that every other religion required of

him equally deep respect for its tenets and doctrines.

Nevertheless he was fond of saying that the Gita became to him

'the Key to the scriptures of the world,
5

It unravelled for him the deepest mysteries to be found in.

other religions.
2 He was never prone to misjudge their values

in a comparative study of some of them. For he was heard

to opine that when he heard the Sermon of the Mount, he read

nothing new in it but found it vividly told what he had learnt

in childhood.* Only he added that 'What the Sermon describes

in a graphic manner, the Bhagavad Gita reduces to a scientific

formula 9 *

still, with all that, the Glta alone satisfied him when

actually doubts arose in his mind and made him seek solution

for them.

The one hitherto undeclared message of the Glta which he

discovered as running throughout from the second to the 18th

chapter is the doctrine of ahimsa. He was very insistent through

his writings on the Glta that if any two teachings could be held

as central in the entire Git8 they were ahtmsa and Truth. He

was certain that although the Gita had not in so many words

2. Harijan (18-4-1936).

3. Young India (22-1 2-1927).

4. Ibid.
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pointed out ahhnsa as a main theme of discourse or even alluded

to it in the sense he was giving prominence to it, there could be

no successful argument levelled against its definite implication

after what the Lord had expatiated on the condition of the

poised mind in so many verses found in Chapters 11.56 to 71 and

Chapter XII. 13 to 19:

II (II. 56, 71.)

He who is not perturbed in mind by adversity and

who has no eagerness amidst prosperity, he from

whom desire, fear and anger have fallen away - he

is called a sage of firm understanding.

The man who gives up all desires and goes

about free from any longing, and bereft of the

feeling of T and 'mine' - he attains peace.

(XII. 13, 19.)

He who never hates any being and is kindly

and compassionate, who is free from the feeling of

*P and cmine' and who looks upon pleasure and

pain alike and has forbearance.

He who is alike in praise and dispraise,
......-who

is silent and satisfied with whatever he has, who

lias no home, and is firm of mind - dear to me. is

the man thus devoted,
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Gandhiji's main point was that if Atman or Self can remain un-

touched or unaffected by any of these pairs of opposites men-

tioned above, the mind inevitably becomes wedded to ahimsa*

Certainly it stands to reason, if only we recollect how the Lord

even at the opening verses of the second chapter tried to show

the difference between atman and anatman, the soul and the

body.

gr 3 FRFTOT |HT ^ %? (I (ii. 19.)

He who thinks it slays and he who thinks it is slain

- neither of them knows it well. It neither slays

nor is slain.

Once it is clear the atman is found pure, unaffected

and beyond any external agency's power or influence, there can

be hardly an occasion for the rise of hatred or violence. There-

fore, according to Gandhiji, despite the absence of any specific

reference to the doctrine of ahfmsa, it can be easily read into a

number of verses of the Gita.

Another point of emphasis for Gandhiji is the an&sakti-

yoga as the only path leading to freedom for the hungering soul.

Desirelessness or the detachment born of no desire for fruit

leads the way to Truth and ahimsa. It is evident that behind

untruth and violence there will be lurking always a desire to

attain a coveted object. Gandhiji conceded, however, that the

Gita was not born to establish ahimsa. It only breathed the

balm of anasakti-yoga to the bruised soul which endeavoured to

gain freedom for shaping its own destiny.

To critics who contended that when the author of the

'Gita had not included ahimsa in desireiessness, how could he

be so very sure of its implication in the text, he answered by

giving a naive reply that when a poet put a particular truth

before the world, it need not necessarily follow that he should

have preconceived all its meanings. For in a poet's word many

meanings can be discovered. The poet himself cannot deny
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other distinct suggestions in his words once the poem has left

his hands. Let us listen to Gandhiji himself on this: 'A poet's-

meaning is limitless. Like man, the meaning of great writings
suffer evolution. On examining the history of languages, we
notice that the meaning of important words has changed or

expanded*
55 In illustration of his standpoint he showed how

in the very Gifa certain words have been allowing of different

connotations according to the context. For instance Sf

(sacrifice) and $^pgf (renunciation) bear different shades of

significance in different contexts. Gandhiji concluded his inter-

pretation of Git&'s contribution to the doctrine of ahimsa thus :

'Perfect renunciation is impossible without perfect obser-

vance of ahinisa in every shape and form'. ??}T5^ or experience

of his own gave Gandhiji the clue to find out ahimsa in the

verses of the Gifa. He said 'It is perhaps clear from the fore-

going that without ahimsa it is not possible to seek and find

Truth. Ahimsa and Truth are so intertwined that it is practi-

cally impossible to disentangle and separate them. They are

like the two sides of a coin or rather of a smooth unstamped
metallic disc. "Who can say, which is the obverse and which is

the reverse. Nevertheless ahimsa is the means; Truth is the

end. Means to be means must always be within our reach^

and so ahimsa is our supreme duty,
5 s The explanation does

not look laboured or strained.

While on ahimsa, Gandhiji did not forget to make out

that it is the cream obtained from the churning of desirableness-

in action. Renunciation of fruits of action can alone lead to

the way to self-realization or moksa. He unhesitatingly remar-

ked: That which is to be found, more or less, spread out here and

there in Hindu religious books has been brought out in clearest

possible language in the Gita even at the risk of repetition.
37

Renunciation is deemed by Gandhiji as a 'matchless-

remedy'. Again on further elaboration, *It is the centre round

5. Young India (6-8-1931).

6. From Yeravada Mandir.

7. Gita According to Gandhi By Mahadev Desai, p. 129.
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which the Glta is woven. The renunciation is the central sun,
round which devotion, knowledge and the rest revolve like pla-

nets.*
*

Devotion or bhakti occupies an equally important place in

Gandhiji's religious outlook in general. Rather his description
of a devotee or bhakta sirikes us in no way different from what a

sthithaprajna, according to the Gita, has been described.

The qualities of a devotee reeled off by Gandhiji is itself a

compendium of the most enduring traits of a highly evolved

soul. A devotee is thus characterised : "He is the devotee, who
is jealous of none, who is a fount of mercy, who is without

egotism, who is selfless, who treats alike cold and heat,

happiness and misery, who is ever forgiving, who is always

contented, whose resolutions are firm, who has dedicated mind
and soul to God, who causes no dread, who is not afraid of

others, who is free from exultation, sorrow and fear. Who is

pure, who is versed in action and yet remains unaffected by it,

who renounces all fruit, good or bad, who treats friend and foe

alike, who is untouched by respect or disrespect, who is not

puffed up by praise, who does not go under when people speak
ill of him, who loves silence and solitude, who has a disciplined

reason; such devotion is inconsistent with existence at the same
time of strong attachments.' 9

One other noteworthy feature of Gandhiji's thesis for

attaining eternal freedom and peace is that the prerequisites or

sadhanas mentioned in the Atmavidya-Sastras are not in any

way apart; because salvation and the prerequisite conditions of

the mind are almost identical to him. 'Gandhi, by raising

morality from a mere pre-requisite of spirituality to spirituality

itself, brought about a decisive change in values which antici-

pated the needs of the future', so acclaims a German Writer,

Hans Steche, writing in the volume Mahatma Gandhi As
Germans See Him. A true bhakta to Gandhi is also a jnUnin>

"Self-realisation is not something apart/ A gufiatita as

described in Discourse XIV of the Gitfi as also a jivanmukta

8. ibid.

9. ibit. p. 130.
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and a true devotee is according to Gandhiji the 'Perfect Man'.

In illustrating the "Perfect Man' the Mahatma draws an analogy

which is both poetic and beautiful. The earliest stage of

'Perfect Man's' evolution is compared to water. It cannot

ascend until it is rarefied into steam. But once it is rarefied

into steam, it rises up in the sky where at last it is transformed

into clouds which drop as rain and fructifies the earth.

More than all, Gandhiji's complete attunement with the-

message of the Gitn for a continued offering of the mind in

devotion to God while performing every act is what BG itself as

distinct from earlier scriptures, came to deliver to humanity.

Sometimes Gandhiji felt impatient in replying to carping critics.

who raised objections to his introducing religion into politics.

If the Gi/<7 is scanned with care, it will be found that the Lord

himself had exhorted every individual to infuse every act of his-

with a sense of devotion to God, leaving always the results

to abide His dispensation. It is not difficult to cull out verses

from the Glta in support of this inflexible rule, as it were, when

Sri Krsna spoke.

I (xii. 10.)

If thou art not able even to practise concen-

tration of mind, then devote thyself to my service.

For even by doing service to me thou canst reach

perfection.

Again,

II (IX. 27.)

Whatsoever thou doest whatsoever thou

eatest, whatsoever thou offerest, whatsoever thou

givest away and whatsoever of austerities thou

doest practise
- do that as an offering to me.

Students of the Glta itself could notice that what ther

early Hindu Scriptures like the Vedas and Upanisads might
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have already suggested in many places are taken up in earnest

in the Glffi when it exhorted clearly the people to do no act

conciously without a thought of its being offered to God.
Constant practice of the mind not to be diverted in its

aim, of doing things as offerings to Him, will be much more

helpful to aid its progress towards the final freedom, than

intermittent attempts at concentration and one-pointedness
in meditation. In adhering closely to this teaching,

Gandhiji felt no moment of his life should be devoted to any
other thought except to God. Hence his declaration 'Iain

impatient to realise myself, to attain moksa in this very
existence. My national service is part of training for freeing

my soul from the bondage of flesh To attain my end it is

not necessary for me to seek shelter in a cave, I carry one
about me, if I would but know it So my patriotism is

for me a stage in my journey to the land of eternal freedom
and peace. Thus it will be seen for me there are no politics

devoid of religion
5 10

. It was the peculiar good fortune of

Gandhiji that he came upon the Gita while his mind was

submitting itself to introspection and self-analysis of an

unusual nature at the very threshold of his entry into public

work in South Africa. In a profound manner he admitted that

'Today the Gita is my mother. I lost my earthly mother who

gave me birth long ago. This eternal mother has completely
filled her place by my side ever since.

5

However, we cannot be too sure that Gandhiji
J

s idea of

the type of human activities and those on which the scriptures

laid stress were exactly the same. The scriptures certainly

insisted on the performance of duties (rituals) enjoyed by the

Yedas along with other activities which an individual may be

called upon to do for himself and community. Gandhiji was

thinking of all human activities, though nowhere he had

specifically mentioned anything in favour either or against

the carrying out of scriptural injunctions. He was not

particular about them, though he did not actually inveigh against

them. Only he desired the accompaniment of a mood of

devotion for every act done in the spirit of an offering to God,

10. Young India (3-4-1924.)
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In a brief talk like this, it may not be possible to dwell

upon all the other ideas of the Mahatma in relation to the

Giffi. If he strained every verse to remove the blot of un-

touchability from Hinduism, it had no evident basis in his inter-

pretation of the Glta. He had his own personal authority for

it as he could not comprehend a civilization as that of the

Hindus with perfected codes of conduct and ethical ideals to

have retained such an excrescence, as he termed it, upon Hindu-

ism. For normally in the same strain he could have been

expected to disapprove of the varnasrama-dharrna concept which

has been made much of by other politicians as having ruined

India's claim to an advanced or progressive nation. His view

of the famous line in the Glta

! (II, 13,)

(The four castes were created by me according to their apti-

tudes and works)

Unlike that of other reformers was of the traditional

kind. He understood it as having relation to one's birth

and not merely to the nature of one's profession or calling.

At the same time he was also alive to the changes that had over-

come all the rigours of the caste-system in order to make it more

and more obsolete in observance. In clear words of his justify-

ing its historical necessity,, he observed: "I swear by the

Bhagavadglta, because it is the only book in which I find nothing

to cavil at. It lays down principles and leaves you to find the

application for yourself. The Gita does not talk of Varna

being according to Guna and Karma, but Guna and Karma are

inherited by birth. ..The law of Varna is nothing if not by birth/
11

Other interesting observation of his in his discourses on

the Gita may be worth remembering. A few of them can be

recollected now for our own benefit. Dealing with ^qf?$i1|

(non-possession)he stretched its import to include useless thoughts

also. In his own words: "One who fills his brain with useless

knowledge violates that inestimable principle. Thoughts which

turn away from God, or do not turn us towards Him, constitute

impediments in our way.
5 13

Speaking of ^qjf^ (humility)

11. Young India (17-11-1927)
12. From Yeravada Mandir (Gita The Mother) p. 119.
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he would say; 'if that expression constituted knowledge and that

all the rest was ignorance every moment of our life

should be filled with mental and physical activity, but that acti-

vity should be Satvika tending to Truth.
5 ls 'Inborn humility

can never be hidden, and, yet, the possessor is unaware of it*

existence.'

Gandhijfs love of our ancient culture received its strength

only from his faith in the unsullied wisdom enshrined in BG,

With detachment of soul and love for all mankind, his spiritual

awakening equalled that of any of the saints and sages of this

land in the past. Asked by a missionary,
cDo you feel a sense of

freedom in your communication with God ', his immediate

answer without a pause was : Yes, I do. I do not feel cramped
as I would in a boat full of passengers. Although I know that

my freedom is less than that of a passenger, I appreciate that

freedom as I have imbibed through and through the central

teaching of the Gita that man is the maker of his own destiny

in the sense that he has freedom of choice as to the manner

in which he uses that freedom. But he is no controller of

results. The moment he thinks he is, he comes to grief.
3 u

3FT9TT3*
]R

1

or Self-realization to some extent should have

been gained by the Mahatma. Else he could not have tried to

verify his experiences in the light of the message of the Glta.

Indeed, the ever-inspiring words of the Lord have been proved

so successfully in no other instance in recent times than in the

regeneration of Gandhiji, from an apparently ordinary person,

born of this country and attracted to Western ideals in youth,

to an extraordinary personage of immense potentiality capable of

shaking a mighty Empire as the British and educating the weaker

sections of humanity everywhere in the world to become fighters

for freedom and truth, through non-violence.

13. ibid.

14. Harijan (2-3-1940)





K. KUNJUNNI RAJA

THE BHAGAVADGITA: THE PROBLEMS OF
THE TEXT

From the point of view of the orthodox Hindus there can-

not be a serious textual problem regarding the Bhagavadg!ta> as

the sacred text is considered on a par with the Upanisads, the

feminine gender of the term gita itself being due to the belief

that the term is an adjective qualifying the noun Upanisad,

expressed or understood: but to the Western Indologists the text

of the Girt? has always been a problem, and the attempt to

discover the original Gita may be said to be as old as

Western Indological study itself. Many of the Western Indolo-

gists analysed the text of the Gita and studied the contents care-

fully and found that the current text of the Gita contains

different strands of philosophical doctrines, some of them

mutually contradictory, and believed that the present text must

have evolved through accretions as a result of .interpolations at

the hands of various redactors.

Talboys Wheeler felt that the philosophical dialogue is out

of place in a battle scence. Holtzmann thought that the original

Git% was Vedantic in content and that the doctrine of Bhakti

was subsequently added on to it. Hopkins and Keith felt that

the older text was a sort of an Upanisad like the Svetasvatara

and was later on adapted to the cult ofKrsna. Garbe, on the

other hand, said that the original Gita was a devotional and

sectarian one and that the Vedantic ideas were added on later.

Rudolph Otto in his Original Gita pointed out that the original

Gita was just an epic narrative and in no sense a manual of

instruction. He tried to separate the doctrinal portions from

the original Gita. He was able to find eight strata dealing with

Prapattl Bhakti, Samkhya Bhakti, Moral teaching, Doctrine

of three gunas, combination of Bhakti with Samkhya, combina-

tion of Samkhya and Yoga, Sesvara Yoga etc. Garbe's claim

for the interpolated character of 170 verses on philosophical

grounds has been examined by Belvalkar (Basu Mallik Lectures
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on Vedanta Philosophy I pp. 93-100) and shown invalid. Rudolph
Otto's attempt at stratification of the Glta text has also been,

successfully refuted by Beivalkar in his paper 'Miscarriage of
Attempted Stratification of the Bhagavadgita* (JBU , V-vi. pp.

63-133).

As Aurobindo Ghosh says in his Essays on the Glta (pp*

7-8) it is the synthetic method that is used in the Glia. 'The

language of the Gita^ the structure of thought, the combination

and balancing of ideas belong neither to the temper of a.

sectarian teacher nor to the spirit of a vigorous analytical dia-

lectics cutting of one angle of the truth to exclude all the others;

but rather there is a wide, undulating, encircling movement of

ideas which is the manifestation of a vast synthetic mind and a

rich synthetic experience.
5

The apparently heterogeneous nature'of the teachings of

the Glta, containing doctrines which seem to be contradictory
and which give scope for different interpretations., is due to this

method of synthesis adopted by the author of the Gita; and any

analytical attempt to explain it is bound to fail.

The traditional extent of the Bhagavadglta is 700 stanzas

as is stated by Samkara in the introduction to his Gitabhasya:

The vulgate text of the G~tta s adopted by Saihkara, Rama-

nuja aiad Madhva, by NUakantha and others contains 700-

stanzas.

But there is a tradition fairly old which says that the

extent of the Gita is 745 stanzas. Kesava Kasmlrin, who-

follows the vulgate text of 700 stanzas, says, in the beginning of

his commentary, that its extent is 745 stanzas :

:IW%%^R^
-^ ^ ^-~

(620)
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(67) ^ *fa^ I f^FJ: WWR (1)

This passage cited by Kesava is found in some manuscripts
of the Mahftbharatain the same form or in a slightly different

form. This description of the extent and of the distribution of

the stanzas to the various speakers does not agree with what is

found in the popular text of the Gita. Many attempts have been

made to explain the discrepancy and solve the riddle.

(1) Pandit R.M. Sastri tried to explain the term stoka as

.an equivalent of 32 syllables. (Allahabad University Studies,

XII. pp. 67-82); the procedure adopted has been objected to by
scholars like Tadpatrikar (ABORL XVIII. 357-60) and Belvalkar

(ABORL XIX. 336 ff.), the discrepancy is not fully solved even

by this strange procedure.

(2) The Suddha Dharma Mandala, Madras, published a

text of the Gita in 26 chapters containing the correct number of

stanzas (Mylapore 1917, 2nd edn. 1937). This edition is not

based on any manuscript material and has been rightly condemned
,as an artificial fabrication (Schradcr, N1A. I. 62-68; Tatpatri-

kar,. loc.cit; Belvalkar, loc.cit.)

(3) The Gondal edn. 1941 by Sivaram Kalidas Sastri called

The Bhojapatri Bhagavadgita, which also attempts to reach a text

of 745 verses, is claimed to be based on a rare manuscript dated

Samvat 1598 (AD. 1541) got from Surat. Here also scholars

have questioned the genuineness of the manuscript (Belvalkar,
4A fake (?) Bhagavadgita MS> J.G.RJ. I. 21-31).

(4) Belvalkar's attempt to unriddle the 'Bhagavadgita
Riddle* is with the help of the GitaSara text. He points out that

there are two versions of the Gltasara, one represeaited by
Ekanatha's Marathi translation and the Persian translation by
the translators of the Mahabharata under the order of the

Emperor Akbar^ and the other represented by the Sanskrit

commentary of Sndharacarya. Taking the shorter version as a

sort of appendix added to the Gita, Belvalkar tries to approxi-
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mate the extent to the Gitamana total of 745; but even then he
is not able to bring the total extent and the distribution to the

various speakers conform to those given (ABORL XIX. 335-48).

It may be pointed out that the verses on the extent of the

Gita is not found in all versions. The Bengal version and the

South Indian versions do not accept them. Nllakantha was aware
of it; he says in his commentary on the Mahabharata :

Vedantadesika has also stated that the extent given is

unreliable. Hence much evidence cannot be given to it in

deciding the original text of the Bhagavadgitlfr.

The Kashmir Recension of the Bhagavadglla

It was F. Otto Schrader of Keil, former Director of the

Adyar Library, who in his work on 'The Kashmir Recension of
the Bhagavadgita* published in 1930, drew attention of scholars

for the first time to the problem of the Kashmir Recension of

the Glta* He tried to show that the popular version of the

GIta to which Samkara gave currency was unknown in Kashmir

til! about 1000 A.D. and that the Kashmir recension of the text

is earlier and superior to the vulgate version. Belvalkar made
an elaborate study of the version and tried to show that there is

no such recension called the Kashmir recension, that it is only
a version and that there is no evidence to show that -this version

is earlier than Sankara (The socalled Kashmir Recension of the

Bhagavadglta, NJA. II. 211-251). Dr. T.R. Chintamani exa-

mined the problem again in his edition of Ramakantha's com*

mentary on the Giffi (Madras University, 1941). It is clear that

the difference between a version and a recension is one of degree;

a 'recension' denotes far-reaching alterations in the text and

transcends the limits of a script or a province. The difference

between the Kashmir text and the popular recension represented

by the vulgate text is important enough to take the Kashmir text

as distinct recension.

The Kashmir text contains a number of variations from

the vulgate text. It is the one followed by the Kashmir com-

mentators Rajanaka Ramakaatha, the author of Sarvatobhadra
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commentary (close of 9th Cent.); Abhinavagupta and Ananda

or Anandavardhana in the 10th Century; Kesava followed the

vulgate text, though he belonged to Kashmir; Bhatta Bfaaskara,

though not a Kashmirian, followed the Kashmir text. (Dr.

V. Raghavan, Festschrift fur Erich FrauwaIIner 9 Wien, 1968, pp.

281-94, says that Bhaskara perhaps belonged to the Karnataka.)

After examining the variant readings given by the Kash-

mir text, Belvalkar points out that in most cases the Kashmir

variants seek to remedy and regularize the grammatical defects

of the vulgate text, simplify and normalize the syntax and smoo-

then the difficulties in interpretation. He has- successfully

refuted Schrader's claim that the Kashmir text is earlier, supe-

rior and nearer to the original Qlla than the vulgate text.

The usual procedure adopted in the critical edition of the

Mahabharata is to consider the Sarada and Kashmir text-

tradition as of primary importance; but in the case of the Glta

this had to be reversed and the Kashmir text-tradition considered

as late and secondary.

It may, however, be; pointed' out that, though '.the: Kashmir
text of the Bhagavadgitft was not followed in other parts of

India its peculiarities were fairly well known to scholars even in

ancient days. Regarding the reading <TWfg ?RF *!%: for

WTT^T ^TTficf; I (VI.7) Jayaurtha says that it was Bhaskara

who changed the traditional text of the stanza to simplify the

structure of the sentence, since the proper construction of the

sentence according to the traditional text was not clear to him.

(Guj . Press edn. p. 539) .
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In his Tatparyacandrika commentary on the GitabhasyaVedanta Desika states that according to the followers of Yadava-
prakasa there are additional verses in the Ciis after verse III 37
and that some of the additional verses are quoted by Narayanarya
also; but he is not definite about their authenticity He saysthat Vyasa has not given the extent of the Gita and that the
verses purporting to give the extent of the Gits are not reliable
(Venk. Press edn. pp. 625-6.):

(3-37.)

: ||
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All these additional verses are found in the Kashmir

recension Aversion t) of the Gita.

The Old Javanese version of the Gita found in the Bhlsma-

parvan of the Javanese Mahabharata actually cites 80f stanzas

and preserves 56 more stanzas in old Javanese paraphrase.

In the case of 71 stanzas there are minor reading differences;

only in 4 cases does it agree with the purely Kashmir reading;

influence of Bengali pronunciation and mistakes due to the lack

of scholarship on the part of the Javanese Pandit are quite evi-

dent in the text. Prof. Gonda has made a critical edition of

this text giving translations of the old Javanese paraphrases as

well. Belvalkar made a detailed examination of this version

aad showed that the Javanese text does not 'either constitute or

at any rate serve as an important fingerprinter on the trail of a

Third Recension of the Bhagavadgita* -,
and that it does not help

much in determining the ur-text of the Bhagavadglta in spite of

its fairly old date. It is interesting to note that it adds after

11-59 a new stanza:

: II



E.R. SREEKRJSHNA SARMA

THE ESSENCE OF THE GITA
ACCORDING TO Y1NOBA

Acharya Vinoba Bhave came to limelight in October 1940,.

when Mahatma Gandhi appointed him as the first individual

satyagrahi after suspending the mass satyagraha. Gandhiji
was an admirer of Vinoba and a student of some of his writings.

1

Vinoba, however, has been a follower and Cela of the Mahatma.
Both of them were votaries of the Gita and also verbally inter-

preted its text. While the Mahatma interpreted the Gita in accor-

dance with the development of his ideas of ahimsa and satya

through public work, Vinoba Bhave, a first-rate scholar of San-

skrit and mstras, made a synthesis of the various teachings of

the Gita with its central point as well as with other ancient

adhylltma-sastTas* As was the case with most of the political

leaders of that time, Vinoba's verbal interpretation of the Glt%

began in the prison, primarily in the form of discourses intended

for the benefit of his co-prisoners, during the Winter of 1944.

But as he himself states this interpretation is the result of his

constant contemplation of the teachings of the Glta over thirty

years.

The exclusive contribution of the Gita according to

Vinoba is the ideal of sthitaprajna. The word sthitaprajna itself

first occurs in the Gita and all other ideas of the Gita can be

harmoniously synthesised with this ideal. Wherever concepts
of karmayogin t jivanmukta, yog^rudha^ bhagavadhhakta^gunatita^

Gandhiji mentions that he finished the reading of Vinoba's Malta-

rastra-dharmcit Vol. I and II (Collected "Works of Mahatma Gandhi,

Vol. XXIII, p. 184). In a letter addressed to D.H. Hanumantha Rao
on March 16, 1924, Gandhiji wrote: 'There is another at Wardha con-

ducted by Vinoba as you know. It came into being because a Vinoba
was found.' ibid. p. 261. In another letter dated 20th March 1924

addressed to K.G. Rekhade he wrote : 'He (i.e., Vinoba) is a discipli-

narian and discipline may be very hard, but I know that is necessary
and beneficial', ibid. p. 282,
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jnZnanistha. etc. ,
are found In the Glta 9 the idea of stlritaprajna

"is seen "forming a part of them.. For example., in V. 20, the

description of sannyasl or yogi includes the word sthirabuddhi?

in XII. 19, of bhakta includes the word sthiramati, and soon.

Thus two of the six criteria for determining the import of com-

positions well accepted by the Mlmamsa-sastra, the science of

verbal syntactics, namely apurvala (exclusiveness) and upapatti

(reasonable synthesis) support Vinoba's contention that sthita-

prajnata is the summum bonum of the teachings of the Glta.

Nineteen verses (54 to 72) in the second chapter of the

Gita contain the account of sthitaprajna. Out of these the first

t II. 54) is the question put by Arjuna as to the nature and func-

tion of sihitaprajna and the remaining form the answer given by

Krsna. Here again, the first verse offers a complete definition

of sthitaprajna., while the subsequent three verses aim at giving
threefold explanation, clear, clearer and the clearest, respec-

tively, of this state. These are followed by ten verses explain-

ing the science and philosophy of sense-control (indrtyu-nlgraha
and samyama] . The next three slokas give a graphic descrip-
tion of the state of sthitaprajna and the last one pronounces the

grand result (phalasruti) of its attainment.

It is to be borne in mind that prior to Arjumfs question
regarding the nature and function of sthitaprajna, Krsna has

spoken to him about samkya-buddhi and yoga-buddhi* The
former is the science of knowledge of utman and the latter the
art of life to attain it. The art and science together constitute
the perfect life. The- samkya-buddhl is like the base, while
the yoga-buddhi may be compared to the structure on it. The
former is concealed and inferred only through the latter which
is visible. The progress of the yoga-buddhi is discernible through
four definite stages: the determination as to the means, singfe-
mindedness without attachment to the results, equanimity of
mind and the steadiness of wisdom, which is' none other than
the state of sthitaprajna. The word samadhi in the question put
by Arjuna is to be taken to mean the static, contemplation
(sthita-samridhf) and should not be confused with vrtti-samrtdhi,

2. Gf. BG. II. 39.
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which is not steady, but ascends and descends periodically,

Patanjali's Yoga-sutras also aim at this sthita-samadhi as the

final goal of yoga. The first three aphorisms of PataSjali which

form the quintessence of his Yoga-sutras do not speak of vrtti-

samadlii bat defines yoga as the Peer's steadiness in his own

nature 3

(drastuh svcuupe'vasthdnam}. So there is complete agree-

ment between the Gita and the Yoga-sunas as to this central

point. The term, prajna is also significant. It is to be distin-

guished from buddhi which is used in the Gita to indicate the

intellect in general. Intellect is varying according to the

objects of knowledge; but prajna is that intellect which is solely

engaged in the act of knowing without any reference to the

objects of knowledge. Intellect is not capable of giving lead

to a single straight path, whereas prajna is. It is like the ther-

mometre which measures the temperature of the person in fever

without itself having any fever.

The Gita perfects the definition of sthitaprajna by employing

the negative as well as the positive method of statement in 11.55.

The total abandonment of all desires of the mind is the negative

aspect of the definition, while contentment in one's own self is

the positive aspect. Vinoba observes that the abandonment of

desires and self-contentment are complimentary to each other

and are, as if it were, interdependent by mutual casual relation.

The abandonment of desires in an individual can be had through

four ways. One way is to universalize the individualistic desires.

This can be achieved by fulfilling one's desires and at the same

time consciously allowing others to share the results. For

example, with the desire of educating my child when I open a

school in my village, I thereby allow others in my village to share

the benefits of my action. The second way is to ascertain the

strongest desire in oneself and concentrate in its fulfilment by

eschewing other desires. The third way is to turn to the subtle

by leaving out the gross. Suppose a person is extremely fond of

being well-groomed, he can divert this desire to his inner being,

his thoughts and feeling. Instead of embellishing his body with,

external things lie can embellish his mind with disciplined benign

attitudes and thoughts. The fourth is the purest method which

consists in eschewing all evil dispositions and replacing them, by

aood ones. This is what is known as -hhakti which is always fre-3
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of any risk or danger. Thus the bhakti-yoga is the surest and

purest way to the abandonment of desires. The positive defini-

tion of sthitaprajna is the self-contentment which is the state of
one who has realized atman and which is described in the

Upanisadsby the expressions atmakrida, atmarati, etc.

II. 56. provides a psychological explanation of sthifaprajna.
What everybody desires is to attain pleasure and avoid pain.
Stintaprajna does not fondle the one and shun the other, but

keeps his equilibrium towards both. The desires evolve into

three stages, greed, perturbance and fear. Sthitaprajna makes
himself free of all the three. IJ.57 and 58 make the position of

sthiiaprajna further clear. A Sthitaprajna does not flow along with
the desires of mind, but withdraws his senses from their

objects just as the tortoise draws its limbs into itself when danger
is apprehended.

The next ten verses are a commentary on the control of
senses, die easy method leading to the ideal state. Here again,
If. 59 gives the suggestion how to set foot on this path, and the
next two verses caution the seeker against any presumption on
his part. II. 62 and 63 give a graphic and convincing; description
of the series of dangers attending on the person who runs after
the sensual objects. The series beginning with the brooding uponthe sense-objects naturally ends with total destruction (pranasyati)The next two verses bring out another series which runs quite
opposite to the former one. This begins with the sense-control

?i ^l/
WUh PraSSda Whidl leads t0 the state f*M'*prajiia

(huddh^paryavatisthate}.
11.66., in the disguise of elaboratingon the danger of buddhintia, actually indicates the five values of

hand
8

d

W1 l rCe f

,
mind Md "'f-oontentment, on the one

sense'sonth^* mtcllcct reSUltin* from the control ofsenses on the other. The next verses reason out how sensecontrol leads to the steadiness of intellect.

In II. 69 to 71 we hare a final description of the
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for all other beings is the day for the man of self-control and

vice versa. Vinoba successfully shows that this verse contains

the description of the central point where samkkhya~buddhi (self

knowledga),j>ogtf-Z><W/zz (action without attachment to the results)

and the ideal state of sthitaprajna fully meet. For the terms

pasyan, muni and samyaml indicate the atmajnanin, karmayogin
and sthitaprajna, respectively.

II. 70. describes how sthitaprajna assimilates all objects of

desires into his knowledge, so that there are no external objects

of knowledge for him. The concluding statement on the state of

sthitaprajna is given in II. 71, where the expressions vlhaya

kaman and nihsprhah are not redundant. The former repudiates

all desires of objects on the part of sthitaprajna. Still there can

be the desire of life (jijivisa), even that is ruled out by the latter.

Still he lives and acts (carati). This is to be understood as

explained in X. 9. by tusyanti ca ramanti ca with reference to

bhaktas. The grand phalasruti as stated in II. 72, is not a formal

one; it is real and significant. The expression brahml sthiti is note-

worthy. This is the natural state of sthitaprajna. There- is no

moving out of it at any time, even at the last moment of one's

life. The meaning indicated by the word sthiti is further explained

by the words nainam prapya vimuhyati and elaborated by the

sentence constituting the second half ofthe verse.

Thus according to Vinoba "Shave, the ideal of sthitaprajna

which is the central teaching of the Gim is the perfect state

where jnana, Karma and bhakti meet at one point. This is

similar to the state of God which can be viewed from three

points, as Good, Universal and beyond Good and Evil. In the

philosophical language of the Glta these are sat, sadasat and

nasat. These three aspects of God as well as sthitaprajna are

the meaning of the symbols, Cm, Tat, and Sat which are extolled

.and interpreted in the Glta, XVII, 23, etc.

It has been already noted that two ofthe six criteria in

arriving at the real import of a composition as accepted by the

Mimamsa-sastra can be successfully applied to show that the

ideal of sthitaprajna is the central teaching of the Gitet. Even two

other important criteria can be shown to this effect, namely the
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he-innin- and ending (Upakarmopasamharau)
and the final result

pl'alam*. The Gits actually starts from the request of Arjuna,

who proclaims himself as one confused in mind (dharmasammmu-

Jhaeetnh) to instruct him as to the right direction (sSdhi). The

discourse ends with Atjuna's submission that his confusion is

over (nasto mohah) and he has recovered his smrti the result of

which is" the freedom from all doubts (gatasamdehaJ}). Then

Arjuna acts but not as a man who is carried away by his desires

but as one whose knowledge, action and the detachment from its

results converge upon the natural state of atman, sthitaprajnata.
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A Brief Report of the Seminar on the Bhagavadgita

The GIta Samiksa, the fifth Seminar under the auspices
of the Department of Sanskrit, was held on the 7th, 8th and 9th
of March, 1970, in the Sri Venkateswara University College,
Tirupati. The Seminar was inaugurated by Dr. D. Jaganatha
Reddy, M.D., F.A.M.S., M.C. (Path), Vice-chancellor, S.V. Uni-
versity, Tirupati. Sri M. Anantasayanam Ayyangar, Chairman,
Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati, presided.

On 7th March, 1970, Dr. K.K. Raja, Dr. A G. Krishna
Warrior and Dr. V. Anjaneya Sarma presented their papers
when Dr. B.R. Sharma presided over the session. The same day
General Lectures were delivered under the Presidentship of Dr.
M.V. Rama Sarma, Dean of the Faculty of Arts, S.V. Univer-

sity, by Sri S. Subba Rao in English and by Panditaraja
D.T. Tatacharya in Sanskrit.

On 8th March, 1970, Dr. V. Subba Rao presided over the

forenoon session when Dr. S S. Raghavachar, Prof. Syed Mohi-
deen Shah, Dr. G. Marulasiddhaiah, Sri K. Dakshinamurthy
and Dr* P. Sriramamurthy presented their papers. Dr. V. Anja-
neya Sarma read the paper of Right Rev. AJ. Appasamy who
did not attend the Seminar. The evening session on the same
day was presided over by Prof, S.S. Raghavachar when the gene-
ral lectures were delivered by Prof. R Ramanujacharya in

English and by Sri Prativadibhayankaram Annangarachariar in

Sanskrit. This was followed by the rendering of devotional

songs by Vidwan D. Pasupati and Party.

The morning session of the 9th March was presided over

by Dr. C.S. Venkateswaran. Dr. K C. Varadachari, Prof.

K.T. Pandurangi, Dr. V. Varadachari, Prof K. Chandrasekharan,
Sri T.K- Gopalaswami Ayyangar and Dr. E.R. Sreekrishna

Sarma presented their papers. The General Lectures were deli-

vered in the evening by Dr. P. Nagaraja Rao in English and

Prof, C.S Venkateswaran in Sanskrit Prof. K. Neelakantam

Principal, S.V.U. College, presided.

There were recitations from the Glta by the children

of the Central School, Tirupati, during each session.
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